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Marc Bolan
Judge Dread
Mr Big
Andrew'Gold
Marianne Faithful
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Years Aso
AMAZING GRACE,
Royal Scow Druaoone Band
W rrHOUT YOU,
N Ibsen
The New Seeker.
BEG, STEAL OR BORROW,
BACK OFF B000 41,00.
Ringo Starr
SWEET TALKING GUY,
The Malone
HOLD YOUR HEAD UP,
Argent
YOUNG NEW MEXICAN PUPPETEER,
Tom Jones
ALONE AGAIN (NATURALLY),
OUbert O'Sullivan
DESIDERATA,
Lea Crane
I HEART OP GOLD.
Nell Young
I Yesra Ago
BOMETH
STUPID,
Frank and Nancy Sinatra
RELEASE ME,
Enge!boa Humperdlnck
PUPPET ON A STRING.
Randle Shaw
A LITTLE BIT ME, A LITTLE BIT IOU. The Monkey.
THIS IS MY BONG.
Harry Secombe
HAI HAI SAID THE CLOWN,
Manfred Mann
SIMON SMITH AND HIS DANCING BEAR, Alas Price
I WAS KAISER KILL'S BATMAN, WTI.Wng Jack Smith
IT'S ALL OVER.
CTia Richard
I
EDELWEISS.
Vince HIll

6

1

Due to Easter holidays we have had to reprint all
charts creep! Star Choice and Yesteryear. We.are
sorry for any inconvenience we may cause. Back to
normal nut week.
KNOWING ME KNOWING YOU, Abbe

1

Epic

2

GOING IN WITH MY EYES OPEN. David Soul stock

3

4

WHEN,Showaddywaddy

4

5

SOUND AND VISION, David Bowie

5

3

CHANSON D'Amour, Manhattan Transfer

6

8

I

7

8

MOODY BLUE, Elvis Presley

/1 8

13

9

7

1

g
.

RCA

Atlantic

DON'T WANT TO PUT A HOLD Bern Flim

TELL ME WHAT HE SAID.
CANT HELP FALLING IN LOVE.
HEY LITTLE GIRL,
TWISTLN'THE NIGHT AWAY,

GTO

Pye

LOVE HIT ME, Maxim Nightingale

United Artiste

BETWEEN TWO LOVERS, Mary MecGregor

Arista
I

1

LAY BACK IN THE ARMS Smokis

18

15 16

MY KINDA LIFE, Cliff Richard

16 10

BOOGIE NIGHTS, Heetwevii

17 17

BABY I KNOW, Rubettee

RAK

2

2

_3

5
7

EMI.

6

Í18

GIMME SOME, Brendon

24

State

8
9
10

Magnet

11
12

--

16

IA

21 '29

ROCKBOTTOM, Lynaey*De PauVMIke Moran Polydor

22

ROCKARIA, Electric Light Orchestra

14

MCA

ANOTHER SURCASE

VI26

22

WHEN

I

27 42

LONELY BOY. Andrew Gold

28 26

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT Graham Parker

Vertigo

29 30

TOGETHER, O. C. Smith

Canbon

fl30

7,000 DOLLARS B YOU. Stylbtica

31

33

SOUTHERN NIGHTS, Glen Campbell

'14

:33

47

RIO, Michael Nesmhh

35

WHODUNIT, Tweets
MORETHAN

s.) 37

I

-

12

13
14
16

17
18

40 20

SATURDAY NITE. Earth Wind B Fire

41

SOLSBURY Hill, Peter Gabriel

42 50

SOUL OF MY SUIT. T. Rex

Man

43

TIE YOUR MOTHER DOWN, Queen

EMI

BECAUSE. Dumb Roussos
ENJOY YOURSELF,

r46

Jackson

47

A STAR IS BORN, Barbra Streisand

48 45

5TH ANNIVERSARY EP, Judge Dread

49

THE SHUFFLE. Van McCoy

w

-

6

CBS

7
2

Cherisme

I0
9
16
5

14

1

i

Chrysalis

19

Phillips

1

11
17

2

15

4
1

5

6

6

4

7

8

9

!

:g

HOTEL CALIFORNIA Eagles
I'VE GOT LOVE ON MY MIND, Natalie Cole
"A STAR IS BORN' (Evergreen). Barbra Strelsand

10

12

SO IN TO YOU.

11

11

12

CARRY ON WAYWARD SON, Kansas
MAYBE I'M AIMED. Wings

13

10
13

14

18

15

19

16

IS

17

21

RIGHT TIME OF THE NIGHT, Jennifer Warn.
SAY YOU'LL STAY UNTIL TOMORROW,TornJones
WHEN1 NEED YOU, Leo Sayer

18
19

22

I

20

20

21

26

22

2"3

23
24
25

30

14

28

35
27
33

$

RICH GIRL Daryl Halle John Oates
SOUTHERN NIGHTS Glen Campbell
THE THINGS WE DO FOR LOVE 10 cc

5

26

`,/g
!l

DANCI NG QUEEN. Abbe
DONT GIVE UP ON US David Soul
DON T LEAVE ME THIS WAY, Thelm. Hesston

9

Allan. Rhythm

Section

FLY LIKE AN EAGLE Steve Miller Bend
TRYING TO LOVE TWO. William Bell

I

WANNA GET NEXT TO YOU, Rose Royce
DIKE DREAMIN, Kenny Nolen

SAM Olivia Newton John
LIDO SHUFFLE Boz Sagas
FIRST CUT IS THE DEEPEST. Rod Stewart
CANT STOP DANCING, Captain& Tennllle
DISCO LUCKY. Wilton Pace Street Bend
I'M YOUR BOOGIE MAN, KCa The Sunshine Bend

32

36

33
34

16
17

NIGHT MOVES Boo Seger

35

40

36

38

37

46
44

ANGEL IN YOUR ARMS Hot
LOVE IN'C MINOR Cenosa
SOMETIMES Facto Of Life'
DANCING MAN Q
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR Amer.b

42

47

43

45

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

---

--

UPTOWN FESTIVAL Sha4nMr
MY SWEET LADY, John Denver
WHOOUNIT, Tavares
SIR

DUKE Steve Wager

TIE YOUR MOTHER DOWN, Queen
HELLO STRANGER Yvonne ElilnMe

A NEW WORLD RECORD, Electric Light Orchestra

20

-

THE UNFORGETTABLE GLENN MILLER

21

26

GREATEST HITS. Shovvaddywaddy

Arista

22

-

WORKS, Emerson Lake and Palmer

Atlantic

23

21

BURNING SKY. Bad Company

24

20

HOTEL CALIFORNIA, The Eagles

CBS

Mantle
UA

RCA

Island

THE BEST OF LENA MARTELL. Lena Martell

-

Pye

25

DANDY IN THE UNDERWORLD. T Rex

EMI

27

23

SONGS IN KEY OF LIFE, Stevie Wonder

Motown

29 30'

THEIR GREATEST HITS 71-75, The Eagles

Asylum

29

-

A STAR IS BORN.

Soundtrack

31

31

211

RCA

RED RIVER VALLEY, Slim

Whitman

United Artists
Epic

33

34

ICINGS FROM THE WOOD. Jethro Tull

34

33

WINGS OVER AMERICA. Wings

".1315

-

LIVING LEGENDS. Everly Brother.

-

36 36

Warwick

MARQUEE MOON. Television

37 14
-11

42

ABC

43

-

20 GOLDEN GREATS. Glen

44

39

MOTORVATIN, Chuck Berry

EMI

Polvdor

Mercury

WIND AND WUTHERING, Geneels

46

KIKI DEE

47 37

Cho derma

Rocket

Note

32

-

LIVE AT TREORCHY, Max Boyce

50

-

THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters

3
2

1

2
3

4
5

Capitol
Mercury
Asylum
Capitol
Columbia

Palyda
Kirshner

Columbia

1

II

BOOGIE MAN. KC A The Sunshine Band

B

10

9

11

11
8
17

12
13

16
18

14

9

15

20
14
13
12

20

1

THE PRIDE (Pen IL 1.1ey Brother.
AIN T GONNA BUMP, Joe Ter

TK

TNeck
Epic

SOMETIMES, Feet. of LIN
Kisyveng
PINOCCHIO THEORY, Booby'. Band Werner.

IS

THROWING A GOOD LOVE AWAY. Spinners stone,
klenown
I WANNA DO IT TO YOU, Jarrv Buller
ABC
REACHING FOR WORLD, Harold Melvin
DISCO INFERNO, Tarnow.
BLESSED IS THE WOMAN. Shirley Brown Arleta
GLORIA, Enc Imminent
MOM
Mercury
TOO HOT TO STOP. Bar .1(eja.
Farman'
TIME IS MOVIN, Bleckhyrde

19

DANCIN', Crown Height. Atteir

-Anemic

1

_United

2

Da-Lite

7

SUR CHOICE.

}

9

10

15

17

16

20
19

Epic

11

Warner Bros
MCA

TEARS,

Sir.

ABC

CesebNro

7
8
11

10

MONSTER MASH.

20th Century
Sslswt
Asylum
Capricorn
Warner Bun
Tome
Seal Tram
RCA

camp'
Tame
Elegies

RIO

Capes

bin Sana

OURNIN' SKY, Bed Company

21

23

HARBOUR,

22

24

23

25

24

13

ARRIVAL Abbe
A ROCK AND ROLL ALTERNATIVE.
ROCK AND ROLL OVER. Kim

25

30

SLEEPY/ALKER. Kink.

26

26

The Roiling Stone.
Uric Pauline
The Kink.
Mrtha end the Vendelle.
Guy 'US' Bonds

27

32

WINDS WUTHERING. Owed.
SU DEGREE& 501 SCAGGS

28

34

BIGGER THAN BOTH °SUS. Daryi Hell It John

29
30

21

II

ROOT& Quincy Jane.
CAROLINA DRF_AMS MarehMI Tucker Bend
THEIR GREATEST HITS 19714975, Engle.

Kim FoWev

32

44

TEDDY PENDERGRASS

33

16

YEAR OF THE CAT. Al Somert

35

37

usk RUFUS. Mug Featuring °baba Khan

36

42

ROSE ROYCE. Gar Huh/OA/pi al Moelon

37

39

38

-

JEFF @ECK WITH T14E JAN HAMMER GROUP.,

Epic

40

YESTERDAY, TWAY & TOMORROW. Spinners

Nemec

it2

38

CHILDREN OF THE WORLD, lee

43

43

THE BEST OF THE

44

27

TORN IIETAIEN TWO LOVE R& Mary Macaniper

46

29

-

AN EVENING WITH OINSA ROSS

47

SO

The Warman.
Gene Vincent
"
The Action

13

Werner Brea
Werner Woe

Muria.

Mantle

Melt. Rhythm

Section

Penner
Arleta
Alm
Conantria
RCA

0114144

Capnxon
Mahon
Phiadelphie Interne/rand
Columbia

BYTrw
Cotillion

Chrwelle

Wm

THE NAME IS BOOTSY, BABYI Illeeny's Rubber Band

Buddah
Anote America
Capitol

K. W ette
Epk/Sweetly

United AMIN

Ordwara

ANYWAY YOU LIKE IT, Thelma Ilinuen
IL The Stvw Osaka Iland
NIGHT MOVES. Bob

22

7 Fr

TWO TO THREE.
LEADER OF THE PACK,

Warner Onte.
Capitol

28

JOHNNY THUNDERS

M

WINGS OVER AMERICA
ANIMALS, Pink Floyd
A NEW WORLD RECORD. Deane Ught
SONGS FROM THE WOOD, Jethro Tull

20

MCA

Columbia
Werner B ros

~Ile

UNPREDICTABLE.
Cole
1014N DENVER'S GREATEST HITS VOL 2
IN FLIGHT, George Swoon

19

20th Century

UniladArtlsis

15
14

Ansia

Island

12

13

Me miry

RUMOUR& Fleetwood Mee
HOTEL CALIFORNIA, Eagsee

3
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE. Sava Wonder
4 A STAR IS BORN, Berta Strelund Kne KA Haler..
LEFTOVERTURE, Kenn.
7
BOSTON
10 THIS ONE'S FOR YOU, Barry Monk.
9 LOVE AT THE GREEK, Neil Diamond
8 FLY LIKE AN EAGLE Kew Maw Band

6
13

Capitol
Capitol

M

One Up

ABC
GAWK'

us

6

18
19

Tams.
RCA

R uf

I'VE GOT LOVE.Nabile Cole
LOVE IS BETTER, lob nnleTylor

WANNA GET NEST TO YOU, Row Roy. MCA
TRYING TO LOVE TWO, Willlem Bell
Mercury

18
17

Atlantic
ProsierStock

AT MIDNIGHT.

Stiff

DAMNED, DAMNED, DAMNED, The Damned

49

US Sind Top 20

Capitol

Campbell

46 41
24

Harvest

20th Century

40

HBL

Chryaele
Parlophone

Epic

Cactus

1/1

CBS

THE IDIOT, iggy Pop

BARRY WHITE GREATEST HITS

11l1

Jet

RCA

Asylum

WISH YOU WERE HERE, Pink Floyd

YOUR LOVE Marilyn M4Cooa Billy DavlIJr.
DOYA E lectrk 11561 Orchestra
AT MIDNIGHT. Rufus Featuring Chaka Shen
CALU NG DR LOVE Kiss
NY, YOU GOT ME DANCING Andrea True Conwhen
TORN BETWEEN /WO LOVER& leery Mettmlior

15

-

4

48

g

41 50

ABC

31

LOW, ?avid Bowie

MCA
Pdydor
Atlantic
Atlantic

William.
McCort/Owl.

Columbia

'SPRING RAIN, Silvetu
LONELY BOY. Andrew Got
Band
HEARD IT IN A LOVE SONG Marshall Tucker
PHANTOM WRITER Gary Wright
THERE WILL COME A DAY Smoker Robinson

HE L

16

DOUBLE DUTCH,F Wheal Band
á
BOOGIE NIGHTS H4.b.we
Aa.nBo
SUNNY, 5onayM
nIeloyo
ALI SHUFFLE, Alvin ON
Atlantic
LOVE INC MINOR, Caron.
Caribou
TOGETHER, OC Smith
Coallion
WELCOME. Ma.Pnduction
Tend*
DON'T LEAVE ME THIS WAY Thelma Houaon
MCA
WANT TO GET NEST TO YOU, Rae Royo
SATURDAY NIGHT Earth Wind
CBS
LOVE IS BETTER IN THE AM, Johnny Taylor
Gdeol
WHODUNNIT, Tavares
Memory
GET CLOSER. Jam. a Bobby Purity
Unitd Ahab
LOVE HIT ME, Med. NlggnhtlnpI
Contepo
Conte/neeryeocb
SUPER BAND, Kool a Tha Gang
Pdtdor
WHEN LOVE IS GONE, Arthur P
Contempo
DANCIN' Crown H.lftaAl1Ir
PNl.d.lphla
DARLING.. DARLING BABY. O'Jays

FREE Menace WIIINm.
COULDN'T GET IT RIGHT. Clines Blues Band

31

57

Alrt
lende

MCA

18

MAKIN' MAGIC. Pot Travers

PSYCHOTIC,
SATISFACTION,
JAILHOUSE ROCK.
YOU REALLY GOT ME,
DANCING IN THE STREET,

24

42

CBS
Rumougorr

POlydOr

EVITA,

40 52

3

30

41

IN YOUR MIND., Bryan Ferry

CBS
ABC

TS

29

39

11

17

A DAY AT THE RACES. Queen

9/3

32

39
40

16

GTO

Charisma
Private Stock

39 27

1

28

38

RCA

Anse.
Epk
Aaantk
Atlantic
Motown

Newel

Atlantic

Warner Brae.

CBS

Ill

3

DAVID SOUL,

Vertigo

GOLDEN DELICIOUS. Wurzel,

ñ;

3

PETER GABRIEL.

19

FireCBS

--

1

B

2

18

15

Pt

3

ANOTHER FUNNY HONEYMOON. David Dundee Alr

2

14

"an .BC
WORLD, nerol
Polvdor
ROCK Er ROLL STAR. Bewley James /Wryer
LET YOUR BODY GO Merlyn Fordbreheetreacninta n
LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER. Captain & Tramline
ASM
SAY YOU'LL STAY UNTIL TOMORROW, Torn Jorme EMI
Philip.
GOOD MORNING JUDGE, Woo
Magnet
TELEGRAM, Silver Convention
Epic
AIN'T GONNA BUMP NO MORE, Joe Tee
CBS
IT'S YOU, Menhellans
Asylum
HOTEL CALIFORNIA, Eagles

.neACHInu

FOR THE

39

40

gar -

I

Epic

LIVE. Status Quo

VISION, Don WirlInnu

11/11I

FREE, Denary
TO BE A STAR

I

Motown

4

1

RUMOURS, Fleetwood Mac

EMI

RCA

sfi

4
B

45 39

COMING OUT, Manhattan Transfer

10

..s.r..

,t_..

I;I

CBS

HOW MUCH LOVE. Leo Sayer

12

13

Ilol

19
20

RAK

SIR DUKE. Stevie Wonder

44

12

0I

IS

RCAt

WHITE RIOT. The Clash

1

GREATEST HITS, Abbe

Bernard Crlbbins
Johmy Keating

nd

38 46

50

II

Capes&

CObER, Bonnie Tyinr

TEAR ME APART, Soil Qustro

27

9
10

MCA

39-

i

,..01

A

B

EMI

34 38

-

6
7

Capitol

WANNA GET NEXT TO YOU. Rose Royce

I

5

HBL

ROMEO, Mr Big

32 15

3

Harvest

9

DO WHAT YOU HANNA DO,T Conneebon
TX
UPTOWN FESTIVAL Kalmar
Soul Train
LOVE INC MINOR/MIDNIGHT LADY, Urns.
Oralllen
NY YOU GOT ME DANCING, Andrea True Buddeh
11P JUMPED THE DEVIL. John O.vl. Orchestra
SAM
LOVE INC MINOR, Sari a Saul On Matra
Cawblno
24 HOURS A DAY, Berbera Pennington
United Ardent
DISCO INFERNO.Tramme.
atlantic
YOU CANT HIDE, Teddy Pendrsnu
Pldl.delphl Ins
'GOTTA KEEP DANCING. Carrie Lista.
Soulbaln
SLOW DOWN John MIN.
London
STONED TO DIE BONETImmy Thom.
TT(
DON'T LEAVE ME THIS WAY Thelma Houston
Tama
SJPERMAN/ONE LOVE
get eta 5 Pia- y Sandi M
LIFE IS MUSIC/ LADY LUCK, RIEhl. Family
Main
FUNK MACHINE, Funk Machine
'TB(
I CAUGHT YOUR ACT, Hunger. Carp
Werner Bros
GOT TO GIVE IT U, Mervin Gaye
Temle
TOUCH NE TAKE ME,
UIu Orcheetrs
RCA
LOVE GOES DEEPER THAN THAT, Elan. Law.
Invktua

2

4

Asylum

1

EVERY FACE TELLS A STORY, Cliff Richard

Chrysalis

13

Disco Top 10

I'

Chrysalis

NEED YOU. Led Sayer

41

13

ANIMALS, Pink Floyd

25 22

ABM

19

20

ENDLESS FLIGHT, Leo Sayer

7

Bilk

Pye

PEARL'S A SINGER, Elide Brooks

1125

-

-

1a

HEARTBREAKERS. Various

6

11

Amber

Karl D

Jet

KNOW WHAT YOU'RE MISSINOsReaIThing

23 21

4

17
le

FREE. Deniece Williams

I24 43
{¡.

CBS

20 35

4

Mgr

POrydar

10

Del Shannon
Sam Cooke

THE SHUFFLE. Van McCoy
CAR WASH Row Royce
SATURDAYNITE Earth, Wind4 Fin
THIS IS TOMORROW, Bryan Ferry
NO WOMAN, NO CRY, Boney M
DADDY COOL Sonny Al
WHAT CAN I SAY, Boa Soap
DISCO INFERNO, Tremmpa
LOVE HIT NE Mash» Nightingale

9
17

15

MOLLIES LIVE hits, the Mollies

Elvle Presley

LOVE IN 'C' MINOR, Cerrona

16

3

14

CBS

HAVE I THE RIGHT, Deed End Kids

19 34

5

Epic

BEST OF, John Denver

I

6

20 GOLDEN GREATS, The Shadow§

17

KNOWING ME KNOW' NG.YOU, Abbe
CHANSON D'AMOUR, Menheeen Transfer
SUNNY BoEAVE
ney M
DON'T L
NE THIS WAY. Thelma Hemet=
HAVE THE RIGHT, Ned End KIM
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT, Graham Prier L

10

2

Reprise

9

GIMMESOMEBrandon
WHEN. Showeddyvaddy

3
5

7

GTO

ARRIVAL, Abbe

8

BOOGIE NIGHTS H.atwave
SOUND AND VISION David Bowie

4

B

PORTRAIT OF SINATRA

3

8

Disco Top í0

/

Marilyn McCoo Billy Davis Jr ABC

TO BE A STAR,

13

1

The Shadow
Roy Orbieon

Helen Shapiro

STRANGER ON THE SHORE,
WISIOWEH,
HOLE IN THE GROUND.
I THEME FROM '2 CARS',

Atlantic

12 23

H14

WONDERFUL LAND,
DREAM BABY,

RCA

OH BOY. Brotherhood of Men

9

Year Ago

1

EMI

SUNNY,_Boney M

12

II'

Arista

RED LIGHT SPELLS DANGER, Billy Ocean

10a1

'/I11

Yesteryear

4.

MCA
Negro Soundenbca
CHANGES IN LATITUDES- CHANGES IN ATTITUDE& Arnim Bun.
gat
Maim
THE PRETENDER, Keeton Browne

TK

0.5

000eica °noble brother.

'REIGN'. George %neon

RW
gamer

hue

Arleta America
Caplan
Morown

Hamer Sm.

Meta
DISCO INF ERNO

Triennia

PERSON TO PERSON. Aver age White Band

antic

41

Charts
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HAS HICK
FINALLY LOST
HIS MARBLES?
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NEWS EDITOR
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I fled The Smoke to spend a
few days savouring the
delights of the countryside
and escaping from the music
business. But, as you would
expect, I managed to pick up
the occasional juicy snippet.

CHIEF SUB
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EDITORIAL
Barry Cain
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Sheila Prophet
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es,

Luicy

car dealers.
Mick Fleetwood, it would

many millions in the vaults?
Want to slip a few green mes
in my direction? I love

moneybags wasn't too

Before packing my bags far
my rural sojourn, I took
myself along to the Rainbow
Theatre to catch a gig by my
old friends Southside Johnny and The Asbury Jukes. A
most agreeable evening and
a very crowded apres-gig
party. And I have to report
that, in close-up, Ronnie

appear, Is about to take
delivery of a Ferrari (rather
a common mode of transport
1 always think). The asking
price for the aforementioned
motor was (9,000 and old
happy at this. After mucho
haggling, the agreed price
was 17,900. Come off it Mick,
what's (100 when you've so

New York, Tuesday: Much
fun and games at CBGB's In

York

New

MANAGING
DIRECTOR
Jack Hutton

a

Juicy

-

should see the way those
boys spin and twist their
balls with such apparent
ease and to the delight of the
onlookers
I overhead a
conversation between two

fr.

ie--1:'

Enjoyinga large Bloody Mary
at the World Marbles
you
Championships

Robin Smith
David Wright

J

WHAT A way to spend Faster I
No, toy sweet ones, thin Isn't
a sick joke, though there
were one or two merry quips
of a religious nature passed
over the holiday. Seriously,

where

the

Damned (right) have just
completed a mucho successful four -day season. On the
first night, the boys received
a good luck telegram from
the Rolling Stones (in NY to
mix their live album due for
June release).
They also received a surprise
package from the Stones:
Seven lemon meringue pies

'Rumours', really.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE. One of these
peroxide specimens has a name not unlike a well
D'ya
known brand of baked beans
remember him? Tother sings in a nouveau wave

-

Spector Is showing her age.
And as regards her mode of
dress, she left little to the

imagination. Clutching

band Are they one and the same person? Is this
all some kinds trick? Answers on a postcard

only-album

thought for of Creek

a

beefcake, Deeds Rouses s?
The big one has Just

bottle of wine was young
Johnny Rotten engaged in

conversation with Joe
Strummer who plucked a
rose from the floral
arrangement on the table,
broke it in half and

returned from a health farm
in Switzerland where he lost
10 kilos during his stay.
Demis visited the exclusive
clinique 140 miles north of
with his wife,
G

proceeded to eat it. Strange

LETTER FROM AMERICA
The Average White Band have
been in the recording studio
with legendary Ben E King.
New album expected soon.
At the final gig of their US

(duly thrown at the

tour, Genesis and their
audience were surprised by
their manager Tony Smith.
As they carne to the last few

ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER
Alan Donaldson

champagne,

Ready'

ADVERTISEMENT
PRODUCTION
Michael Hitch

Irighl'.

ADVERTISEMENT
DIRECTOR
Peter Wilkinson

TELEPHONE
SALES MANAGER
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toes

eliket
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Mon 107
pad primed by South
Emblem Newspr,.err, Ltd

txereliRoe
ME2D

Ide,daOm. Kent

audience,

two bottles of
two dozen

minutes of the epic 'Supper's

carnations and three women
Asked his opinion of

*

*

Support band to the Damned
were Dead Boys. On the
third night, someone else
atole the limelight. It was
none other than blonde long legged Sable, resplendent In
tight hot -pants and now
recognised as America's
most famous groupie (since
the abdication of 'had 'em
all' Cherry Vanilla). The
delightful young lady took
part in an on-stage display
of assault with Dead Boys.

Seattle

came on stage and danced
freely In their birthday

What have these men got to celebrate? See next week's RECORD
MIRROR forfull Stateside report

Among those who took in the
Damned at CBGB's were:
Chris Squire, the Ramones,
Patti Smith, Jess Rodeo,
Steve Gibbons, Andy Pratt
and Mick Jagger.

David Soul's 'Don't Give Up
On Us Baby' being played to
death on US radio. One DJ
called It 'Don't Throw Up On
Us Baby'.

More name dropping: All
staying at New York's

On

*

*

Santana, Marshall Tucker
Band, Journey and Steve
-Gibbons Band.

ro

*

*

Gramercy Park Hotel:

V

I

the

*

Good Day Go By

CBGB's success, the Damned now set to play Burton,
Los Angeles and San
Francisco.

I

11
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strength of their

Produced by well known brother Gerry of 'Stealers
Wheel' fame, Jim Rafferty is a new signing to the Decca label.
A singer/songwriter, this is Jim's first single and a
truly excellent debut disc.

DECO

at the

Paramsunt, three strippers

the ladles, Rat Scabies was
heard to comment 'Or-

*

to the fun outs the sack

behaviour indeed.
While you all lucked into your
Easter eggs, did you spare a

suits.
Davy Jones and Micky Deena
played some kind.of benefit
gig in front of mums and
children
.
Wild scenes
outside Carnegie Hail as
tickets for Billy Joel's June
concert went on sale .
Great Oak Arkansas compilation album due out
shortly . . . John Mlles
played two sets to warm
reception in NY . . . Barry
Cale threatening to move an
to Lot Angeles. . . Where's

MargaretTradean?
Love and Kisses, Keyhole
Kate.

Dominique (who only went
for the rest. na Leh ). He
plans to keep on a restricted
diet and hopes to lore 30 kilos
by the end of the year. Even
if he Is successful. he'll still
clock In at a hefty 15 stone.
I'm sure there's no danger
that he",Ii float away
forever. If the diet falls, he
could always do a spot of
moonlighting as an airship.
And who was the young lady
with Eric Clapton at the Dm
Williams gig at the Weaublev
country music festival? It
might have been Paull
Harrison and then again it
might not have been -my
view was obscured.
On then, to the selected quotes
of Guys and Della, a pop

group. Julie Forsyth,
daughter of the ghastly
Brace: "We met girls on
German concert tour who
were

so pushy and so
blatantly sexy that the boys

in our group were turned

off.

I've got

a

wildly

romantic picture d my ideal
man. He's going to be
andersin dlag, witty and
dashing." Stop laughing at
the back. Over to Martine

"I

lived near

ours.

At least

Howard:

Stockholm in Sweden for
four months and I think their
attitude to sex is healthier

than

everything's out In the open.

Here, people keep their sexy
side hidden and feel guilty
about ii. I think It's dirtier to
keep parr magazines under
the counter than to display
them openly." My sentiments entirely, her, get It out
in the open.
So that's It, kids, a limited
Easter edition, see yell

I>
I

/
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Eno

album
in May

.

:.

sluT

BRIAN F.NO'S first LP
for the Poly -doe label,
since Use C.G. label
switrh.d from island last
year, M being slated for
May /June release.
Featured tmsieans Include Bill McCormick,
bass, Fred Frith guitar
and Brand N bassist
Percy Jones and drummer Phil Callus.

110'

ENO: first for Pohdoe

Alice wears
his lace

_

e

r

LONG awaited new albuu
Lace am
M released Sieat month,
and him new outrageous stage skew
Is expected to he seen In the UR by
the end of the year.
Released an Way », the I.P h
produced by Bob Earle and Includes
musicians Steve Hunter, Dick
Wagner, and JIm.Onrdon on Cooper
songs such as 'It's Hot Tonight' and
'Rend Bab', plus a Mess rocker,
'Ubangi Stomp'. Meanwhile a new
single 'Love At Your Convenience' b
out this week.
THE.

from Alice Cooper
Whiskey'

1
MO

o
ALICE COOPER:

new album

McCullough

to pun` VIBRATORS

Feelgoods?

MAKE A
CHANGE

FORMER WLNGS guitarist Henri McCullough U
believed to bare Joined Dr Feelgood as a temporary
replacement for Wilke Johnson.

The Feelgoods played in Germany over the
weekend with McCullough. ato stood in at the law
minute for the unnamed gulled« who was to Bll the
vacant space In their line-up.
A spokesmen for the Feelgoods said 'loth
McCullough and Ttm Hinckley played with the band
at the weekend, but neither are planning to Join the

ban&

Beatles lose

court case
THE BEATLES were
refused an Injuncum to

But In London's High
Court last week Vice
Chancellor Slr Robert
Megarry refused to grant

halt the release of the 15 year - old recordings
made at Hamburg's Star

NEW WAVE band The
Vibrators have left Mackie
Most's RAK label for CBS.

They signed with the label last week
and straight away started work on a
forthcoming single and album. Five
tracks are under conslderatio for
release as a singe: 'Bad Tian', 'No
Hearn, 'Petrol', 'Wrecked On You' and
Sweet Sweet Heart'.
The band released me single for RAK

Y1

RUSH..

'We Vibrate'. Guitarist Pat Collier
remark. on the move: "We signed with
a record company to sell record», and
whereas we got on very well with
Mickle Most as a person we found that
RA K weren't getting behind us.
"It's nice to be with a company that
are going to get really behind us and
push us all Use way to the top."
The Vibrators are bade on the road

April 60 at Southampton
University, the start of their UK tour.
from

InjuncUºt He said
of the group had
been offered the tapes
the

Club.

thil two

his Lingasong company
plan to issue the double

some years ago and

Mr Paul Murphy and

refused them

for

'o

s.

m the
poor quality of the
recuding..
appeal wan based

appeal.

Marleytour and
album in June

REGGAE SINGER Bob Marley was fined 750 at
Marylebone Court for possessing cannabis. while his
guitarist was fined I15 on a similar charge Both
pleaded guilty.
London dais for Marley this suntnwr are being
arranged at the Lyceum, thought to be his only
Bridal, appearance thin year.
To ordatlde there will he a new album tided

}

I

long while the 'B' aide
'I'm In Love With You'
lasts 4. D.

o

ladium daos lar Juae Li a
sad eel before the boa
afnee eve. opened.
More than 241,00a application. were received lar
the HOD tickets available. These are Dlamend's Brat UK appear.
cocea

dam

concerts next month.
He opens at Brighton
Dome on May 6, then
conUnues at York University 7th, Oxford New

v

1572.

'Best Of' Car Wash
TO COINCIDE with the
launch of the film 'Car
Wash', a special Meet of
Car Waah' LP Is released
an May 6. The original

double album soundtrack
from the Olin. to be seen

here from June. has
already produced three
hit oingieo: 'Car Wash',
'Put Your Money Where
Your Mouth Is', and 'I
Wanna Get Next To Year'.

/

PHIL LYNOTT

-

IN TWO YEARS

NEIL DIAMOND'S Pal-

d"

sá

road here

summer

GILBERT O'Sullivan la
to make his first live
appearances for two
years with eight solo

Diamond sells out

NEIL DIAMOND

the

Y

O'SULLIVAN
FIRST TOUR

Rubettes single
THE BURETTES release
a new angle "ladies Of
Laredo' on April 22. The
'A' side la 6.46 minutes

-

THIN LIZZY hope to play
a major concert date at
London's Wembley Empire Pool to coincide with
the release of their neat
album.
Work on the album will
start once Phil Lynott has
completed his projected
solo LP, so it seems
unlikely that fizzy will he
before late
autumn.

Esadts'.

_

CANADA'S LEADING hard rock trio Rush have
confirmed their Unilever British tour for early June.
While most of their albums have been available
only on import here, the popularity af UK releases of a
double live 'All The World's A Stage' and studio set
'Caress Of Steel', have prompted the visit Dates are
Manchester Free Trade Hall, June 2, Birmingham
Odeon 3, London Hammersmith Odeon4.
After the tour they will remain In the UK to record a
new album.

seen on

1'.

?

The Rush is
on for June
Lizzy at
Wembley

a

reputed price of (10.000.
Following the High
Court decision three
Appeal Court judges
refused to grant an
injunction pending an

album of 26 numbers
within a month.
The counsel for the
BeaUea and the Apple
organisation said their

_e

~

Two old
Flashers
FORMER LEADERS of
Australian pop band The
Eaoybenta, Harry Venda
and George Young, have
a single 'Hey St Peter'

VIBRATORS quit RAK, joined CBS

released on April 16.
under the pseudonym
Flash & The Pan.
The pale have recently

Theatre

8,

University

Lancaster
11,

Aston

12,
University
Loughborough University
16,

Manchester Apollo U.

Edinburgh Usher Hall 15.
.A new
LP and single

will

be released
coincide with the tour.

to

been successful as producers with acts such as
AC/DC, and when they

released

the single
anonymously in Australia
before Christmas tt made
number two In the
national Marta.
Their single is released

here an the new Ensign

label, distributed by
Phonogram.
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Pistols set up
own record label

THE HEARTBREAKERS. Halesowen Tiffanies
April 16 Klddarmineter Town Hall 19,
Derby Cleopatras 20, Birmingham Rebeccas 21,
Hastings Pavilion 23, Newport Roundabout 27,
Brighton Embassy 29, Hull College of Higher
Education May 6, Iverpool Erica 7, Warrington Tech
13, London Royal College of Art June 10, Portsmouth
Poly I8, Hereford College of Education 21.

FOLLOMLNlg THEIR dismissal from ACM sod
record EMI record MOM*, the Sea Pl*ols EMI
are
mouldering setting up their owe label to put out their
recordings. They are currently negotiating a
prowling and dizerlbutnn deal.

JOHN McLAUGIII.IÑ AND SHAKTI / KEVIN
COYNE: London New Victoria May 8. Manchester
Free Trade Hall 15, Bradford St Georges Hall 16,
Newcastle City Hall 17, Glasgow Apollo 19,
Edinburgh Usher Hall 20, Norwich Theatre Royal 22.

Bassist quits
Manfred Mann
MANFRED MANN'S

Earth Band and bassist
Colas Pattenden have
parted company.
The group are looking
a replacement and are
applicants at
the Workhouse Studio,
Old Kent Road, London,

for

to rehearse

POP: Cheater Basco lis April 11,
Birmingham Barbarellas 12, South Croydon Red
Deer U, Tolworth Toby Jug 18, Putney Railway Hotel
19, London Marquee 20, Hastings Pavilion 22
JUDAS PRIEST: Cambridge Corn Exchange April
22, Southend Kursaal Ballroom 23. Maidenhead
Sklndles 24. Bournemouth Village Bowl 21, Cardiff
Top Rank 26, Exeter University 27, West Runton
Pavilion 29. Northampton Cricket Club 90.
Croydon Greyhound May 1, Plymouth Top Rank 2,
Hemel Hempstead Pavilion 3, Cleethorpes Whiter
Gardens 5, Glasgow University 7, Sheffield Top Rank
8, Birmingham Town Hall 9, Liverpool Stadium 11,
Manchester Apollo 12, Newcastle Mayfair 13, Redcar
Coatham Bowl 14, Blackpool Imperial 15, Canterbury
Odeon 17, Guildford Civic Hall 18, Swindon Brunel
Rooms 20, Hastings Pier Pavilion 21, London New
Victoria 22.
BERT JANSCH: London School of Economics May
14, Penzance The Garden 17, Plymouth Woods Centre
18, Aberystwyth University 20, Liverpool EAcs 21,
Chester Gateway Theatre 22, Keele University 25,
London Marquee 31, Birmingham Aston University
June 3, University of East Anglia 4, Slough Fulcrum
N .ASTY

before recording a follow
up to their album 'The
Roaring Silence'.
Colin Joined the band in

for its original
lineup, and Is being
replaced because of
1971

musical differences. He
has no immediate plans.

Nils to do

it live

ONE OF Nib Lofgren's London Hammersmith Odeon
concerts is to be recorded fora future live album
An additional date has been added to his tour
programme at Liverpool Empire. May 23.
Highly acclaimed US band Tom Petty & The
Heartbreakers play their first European dates

5.
,1

LITTLE BOB STORY: High Wycombe Nags Head
April 21, Liverpool Erica 22, London Nashville 23, 100
Club 26, Cheltenham Pavilion 27, Plymouth Woods

supporting Nib.

Centre 28, Wigan Casino 30, Lakeland Accrington
Lounge May 1, Manchester Oaks Hotel 9, York
University 4, London Dingwalls 5, Stafford North
Staffs Poly 6, Birmingham Barbarel las 7.

t

Abba's club

II.-.

changes

ROGER DALTREY: new album next month

THE OFFICIAL British Abbe fan club has chanted
tot address and now operates from 2 Sheep Street.
Hlghw'orth, Swindon SN6 7B0.
the club Issues a folder
For membership of

fl

including pictures, feet., a black and white poster,
newsletters and a badge of the group.
Fans are requested to send SAE to the club for

application forms.

altrey's one
of the boys
ROGER DALTREY'S solo album 'One Of
The Boys' is released on May 13. Included
on it are a Paul McCartney,gong'Giddy',
two by Philip Goodhand Tait 'Paradise'
and 'Leon', (John Blunstone's 'Single
Man's Dilemma', and Andy Pratt's
'Avenging Annie'.
Three numbers mark Dalary's song writing debut
with Dave Courtney 'Satin And Lace', 'Doing It All
Again' and 'The Prisoner'. Dave Courtney co produces with former Shadow Tony Meehan.

"'"ItA
BOXER HAVE signed to CBS records and are
working on their first LP for the label in Los Angeles.
Their present line-up is Mike Patton, Chris Stainton,
Tim Bogen. Adrian Fisher and Ed Tudurt. Producing
the LP is John Boylan who has worked with Linda
Ronstadt and Boston /I is due forJuly release.

The title track was written by Steve Gibbons, while
'Written On The Wind' is released off the LP as a
single this week.
Guest musicians Include Hank Marvin, Alvin Lee,
Eric Clapton, Andy Falrweathor Low, Mick Ronson,
John Entwistle, Jimmy McCulloch, Stuart Tosh, Rod
Argent, Jimmy Jewell and John Perry.

'd1?

MEDICINE HEAD: Northampton Cricket Club April
16, Luton Technical College 22, Nottingham Grey
Topper Club 23, Bristol Granary 28, Burton - On Trent 7B Club 29,London City University Hall 30.

FBI: Cheltenham Tramps April 19, London Music
Machine 21. London Marquee May 6, Colchester
Embassy Suite 8, Portsmouth Victory Club 19.
Southgate Royalty 21, Buckley Tivoli Ballroom June
2, Ebbw Vale Leisure Centre 4, Cambridge
Magdalene College 15, Cockfosters Middlesex Poly 25,
Doncaster Outlook Club 29.

NEWS' -IN ``BRIEF
MILLER new
Book Of
Dreams' out on Mercu
ry this month.
Scottish folk / rock band
Celeste to support Billy
Connolly on marathon
UK toinr.
William Bell's -B&B hit
'Tryin' To Love' Two'
out here as a single on
STEVE

album

April15,

BBC's The Baron sItttng
In for vacationing
Robbie Vincent on his
Radio London Saturday
Show for two weeks.
Guests Include Brass

'I

Construction on April
23.

The Strutters play Lon-

don Dingwalls
Friday night

on

Swedish group Stardust
have signed to the Sahli
label and open a UK

tour at London

Greyhound on May 7. A
single 'Got To -See
Mississippi' Is out on

April 22.

George Melly

and

Feetwarmers and

the
a

'Salute To Satchmo' are
among the attractions
of the Bristol Jubilee
Jazz Festival for the

June Bank Holiday.
The Heartbreakers debut
single for Track to be a
double A side of

Chinese Rocks' and
'Born Too Loose', first

2,000 will be 12".
Judas Priest new album
'Sin After Sin' produced
by Roger Glover released April 22, plus
single 'Diamonds And

Rust'.

Roy Harper's

first album

'The Sophisticated Beggar' reissued by Polydor (Its fourth release
since 1967) on the Big
Ben label priced IL 98.

lily 9

i1
1

XTC: London Rochester Castle April 14, Routes
Upstairs 19, Swindon Brunel Rooms 20, London
Marquee 29, High Wycombe Nags Head 30, Bristol
Granary May 5, Dudley JBs 8, London Nashville 7.
Wolverhampton Lafayette 18, London Rock Garden
20, Fulham Greyhound 21, Aylesbury Kings Head 22.

t

i

,1

Superb Single
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Small Faces
old, new,

j,

borrowed
and.. . true'
THE SMALL FACES are
back! After eight years
the dynamic Sixties group
have reformed. Between
their first hit 'Watcha

About It' in
September 1965 and their
last, 'The Universal' in
Gonna

Do

July '68, their chart
success was topped only
by the Beatles.

In three years. they had 11 hit
singles, four Number Ones, sold
30 million records, received 35
gold albums. 46 silver albums
and featured in numerous rock
and pop polls.
A

smoke

filled

-

somewhere in

Pimlico.

JIM EVANS
talked to the new
old Small Faces.
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Along with Rick,
he had to pinch
himself .. .
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Small Faces looking tired and emotional
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Ice broken.

Something (and I've a rough
idea what it might be) has made
Rick very talkative. Hiding
behind shades and a mop of
straggly hair, he's soon In full

I

.

flight.
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Talkative
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shrinker's," chortles Rick.

.
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.
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It was about a year ago.
Kenney got us all Interested.
Ronnie went out for a packet of
fags and never came back. So I
was called in. I had this phone
well early for me
call early
in the morning.
"Before he said who he was, I

-

t..

i

-,

~ -.R".:,"
:t" ---f

:
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Faces, Len McLagan and new
member Rick Wills, are singled
out and guided with my good self
and a quantity of lager cans
towards the interview room.
Mr Wills stretches out on the
elderly sofa and Mac perches
cross :legged on an even older
sofa. "I feel like I'm at the head -

General chuckles.
On with the show.

,I

-

c.

knew it had to be Steve. I'd
recognise his voice anywhere.
'Hello mate,' he said and there's
only one voice like that. 'D'you

fancy playing with the Faces?' he
asked.

went

"Me, playing with the Faces

I had to pinch myself. It Just
from there. I met Mac, met
Kenney and it all came off"

y

Kenney and I Just play together
naturally it's so right.
"It's all working so well," Mac
"We're very happy
puts in
boys, four very happy boys, but
we're not going over the top."
Back to Rick. "I toured
America with Roxy Music early
last year. I was a session bass
player at that time. As I walked
into the audition, Phil Chen was
walking out. I didn't think I stood
a chance. But when I left, they
gave me eight tracks to learn. I
was In and no sooner on the road.
And they paid me well too.
"On the opening night at
Cleveland, the show opened with

-

-

a

i

l

,I

/

Encouraging
"We'll be playing stuff off the
new album. How would we
describe It? Tastefully done
songs, if anything it's under -

-

produced."

tape fade and then the bass
shook so much in my

I've never

life. The tour was great. Rosy
Monte had really cracked the
USA, but then they decided to
come off Use road It was crazy.
Andl w ea out of a gig again.
"I went back to digging holes in
two and a half months
the road
of It It was a bit hard to take

-

after staying in all the beat hotels
in New York and everywhere.
then along
phone call...

But

came Steve's

How come they look smaller?
there was never any question of
the 'comeback' not happening
eventually. It's. still not finally
settled, that's why we can't
announce which record company
the album's coming out on yet "
And the music you'll be
playing? Rick: "We've been
rehearsing constantly, getting it
together In an old theatre,
playing to empty seats and road
managers. We're off to Germany
on Saturday, doing two festivals
supporting Status Quo, before we
start the British tour.

P.

PArndd

.WsnÑ-

Getting the band together
hasn't been easy, They all
wanted to get together again, but
there were contractual problems.
mainly Involving Steve Marriott
United States.
"At times It looked grim.
very grim. 1 thought It was going
to be a year in court, although
In the

Mae:

Mac: "We'll be playing some of
'Tin Soldier',
the old stuff too

-

'Itchycoo Park', it's our heritage,
isn't it? It'll be great to get back

on the road again, In London and
up the old motorway.

"It's a dream come true. Yeah,
It'll be interesting to see how the

and le - year - olds react to us..
I mean,
And the old numbers
some of them wlll,be as old as the
kids corning to see us. There's

14

-

going to be nothing very flash

about our show. Just the basic
requirements. We're playing a
private gig for friends tomorrow
night to see what the reaction Is.
We heard today our Rainbow
show in London sold out on the
first day the box office opened.
That can't bé bad, it's

encouraging."
The new material
Rick:
"We've got so much we've
enough to put out a double album
and more." Mac: "Yeah, wallop.
a double album
what a way to
come back! No, not really, a
single album's enough for the
.

.

.

-

"The whole set up Is really
magical. My wife doesn't know
what's happened to me."
(Really!) "I wrote a song about
her." Mac: "Yeah, when l listen
to that I think of her, I get a tingly

feeling down my spine, "
Future plans, gents? "The
tour, album and a single. No, we
can't think in terms of America
yet. You've got to have a record
behind you to co there. It's not
like over here where all our
singles were hits

time being. "

Rick: "We're all writing and
getting It together so much.
Working with Mac, Steve and
Kenney has brought it all out of
me. Mental stimulation if you
like. It's all there. I know it
seems, or sounds, too good to be
true.
"We have to keep Mac and
Steve apart socially 'cos once
they get together, they disappear
into the studio for three days and
come up with yet more material..
It's funny, I got up at seven in the
morning the other day and wrote
a sons in 20 minutes flat It Just
came. Mac and Steve give me
encouragement. I think that's
what I've always needed.

Worries
"But don't get

us wrong, we're

not relying solely on the old stuff.
We'll be playing numbers people
have never heard before. But I
think they'll want to hear the old
stuff as well and we want to play

it

Pat's (PP Arnold to you) over

here. She's recorded with us and
is coming on the road with us.
Great
just like old days. Hey.

-

we're getting worried now,

there's not long to go. We're
rehearsing again tonight..."
So there we are kids, a self
confident enthusiastic Small
Faces are back, not on a
nostalgia trip, but raring to go
with goodies both old and new.

Record Mirror, April 18, 1977
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On tour.

On Record.
including

APRIL

22nd
23rd
24th
29th
30th

Rubber Rand Man
Ghent Ch i Id
Could It l ié I'm Falling In Love
>

Then Camelot'
Wake Up Susan

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday

Odeon, Birmingham

California Ballroom, Dunstable
Empire, Liverpool
Hammersmith Odeon, London
Apollo, Manchester

*

MAY

Fairfield Hall,Croydon
Sunday
Support: Brass Construction
1st

* Support: J.A.L.N. Band

i'

r
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COLLECTOR'S

ITE1,

y

10,000 12" EPs
a special'presentation ha
(All other copies 7")

in

'Coúld h Be I'm !Inflict e
'You're Throwing.*
Side 2: Games People Play'
'Lazy Susan'
Side

I :

I
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Is the country ready for Thrills?
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Not so
instant
success
EDDIE COCHRAN:
still some tracks
fans would like
loser available.

girl

I
O

heaven

marks the 17th anniversary of rock star
Eddie Cochran' a death.
waa
travelling to London Airport when the
Eddie
ear he was In crashed, killing him and Injuring his
girlfriend Shari Sheeley and fellow passenger Gene
Vincent. Cochran's hit record at the time was
ironically 'Three Steps To Heaven'.
Born In Oklahoma City on October 3, 1935, and
began hie musical career as a guitarist with Hunk
Cochran, no relation, but they did tour as the Cochran
17

Brothers.

As a solo artist he met with greater success In this
errantry than his own, with hits such as 'Summertime
Blues', now a rock standard, 'Croon Everybody',
'Weekend' nod Somethin' Else'.
He appeared In film» and on TV, and made his last
performance on April le, ISM at Bristol Hippodrome.
There are some Cochran recordings that the fans
some of which have
would like to see available
never been released: including 'Pretty Girl' (the
Me
Of
(French version),
version),
'Think
German
*Almost tat My Mind' (German version), 'Tired &
Sleepy', 'Fool's Paradise', CoMban Picker', 'Blue
Shoe»', 'Song of New Orleans', and instrumentals like

-

'Scratchtn'; and 'Pushln'.'
I

READ IN YOUR PAPER THAT
TOOK OUT AN

TiE

~TEES

EMJUNCVEON

TO PREVENT

THE RELEASE OF LIVE RECORDINGS
MADE BEFORE rN[Y WERE FAMOUS!
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long train journey,
instant romance, Mad
prof has secrets that

HE

drama.
The sinister other party
wants secrets, mad prof
has to give way, Instant
murder.
Boy wants to know what
happened to prof, Instant
Intrigue. Train approaching city terminal out of
control, instant suspense.
Trying to stop runaway
train are boy, Gene
Wilder, assisted by the
Inevitable cheerful black
actor. Richard Pryor,
instant comedy.
Add 'em altogether and

Since then, Percy's fame. has
spread far and wide. He first
came to the public's attention
through his dally messages in the
personal columns of The Times
and the Evening Standard, which
informed eager readers that he
spends his time attending the
very best social events.

spells Instant success.
And as 'Silver Streak' has
already been selected as
the Royal Film Performance last week, It's on the
right tracks.
I wouldn't go so far as
the accompanying bumph
that states: "It's the most
hilarious suspense ride of
your life!" since they've
been mixing humour,

The Standard were so
fascinated by his messages that
they did a feature on him. Capital
Radio interviewed his faithful

In plots

-as old
in fact the storyline
as the hills the train
Is

winds through.
Wilder is as cool as a
refrigerated cucumber as
usual, even if he does get
thrown off -the train three

times and amazingly

manages to catch up with
Reach time. He also has a
nice line in seduction

patter, quoting from

secretary, Penelope Telfer
Smallett And a poster In the

Circus branch of the
tube line bears the
legend, 'I had a simply divine

Oxford

Victoria

time at Percy Thrillington's
dinner party'.
By now, Percy has captured
the country's imagination. The
question everyone Is asking Is:

W hots this man?
And now, at last, the answer
can be revealed. Earlier this
week, Percy's publicist, Tony
Bralnsby, delivered a copy of

Percy's first album, 'Thrillington' tom)/ trembling hands.
The album features Percy's
orchestral versions of songs from
Paul McCartney's album, 'Ram'.
The back cover has a picture of
McCartney, reflected in a glass
window looking on to an
orchestra In a recording session.
The record tells us a lot about
Percy's musical taste, but little
about him as a person.
However, we do learn a little
about his past life, which up

till_

'now has
mystery,

been

shrouded in

travels
' young
him Baton Rouge, USA, where
As

man his

took

to

studied music for five years,
Moving later to Los Angeles, he
gained expertise in the
marketing, conducting and
arranging fields.
Eventually the path led to
London where his long ambition
to form his own orchestra was
finally realised, and it was there
that he became acquainted with
Paul McCartney.
he

Naturally, Percy himself
refuses to do Interviews.
However, 1n her interview on
Capitol Radio, Penelope was able
to give us these Insights into her
boss' Life; Percy it seems, Is not
married, but he is very definitely
'an appreciater of women'. She
says that, yes, he Is a friend of
Paul McCartney's, and yes, Paul
did help out on the album.
And if the album sells well
enough, he may consider making
public appearances.
Is the country ready for this?

The RNI flag stops flying

action and edge - of - the
seat stuff In the movies for
years, but despite that It
Is an entertaining couple
of hours film even If It

doesn't offer anything

FIRST captured

hearts of the RECORD
MIRROR ladies on St
Valentine's Day. Hand delivered to each of them
at our penthouse office
suite in the heart of
downtown Holloway was a
single red rose, with a
card bearing the name,
engraved in elegant gold
lettering: Percy Thrillington.

could show another party
as a fraud, instant

particularly new
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what have you got? Well,
20th Century Fox hope it
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time off the air than on at
limes
but it did a good
Job to keep the pirate flag

OFFSHORE RADIO fans
couldn't believe their ears
when In 1970, three years

were silenced, a new
European radio ship took
to the air.
Those three years- had
been very quiet, with little
consolation to be had from
Radio One, Radio Caroline's final loss, and Just
the Dutch Radlo'Veronica
to listen to.
But Radio North Sea
International was here
broadcasting from Mebo

gardening manuals! But
as in many films of this
nature the real star Is,
yes, you guessed it, the
train!

DON'T THEY REALISE THAT THEY
SHOULD FEEL E%TIENEIY FORTUNATE
THAT PEOPLE SHOULD WANT TO
HEAR THEIR PERFORMANCES?

-

going, and can be
remembered through a
new publication from

after the British pirates

II

and a new era began.
The station had problems
from the beginning and
went on through a most
amazing series of events

,'

WORK?

!

London priced (2.60'

Offshore Radio Picture
Serles No 1: Radio
Nordsee International.
Fora full sound picture
th
a two-hour double
ou
r there's
P'
album on Jumbo Records,
featuring all the dramatic
RADIO NORDSEEINTERNA77ÓNAL
that include being Jam- the brightly coloured ship events In the station's
price [4.88 from
med by the British donnedalessconspicuoue
coat of paint sultln g Its East Anglian Producauthorities.
dons, 7 Horsey Road.
Recently the ahlp set new Job.
le - Soken. Essex
sail for Lib a for use a's a
RNI had many troublesh Kirby.
plus lop post and
P ropaganda station and
It spent nearly as much package,

DoN'T THEY REALISE THAT
GOP«EGROUPS WOULD RE
GRATEFUL JUST TO HAVE
THE OPPORTUNE», FOR
THE PUBLIC TO MEAR

roue

t Music Radio PublicaI
Ilona, 77 New Bond Street.

{

1

"et,

D,f¡I

1

~

1

-

DON'T THEY REALISE THAI
THERE ARE SOME GROUPS

WHO ARE D£SPERAT6

ro

HAVE A RECORD ISSUED

81 ANYONE

JOHNNY ROTTTTEN
COULD REAP.

AT ALL!
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THE CON-

FESSIONS of Bolan, Volume One.

"I

never wear

underwear, ft's
Just too constricting,"

he says

"The world would
be a far healthier
place if more
people left it off.

David Bowie

doesn't wear any
either.
"People say he'
a l w a y

smartly

s

dressed, but when he
staved with me he didn't
change his clothes for
four days. As a matter
of fact I'm wearing his
scarf at the moment

Filthy, isn't

ASTFUL
BOLA
You think we're kidding?
Get a load of this ..

1

-

It?

Me and Bowie
What a
combination it's
going to be, the
two greatest
musical influences

seemed Interested
then."
Marc's planning a

science fiction !Um with
the main - man. Apart

from writing the script
they'll be doing the
soundtrack and appear-

,1f'

.

/W`

together!"
Marc's looking more
like his old self these
days apart from specially tailored punk
trousers and Jacket.
After a two year break
he was written off, but
the old adulation is still

lb%

4

e

joined together'

I

moment it could
bloui the' likes of

-

r

i

Society
My band is so
"I hope it's going to be strong at the
out in a year," says

the seventies joined

.,

of the Seventies

ing in glorious tech.
nicolour themselves.

society and reflects our
own feelings. We're also
bringing out an album,
doing a side each. What
a combination it's going
to be, the two greatest
musical influences of

Smith

k

"I went Clubbing with
Bowie but nobody really
bothered us. We met a
few fans In the Kings
Road and Bowie was
more than willing to talk
to the press but nobody

Marc. "All I can tell you
Is that it's about a future

By Robin

Par

z

p

Queen, Led
Zeppelin and the
Who right off stage''!

think I got a'lot
of respect for
'I

having a punk
band on. my tour.
I was warned that
;they might blow me
off stage, but
1t4 they didn't'

there. How has he done
It?

"Let's face it, I'm
- nobody

unique

wiggles their bum the
way I do. But seriously,
my music's quality stuff
and I talk to my fans.
I've never set myself on
a lofty pedestal, I'm
willing to talk to
also advoanybody.
rate freedom, not only I was mobbed everysexually but in every where, the fans even
aspect of life. Censor managed to break Into
ship is silly.
the tour coach and drag
"Sex is an art and In me out. I love it all, It
'X' rated movies people makes my ego bigger
are only trying to than It Is already."
This year Marc's
express their feelings.
Why should a minority, hoping to finally crack
of people say that the America.
majority of people
"1 had that country
shouldn't see things?
before," he says. "But I
"People say you was badly managed, so
should keep things away despite strong selling
from children, but we're LPs I didn't become a
all children, so where do superstar and then I had
you draw the line?"
some legal wrangles.
Was Marc surprised We'll be going there in
by the mania on his July but I hope to be
doing some dates in
recent British tour?
Britain in May. I'll be
recording a new album
In November.
"I'd like to take the
"The tickets were
selling well, so I thought Damned to America/
with
me. The Damned
the old fervour was still
there. I've given a real T. Rex package went
well in Britain. I
down
to
the
kick In the pants
people who'd written me think I got a lot of
for having a
respect
so
strong
band
is
off, My
at the moment it could punk band on my tour. I
warned
that they
was
of
Queen,
the
likes
blow
Led Zeppelin and the might blow me off stage
Who right off stage. I but they didn't, we each
tried to get the vocals made our valuable
perfect on this tour and contributions.
"i'd like to produce a
I've never heard the
I'm open
band sound tighter. I punk band
to
offers. If anybody
hope they'll be with me
wants to be produced by
for years.
Somebody nearly me then I guarantee I
pulled my trousers off in will give them two
good job months of my devoted
Manchester
they were so tight they time. That can't be bad.
couldn't get them down. I made a pretty good Job
1

Fervour

-

-

Gloria Jones' LP.
"I'm becoming regarded as a serious
musician these days and
on

- more

as

respected

a

guitarist although one
guy didn't believe that I
played guitar on my
records. I still want to
be known as a showman
and poseur, but I also

want people to take me
seriously.
"I'm seeing that light
today. I've given up
drugs and a lot of booze.
I got so bored not being
stoned that I started
doing a lot more work.
I'd been too lazy for a
long time and I wasn't
concentrating enough.
I'd come home and mix
myself a Martini and
end up out of my head,
now I lust pick up a

guitar and

work

MARC BOLAN: "I'm seeing the light today"
some tunes.

"I was advised to give

up drugs because

I was

developing high blood,
pressure
I could have

-

killed myself. That's

been one of the problems
In my life, the urge to

self destruct.

Many

great artists suffered
from It and had tragic

lives."

out

As

a

veteran of some

years In the biz,
Marc's not too happy
with the present music
10

and this

scene.

Let's face it,
Pm

unique

-

nobody wiggles
their bum the
way

i

do'

"Music today has lost
its meaning," he says.

"It's just like pretty

wallpaper without deep
patterns. I'm amazed
that Abba have had
such success, there's no
I can only
depth there
listen for two minutes
before I get bored. It's
the same with David
Soul
his stuff is so

-

-

predictable.

I

like

Barry White though, I
could listen to him for
hours because the

production

on

his

records 19 so good.

"When

started,

world'. I've always
tried to write something

that's meaningful
rather than just a
collection of pretty
tunes.

change your image
again?

"No, I'll stick to the
corkscrew hair for a
while. It's the one I've
felt happiest with. It's

"I put some really the REAL me.
thought Into the
"Hey, can you Inalbum. 'Dandy In The troduce me to Juicy
Underworld' is a re - Lulcy, I'd realty like to
telling of the old story meet her?"
return to that style on where Orpheus goes into
You wouldn't if you
'Dandy In the Under
the underworld and then met her...
returns to the light.
That's been true of my
or this
_ life sometimes,"
Goodbye Marc
Marc Is sporting two
Marvel comics and says
still, want to
That's been
his own life has been like
a comic strip.
be known as a
"I'm my own Captain
the
one
America, my life has
showman and
been brash and colourproblems in
ful and I find myself
poseur, but
Identifying with super.
my life, the
heroes. Actually 'Elecalso want
I

trying to
communicate ideas
through their lyrics.
I've tried to make a
people were

deep

I

of

I

people to take
me seriously'

tric Warrior' was the
idea for a comic, but it
never took off."
So what of the future.
Are you planning to

urge to self

destruct'

9
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ANDREW GOLD

plays a mean game
of cards.
When he comes

Landon you

to

1

won't find

him down at the

Speakeasy WI tear bi the
morning. Instead, he puts
on his velvet suit,
straightens his bow lie
Crock fords,
an d heads for Cr
one of London's leading
gambling clubs One
night he loot 6400. but he
usually comes away with
more than enough to keep

him

In

beer and

cigarettes.

"Don't get me wrong.
a
gambling
addict." he says. "I Just
have the odd flutter that's

I'm not
all

Actually, the more
successful I've been the

I've cut down on
gambling With some

Somehow, you don't feel
so bad if you lose here,"
Apart from playing the
clubs Andrew has been
known to strip a few stars
of their hard earned cash.
"Guitar playing helps
you to develop nimble

shuffling fingers," he
says. "I wrote a song
called

'I'm

A

Gambler',

Inspired by Crock fords.
sent me a letter
thanking me for writing a

more

They

people it works the other

song about them.

Way

"I've

been to Las
Vegas. but It hasn't got
the refinement M London
clubs, like Crockfords.
Walking In there is like
going into a palace.

If they
ever install a jukebox
there, maybe they'll put it
Andrew's on holiday,
relaxing after establishing himself as a solo
artist as well as a skilled

G

GOLA

back-up man and arranger for the delicious Ms
Linda RonstadL
What kind of a gal Is
she. Andrew?

some tapes of his band.
The Rangers. She Invited
him along to back her. It
was an offer he couldn't

Fault

refuse, and his most well
known arrangement was
for her single 'You're No
Good'. He's also worked
with Carly Simon and Art

"Beautiful and really
warm. Her only fault Is

with many artists, he
hasn't had that many lean

that she's one of those
people who continually
thinks they're not doing
well enough. She's very
fair minded now, and
believes In democracy In
her band. She never
comes on

strong."

Linda and Andrew got
together when she heard

Garfunkel. Compared

periods, although there
was an occasion when he
swept studio floors for a
IWlogs
Because his solo career
Is taking off, he feels he's
got to split away from the
Linda Ronstadt band.

"It's entirely amicable." he says. "We're

all very close friends, and
we'll still continue to see
each other a Id My
greatest wish I. that I
could lead two existences,
and stay with Linda as
well as planning my own
career, but lt's Just not
possible,
"At least this way I'll
be able to see Linda on

She'll be playing
the Universal Ampl:healre soon. It holds
stage.

6,000 people and

I'll

be

there cheering the loudest. "
Andrew sounds like a
happy and content guy.
But his single 'Lonely
Boy' seems to reflect a
sad upbringing. "I had a

very happy childhood."
he says. "I hope people
aren't going to think the
song is entirely about me.
It's partly truth, and
partly fiction. I think
every composer gets an
urge to write about his
formative years. I was
very lucky when I went to
school, I was surrounded
by the sons and daughters
of fit m dl rectors and other
creative people. I hope
some of the vibes rubbed
off. "
And then of course

o

there were Andrew's

parents.
His father wrote 'Exodus', the award winning
theme for the film of the
same name, and his
mother provided a dubbed voice for non .singing
film stars.

"My father didn't think
'Exodus' was one of his
best," says Andrew.
"His really into what I'm
doing now, although of
course his style
different to mine.

ti

r
s

<

y't-

_

f
I

00

is
It

would be a nice Idea to
have him guesting on an
album, but I don't think
it'll ever come about. "

ar

Waiting
What inspires you

.
now.'"

e

to

write songs, Andrew?
"I don't get sudden
inspiration," he says.
When I write a song I Just
sit at the piano walling for
something to come
through. Fortunately It
always does. Sometimes
I've written 10 songs In a
week, and then nothing
for three months.
"I don't know what my
next single will be like. I
don't like to plan things
too far ahead. I recorded
an album simultaneously
with Linda's. We'd spend
half the day on hers, and
then have lunch and start
work on mine.

"I hope to be touring
England In the fall. I was
there at school for a time,

and I've got some of your
'O' Level qualifications. I
love London. The people
are very gentle, and the

1

weather's refreshing."

r

Andrew's

a

Conan Doyle fan.

great

"I'm really getting Into

ANDREW: London's a better place to lose
Sherlock Holmes", he 'Exorcist'. I know there
says. "It's amazing to were a lot of complaints
learn that Conan Doyle about' It, but I think the
was Into drugs. There's
horrific scenes were
references to him keeping justified.
some stuff in his house.
"I'd Tike to write some
You see nothing's really
film music one day, and
new.

"I don't take anything
myself anymore. I used to
take acid, but that was
mainly because everybody else was doing It.
One day I just gave up.
"The album cover on
'What's Wrong With This
Picture' sums up my life.
All I really need Is a small
room, some guitars and a
television.
"I can sit and watch for
hours, but unlike many
people, I make a close
study of the films. I love
movies, especially the

I'm

open to offers.

My

real enjoyment in We
Comes from creating
things. Going out and
getting really drunk Is too
superficial. The amount
of satisfaction you feel

after completing

an

album Is Incredible. "
Now Andrew, my
speciality is Snap, How

about a game next 11í0
v
y
reover? "II ou'e
gotou' five

to

hundred pounds
comes the
teach you a

spare,"

reply, "I'll
thing or two." ROBIN
SMITH

NEXT WEEK

THE DAMNED

IN AMERICA
NEW SINGLE

on

C

ES

Records

CBS 5174

If you miss it
you'll go to hell!
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DICKEN'S GOT
rew tales to tell.

Ya

He's been around for a
while, see, and he knows
a thing or two,
He knows obrxut all
sorts of things
about
America, and record
companies, and money,
and music
oh yes, and
about the Runaways
Dicken's the lead
singer with Mr Big, and

The fax on
the new
entries
into the chart

-

-

A hit record
the big time, money, fame, fast cars and no worries. That's not the way
Mr Big see it.,They say the normal working person in the street makes more money
,
than them, they're in debt and you'd laugh at their wages. Sheila Prophet tells the
,

he's expounding his
theories in an office In
EMI He's assisted by
fellow Big 'Un Eddee
Carter on occasional
Interruptions.
Okay fellas, apart

JOE

taxman taking It all."

says Dle'ken, "I mean,
how many singles does
anyone make In a

lifetime? Not many."

l

from having funny

-

names, what have you
got that's different from
all the rest?
"1 think we're more
distinctive than the run
of

JOE TEX Is a grand old
man of sod. Born in
Baytown. Texas on
AOgtut x, less, he became
one of the top names of the
sixties after struggling
for 10 years.
In his early career he
was Influenced strongly
by none other than Ja,ntes
Brown, and he developed
a similar Cruz) dance
routine. James Brown
took Tex's 'Baby You're
Right' Into the charts, and
Tex also recorded with

Brown's backing band.

He had a series of hits

with numbers like 'Hold
w hat 1 at Got', tongue in

cheek social corn

the

mill

He

had

won.

Tex speclaUsed in

mixing

a

of

variety

styles. One moment he
was a country singer,
before turning to soul
again.
He suffered from an
attack of religion at the
end of the sixdes but soon
got over it. and returned
with 'I Gotcha' In 1972.

GOOD &
MEATY

up with the
publisher. That would
leave me with 14,000.
The taxman comes
along and takes a third,

split

band."

5

'Feel Like Calling

or even more. So you
have a hit single you've
been working years to
have, and It's gone.
"And then the worms

Britain,

woodwork, and In the
well, I think
end ,
we've probably paid for
this hit We've ended up
paying about £2,000 for
it Hopefully, we'll have
another hit record, and

-

I

the band

themselves were over in
America, doing their
first
ever Stateside
tour. They reckon the
response was 'great',
and they're going back
in June.

that'll give

HOW ABOUT this for a

shaggy dog story?
Ace arranger, producer
and conductor Marlyn
Ford has two prise water
spaniels, Guinness and
Molly. In Ilea Guinness
won twelve Bast prizes.
eight second prizes, and
was judged top dog at a
show. Martyr exercises
them every morning and
hopes to see them
appearing at Crofts.

In that case, how do
groups manage to make
money?

"You can make

Remote

money in Britain," says
Eddee, "but you've got
to get to these gold
albums, and you've got
to ge t a few.
"But even then, It's
not that much, when you
consider there are five
members of the band
who have to get their
share, the producer gets
his 3 per cent, the
management- takes their
cut, the agency lake

"This time. we'll be
playing the right gigs,
with the right people."
says Dicken. "Last

time, we did some pretty
remote places, where
you could have played
every night for the next
10 years and never have
made any impression. "
The group reckon the
best bands they played
with over there were
Kansas a Boston type
outfit. 'but a bit more
complicated'. and the
Runaways.

I hr. ..

-

The Marlyn Ford
Orchestra has backed

bands as Barclay
James Harvest. The Who.
Blue Mink, and Caravan.
Now with 'Let Your Body
Go Down Town', the
orchestra have a chance
to show their own talents.
As an arranger, Mar.
tyn Ford was responsible
such

for Johnny Nash's hit 'I

Can Bee Clearly Now'.
Ile started his musical
career when he won a

place at

the Royal

Academy of Music playing french born. In his
last year be formed his
owe symphony orchestra,
which played a concert al
the Royal Albert HaiL
Marlyn then introduced
them to rock music.

The

Marlyn Ford

Orchestra's album.

'Smoovla', features them
playing funk, roc*, soul,
and romantic melodies.
lee good and meaty
like a certain brand of dog

-

food.

over here.
"I am a little bit
worried about people
coming to see us,"
admits Dlcken. "One
single doesn't necesI
sarily pull them in
know that from supporting people In the past."
It's when you hear the
Ilsl of people they've
supported in their time
names like Sweet,
that
Slade and Queen
you realise just how long
Mr Big have been
struggling for success.
There's one particular
era In their career that,

-

-

-

retrospect,
embarrassing

seems
a time
when they were forced
to dress up In Cockney style pearly suits in an
effort to find an image
that would grab the

-

In

public's attention,

I

.

,

o

,f'-v .`

their cut...

"it would be really
tunny If we could reveal
the wages we're on,"
says Eddee. "This
hand's wages are
pathetic - really

MR BIG: "We want success to stay in the business"

pathetic. "

"Mind you,

lot

"The reason for that
dunno, .. think it
,

1

1

was basically

lack

of,

confidence In myself."
says Dicken,
was basically
manipulation by the

"It

record company,

Eddee.

"Yeah

-

"But it inspired me. it
gave me the anger to
keep going, to keep
writing and do better. "
Now, with a new label
and new management
behind them, things are
looking up for the band.
But Dicken's still not
entirely happy with his
situation

says

being

governed by Other

people," agrees Dicken.
"This is a cut - throat
business, and I was
afraid to call anybody's
bluff- I wanted to stay In

Honest

Because of the explicit
nature of the lyrics
to 'Romeo' (have a
listen and you'll see
what I mean) it's one of
the victims of Muriel
Young's one - woman
'clean - up TV'
campaign.
"It's Just honest,"
says Eddee with a
shrug. "That was what
Romeo and Juliet was
it was a big
all about
love scene."
The other problem
that having one hit
always brings Is the

business, so I had to
Compromise all the way
along the line.

question of the follow up. With Mr Big, It's

-

already been chosen
another track off the
album called 'Feel Like
Calling Home', Again,
It's a fairly mellow
number, which the
group themselves admit
is very untypleal of their
sound.

"We're In

that with

a heavy sound,
the kids who
bought 'Romeo' aren't
going to go for a heavy
'
sound,'5
"It's 'awful," says
Dicken, "How has this
been created? You know
It's
what it's doing

because

-

slowing down the
production of good
music

-

Bluff
..

us some

Shares

Ik

r

colours'. And now, It's
back to Britain (or their

1

the

money."

first headlining lour

.1,

oul of

Come

Home' which are a bit
laid - back, into our
stage act. so we go to
both ends of the scale."
While 'Romeo' was
busy zooming up the
singles chart here in

For a first tour,
Dicken reckons they
came out 'with flying

I

.

single sold 0110,000
worth. I'd make say
£L000, which I'd have to

reckons Dick en.
And Eddee: "We're
very aggressive. Not
violent, but aggressive
and raw. But at the
same time we incorporate 'Romeo' and

an

argument with James
Brown, over who was the
King of Soul and James

Go nn then Dick en, lay
It on the line ..
"Well, for Instance, if
a

-

men tarMv.

.

Tales of Dicken's

-

OLD
r

a

People are

frightened to come out
with a good, commercial
song. The Beatles had it
they brought
taped
out what they wanted to
bring out, and it was
diverse, but con-

-

sistent."

band, they're
very money - conscious
not because they're
particularly mean or
money - grabbing, but.
because, after all this
Ume In the business,
they're still all too
aware that their own
financial position Is
anything but secure.
As

a

-

"The public have the
wrong Idea about hit
singles," says Dlcken.
"They think that people
make singles to make

money and become
millionaires, What they
don't understand is that
the band want success
so they can stay in the

predicaEddee.
"Like, we've had a
successful single with
this sort of sound, and
we aren't going to follow
a

ment," says

That's the
only reason we released
this single. We need It to
stay in business. We're
business.

In debt, y'know

-

we

don't make any money,

.The normal working
person In the street
makes more money than
this band."
"People think that as
soon -as you have a hit
record, you're loaded,"

the album,

interrupts

Eddee.
"That's rubbish. We're
still in debt, and we will
be for a

studios, and he came
over, saw the studios.
and rang the next day,
saying that no way was
he going to work there.

Sterile
"So he threw us into

the first studio he could
get in London, a really
sterile place, and we
Just weren't ready to do
the album.
"Then he went back to
the Slates, and later
rang and said we should
go over to America and
finish the album." says
Eddee.
"We were over there
for three months doing

bit

"Well, with success,
you get more problems," says Dicken
glumly. "Like, as soon

'Mr Big' which was

already booked the

was a

Worms

longtime "

One thing that hasn't
helped the hituation is
the band's new album,

recorded in the States at
vast expense,
"The producer, Val
Garay, was a Yankee,"
says Dicken. "We were
stuck for a producer, so
our management suggested this hot new
producer from LA. We'd

It

unfortunate. But at the
same time, we came up
with what we think is a
good album "
Still, the single Musthave helped a

as you have a hit, you

all these worms
crawling out of the
get

woodwork, saying they
have a claim on you,
and they're going to sue
you for this and do you
for that, .. "
'

"For instance, this
producer, who we

recorded 'Romeo' with
at first," says Eddee.
"We weren't happy with
It, so we recorded it
again. Then, when the
single was a hit, he
phoned our manager,
and said, 'i think you've
used my backing track
on this record'. That's
rubbish, because his
track was nowhere near
as good as the one we

did again.
"If you could really
lay it down on the line
about how much money
someone like me, as a
writer makes out of a

single, then people

might understand what
everybody means when
they talk about the

of

money

I

spent
in

a

the

Slates," admits Dlcken.
"After being without

money for so long, when
get it, I lust spend it.
And why not? I'd hale to
hoard it all."
"It's true that some
bands get some money
all at once, and think,
'Oh we've made It',"
says Eddee. "And they
Just go Out and blow it
all But at the moment,
we've got nothing to
blow, soil doesn't worry

1

us too

much!"

-

Whoops
time up.
Before they have a
chance to say another
word, a record company
person arrives and
ushers us out
"Who did moat of the
talking?" she says
worriedly. "Dicken? Oh
dear, Dicken does talk,

doesn't he?

"I

remember there

was this party for' the
biggest magazine In
Japan. and we took Mr
Big along to meet the

Japanese Journalists.
One of them asked him
what'he thoughtofJapan,
and he said, 'Well, I've
never been there before,
but we're really looking
forward to going. We'd

like to thank the
Japanese people for
buying our records, and
were looking forward to

the
meeting them perfect spiel.
"The he ruined It all
by turning round and
saying, 'That's what I'm
supposed lo say, laneIt'?'

11
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++ Glee Its

'Lore

rI

Go,

n Mall 046).
040.0
'Go (Capricorn
A good slice of funky
gospel from Bonnie.

Another great
Catarrh solo. Good
of Rod he always
turns up Just when
we need him.

-

PROMISING

same

Fleetwood fans. frs a
pleasant rocker with a
nice guitar break from

-

'Do The
Standing Still' (Virgin
VS 179). The lyrics are
kind of silly, but
otherwise this Is a pretty
THE TABLE:

Lindsey Buckingham.

With them being out on
tour an' all, It should be a
decent -sized hit + a a

Le.

t

good new -wave rocker.
Three chairs. (Ooh, sorry
about that). + + a

.

RAY DORSET AND
MUNGOJERRY: 'Heavy
Stomp' (Polydor 2039

sas). Heavy foot? Heavy
handed anyway. The HP

group sing (or
rather growl) their way
Sauce

4.0

through

a
song with
rhymes like bomp and

meantime. a

stomp. Not a bad beat

*0+

--.r.-

5142). Nice
duff song. +

5122). Get the

a a

dustbin lids

out, and let's all Join in.
Very Jolly. Can I go to
Trinidad to see 'em
please? (Welt It's worth

MANI

+++

try).

LEO KOTTKE

'In

SCREE ME R:

The

City' (Arista 98).

YELLOW

DOG:
Alive' (Virgin VS

'So

you've come from Ala-

GRAY:

DOBIE

bama'

NEVER

_-

MUNGOJERRY

'Find

`1%..

.

VERY OLD BOYS
GEORGIE FAME: 'Day
light' (Island WIP 9384).
Sixties rocker returns
with a Bobby Womack
song. Nota bad effort, but
I can't see him becoming
a pop star again at this

horrific.

late date.
+ a a

RANDY EDELMAN:
'The Night Has A

ROGER DALTREY:

'Written On The Wind'
(Polydor 2121 319).
Daltrey goes MOR? My
records show that he's
fast approaching 92 years

(20th

Century BTC 1031).
Urban John Denver
murders an old classic.

-

Bring back capital
punishment

and on this
of age
gutless effort, he'sibegln++
ningto sound like

+ a

it

BILLY PAUL: 'Let 'Em
In' (Philadelphia Inter-

SIMON

Comes In a

It's 'orrmle,

OLD GIRLS

KIKI DEE: 'Nlgbtuoura'
(Rocket ROKN 529).
Klki's singles at the
momentseem to be atilt or'
miss affair. This one I'd
say Is the latter

-

a

nice

sound, but not really'
catchy enough to make It
big. + + +
TINA CHARLES: 'Readesvaus' (CBS 5174). Ms
Charles changes tactics.
This Is a fairly pathetic
attempt at sounding like a
little girl lost With her
figure, there's no way on
earth Tina could get lost
Ina crowd. a+

'I'll

Keep On Coming
Back' (President PT
4M). Disco dross. Will
sell by the million. +

BALTIMORE FIRST

CLASS: 'This Is It' (All
PlaUmm6149320). Ditto.

'

(CBS

KIKI DEE:

not catchy

S

This Meat'
(MCA 281). Songs Ilke
something out of 'Rock
Follies'. Ugh. a

PROBLEM OASES
TRICKSTER: 'To Fly

Away' (United Artists UP
36224). Fly away? Please
do

,
and for God's
take this dreary

+

JAY HARRISON: 'Value

Country, Intro, ctuntrY
vocals, country lyrics
'Searching for happiness

.

,

For Money' (Ember

EMBS

351). This
getting boring. +

'3

'

Is

.

a

SYNDICATE: 'Love Is
The Answer (To My

Dreams)' (EMI 13.5).

-

something w'e all do.
My search carne toan end
the day I met you', Yuk.
Is

+

PEPE LIENHARD
}

msv,

BAND: 'Swiss Lady'
(EMI 2597). A SwerseL
Minus

+

CONTEMPT: 'Money U
A Girl's Best Priced'
(Polydor 2a58 862).0h nor
not another 'Clever' grouP
attempting to be funny.
This Is dire. Contempt'

Should reach the lower
regions of the charts.

CBS MO7). Dear

You said

Johnny never

changes. This sounds
exactly the same as every
other record he's ever

+

LINDA WRIGHT: 'Do

FRANK JENNINGS

reasonably listenable.

old

Appalling lyrics, too.

ballad with you.

MISTURA: 'A Certain

JOHNNY CASH: 'The
Last Gunfighter Ballad'

ti

K 10931). Dear, dear
Dated singer -songwriter.

Kind Of Music' (PYE 7N
26742). And another

hit

RAY STEVENS:
Crazy With Me' (WEA
K16929). Wouldn't go
crazy over it but this la

Highwayman' (Attitude

sake

lilac sleeve.
A huge

JIMMY WEBB: 'The

You Take

LIONEL PETERSEN:

'Get

new? + +

+ + +

made. Wonder if he ever
gets bored with the sound
of his voice? +a

PLUS TWO: 'Irs Nice To
Ile In Love Again' (EMI
2806). Hey this Isn't bad
.
oh yes it Is. One
Guys and Dolls is quite
enough, thank you. + a

a

JIMMY RUFFIN: 'Fat.
lin' In Love With You'
(EPIC EPC 3052). Another standard soul
ballad. Why can't these
chaps do something

LAUD.

MAY: 'We'll

Gather Lilacs / All My
Loving (Pye TN 45688).

national S P1R 9143). 1
was never too keen on the
original version of this
song, and I like this one
even less. Probably a
minor hlt + +

WILD CHERRY: 'I Feel
Sanctified' (EPIC EPC
11335). Ah this is better
bit of life hero.
Great stuff, Play It

Jolly little album
track, but not exactly a
riveting single. a
2199).

THE SWARBRIGGS

DOWN

and Dahmen. Sounds like
a lawyer's practice. huh?
They should keep prac-

Eyes'

aroo' (Chrysalis CH8

PROMISING

te.

JOHNNY WAKELIN:
'Doctor Frankenstein'
Disco Party' (Pye 7N
43686). Written by Falter.
meler, Farmer. Williams

Thousand

LEO KOTTKE: Buck.

NOT SO

-

Is

group

+a+

starts promisingly,
but soon gets stick into
the usual boring groove.
maybe
Sorry Doble
next time. a +

This

a

nicely played though.

one

tising.

sing

'So
177).

Yellow Dog are a tamed
down Fox. The song la a
rip-off of 'Horse With No
Name'. +a

who've probably never
been west of Ruislip. Why
are the lyrics of these
songs so pathetic? Quite

'Ent Fool 'Ern, Forget
'Em' (Capricorn 2089

047). Is 'Drift Away'
going to make Doble into
a one -hit wonder? This

harmonies,
+

.

.

(Harvest HAR

Song'

TARRH

r

AND

Lady' (Monument!" MINT

TRINIDAD OIL COMPANY: 'The Calendar

01.4
11,

DREAM EXPRESS: 'A
Million In 1,2,3' (EMI
Lynsey De Paul
meets Andrea True
Connection The result Is
not pleasant + +
2596).

FRIENDS: 'Broken

and
Hall and Oates
does 'em quite well, too. I
still prefer the original,
but this'll do nicely In the
.

TITO SIMON: 'Oh Petri
cis (Trojan TRO abet),
Johnny Nash -type balled_ Can't see it doing
anything. +

FAMILY

does

JJ Barnes

2111).

the

LARRY GATLIN wrni

JJ BARNES: 'Sara
Smile' (Contempo CS

R

'Long Time' (Lightning
TRO 9009), Is thin the
record? No,
label's different + +

Jazzy song . . . I like It
probably not a hit but I
like itanyway. a + a

that'll
(emitter to all
track

nice change. + +

WINSTON FERGUS:

GEORGE BENSON: 'Nature Boy' (WEA Klrel2l)
Stevie Wonderlsh voice,

FLEETWOOD MAC:
'Don't Stop' (WEA K

9008). Of reggae. What

Unfortunately, this kind
of thing Just doesn't sell in
a a
this country.

PUPILS

+ + + +

A
be

INNER CIRCA: 'Dopey
Gunman' (Trojan Tao

BONNIE. BRAMLETTI

OLD BO1' S
ROD STEWART: 7
Don't Want To Talk
About It' (RIVA 7).

Ilene).
already

Unbearable

+

reviewed by: SHEILA PROPHET

It MMus*

Right that's

YELLOW DOG: tamed down Fox

the

+

lot

Now can I leave the room.
please?
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PASS,

F1Á)WER of
the Sixties.

One broken mar
rfage Relatlnnnhlp

/.

with Mick Jagger.
Numerotrw

Fit"

fairs.
teas

of

love at.
.

coltarriw, adoration.
r$ehew.

falm

.

.

't

-

,I

lam

r
0

-

-

~is

No", says Marianne. Banal"
Her humour's warn,
it He often
cynical "Christ,
wnr going to and then he as. really Interentisg, rdit
out pit, though not before do It all again" and sing.
and
well
had
Kenneth
"Non, Je Ne secrete
truly influenced him"
len" (no regret,) ya
(9ympathY For The gEdith Piaf classic, just b
Anger. Unfortunately h Devil?)..
bring the message home,
la Faithfuel

"Mick never did

When

She doesn't for a minute
to
working. she
Ilk. to think her self .
spend time with 10 year' Inflicted notoriety has
who
old son Nichols,
of rrcted her Career but
lives with her e= - instead reckons that
husband John Dunbar.
and occaslonnlly she sees
relendsoitheSlzues -seL

"I

fie

-

-

SECOND
SPRING,

cool seven weeke.

She has met returned

from an Australian
prmrot.wal vlof - "I
used to meet

Australian.

in Piccadilly areas who
loud me 1 was a legend
over there". It was her

first return trip olor.

she

and Jagger new over to

film

Ned Kelly and
Marianne collapsed from
a drug overdose. She now
goes Into the studios to
rased a
single and
sue tracks fora peal hie

as

forthcoming album
At fa, Marianne Faithful still has that candle la - the - wind fragility,
white translucent tads
and svelte figure all of
which belle the kind otitis

.

Interview by Jan Iles

Her first words are

'

Ireland:

confidence," she ~pa,
"which although it wasn't
coo-itly at an ail-time low,
It was caning up to it.
I needed a shot In the
arm." She laughs at the

first

with

1

-

the

Gerry and the

Pacemakers, Freddie

d

(

and the Dreamers, and
bottom of the bill Davey
Juno locker (who now
ouIi ImccV !tone/. ).

,

"Of owurse," the begins

gay ' the rock some
today is eatireiy different,
don't
~viably. but
think It' so bad. It wend
1

a

,a
/
r

R

commercial radio, It

aces

to be picking up
again. .
éard to pin down Ms
Faithful on any one topic
for Img. She leaves a
seniras dangling in odd,
air and pruner da to tell
me about this "fascinating book" she'd trees
reading on the ~Mae
wigs (she be a Capr

It'

"Do you know
who the other Capricoa-n'
Ida Off hand, Elvis

are.

Presley, David Bowie,
Shirley Barmy, Jana
Joplin, Marline ~trice
and Anita Pallenberg.
01

341

giddy

was

her
so

-

t
I

y

-

j

-

i

1

1

fatalistic contemporary was really heavy- I
heroine image still follows mean, I blew It well and

the age
tat until what
la

14.y have
as 'the

she

mother saying
is bad children play'
is so
enough
and my mother weird, a 17
year old
doesn't say it anymore."
girl, which I was then,
She prefers her love singing about a woman
I affairs to be straight with the experience of
down the line. "It's notch quite a few years behind
Basler that way. That's her."
why I love country music,
Today, Marianne
It lays it right on the line. Faithful has more than
'If you go off with two decades of experience
someone else baby, the behind her, which have
gun that's hanging on the alternated_ between
kitchen wall babe, I'll not waves of sorrow and
just kill you, but I'll kill waves of joy.
the six kids as well, no
Although still an
cool It'. Just something
enigma to some,
wet
remember by Gram dream to others, she
Parsons."
doesn't make headline
Her but two records
news as often as she did In
'Dreaming My Dreams' the Old Days. Though
and the monumental flop,
hen she doe. you can bet
'All I Hanna Do In Life' your bottom dollar it will
were both country fla. be 'Shock horror' sluff.
you red tunes
not Like the last time, maybe
because Marianne was six months ago, when she
nt
pandering to her Irish admitted to having had
L1J fans (her biggest market)
affai" with omen.
who like country music,
She Is willing to repeat
'
but simply because she
it again: "t have had
can relate to IL
affairs
with girls though It
She adores Dolly
very rarely. It is
Parton and Waylon happens
usually
very social and I
.iJennings (the latter, don't necessarily
non
,h.1
incidentally, wrote summatt IL 1
Nat
Dreaming'. On the y relations withfind
women
subject of writing I are much
subtle. "
more
wondered why Marianne,
Women in rock is
with her poignant back subject
to her heart
ground, doesn't write and sheclose
exudes a quiet
song.?
determination to be Lewd
"I wrote 'Sister Mor- up
there with the noajor
phine', which was a British
artists 11ke
fantasy, and like all Klkl female
Dee and Joao
fantasies you can get into Armatruding,
who she
them, But I ain't no feels are: "A credit to to:
oracle, I don't with to WI . .
be."
'This time around It's
ne of the off
much better for nie,
putting things because I am able to be
about her own more honest about my
m
a 1,
self. That Imrnge of the
she says, is that the virgin from the canveld

ater

Tile theory about ()ape.

ksown

Irish tour

m

Ire.).

its

biting my

first night of

1

through a had hatch In the
early Revenge.. but now,
with the help of

Seas

Ls?) and

On the

1

-

Halls,

that

nails.

-

was great for my

tour In It years, with a
rock 'n+ roil bead
wunderfull I did all these
songs that I'd been
singing on stage In my
dream life."
It's a long time since
a
her very first lour

.

know. I tend to see things
critically, I'm
hyper
terribly aware of earls
flaw or mistake. Rut
some of my faults I'm
NOT gonna give up, like
my tattoo (wonder where

"Christ, it was
really interesting.
I'd do it all again."
it
that

like her
haircut?
It's very rock 'n'

double esandre,
"Ireland was my

.

better than total
megalomania - well
perhaps not, I don't
Is

-

about the whining success

"it

e

bugbear:

-

nAL
In

fldence has been

scared she vomited, but
then: "After three nun
hers I was fine, my
confidence grew eves
though I had a stumbling
romantic, block on the fourth song,
I'm anti
though sometimes you 'As Tears Go By'.
find yourself being
The classic ditty is sail
romantic In spite of a show stopper after all
yourself. But it's some- these years and she dos
thing I try to avoid, ins It in great style, eves
such a dodgy number. though she has had to put
Although It Is great, ICs it down a few notes
Rightfully private or it because her voice is
get totally screwed up. huskier.
Perhaps It's just me? The
"You know what I only
minute I am committed to just readied? The song's
anybody it all comes up: about an old woman of to
'When are you getting
'It is the evening of the
married?' Even my day, I sit and watch the

she tea» led.
She asks If I
new Brian Janes
I do.

tack of eon

continual

"I
e
Andrew Oldham terrible tendencyhave
to put
myself down," she coa.
franca. "which I suppose

And anticipating my
nest question: "I don't
see the Stones. I saw last
year's concert at Earls
Court because I'm interested in what they're
doing now and how
they've developedhow people develop. "
And what's her own
romantic situation?
"I have my own scene,"
she smiles. "rm a oneman woman. In a way

..

sit

hit In
Breath, It stayed at the
top of the Irish chartº for
quawl

see

(once Marianne s and the
Stones ,nanagrr / produa
et'), a great o wn, still a
hustler. lie's got the same
hang-up - It'll never
leave him, he wane to be
Phil Spector (giggles)"

-

a

SURVIVOR'

one of them.

Drag addMlon
the
yea"' either they have It was awful. I did a and a poignant perform.
Mlny diver needle
awful end, they die, or ar,rm, test for Pobanskl's ance In the stage version has been plagued by ...me
obwr+w plume- call and an
they go through the giddy Lady Macbeth and of Chekhov's 'Three veryslrwnge magic.
better ("The sooner you
The original Lucifer
and year 1st Mende hair yea". have their Loth screwed it up," she Sisters'? She le abandonthen cool laugh sadly. "Now I'm ing acting Indefinitely with to be played by
float away from oar birthday
very serious about keep- until: "The most desir- Bobby Beausoleil. who
saute, the saner it will be IL . ."
Whether or not she's ing myself together. The able, irresistible part was later found guilty of
cleaner sentry"). No
this up, itseenin a moat Important thing to comes along.'
slaying a member of the
work and not much making
fairly accurate desalpmy work."
Manson family. Ile was
lion
ofber.eif.
So
what
about
acting?
then replaced by Mick
But
there
Is
a
Rot Martanse
"Now I'm very Into And the actress who gave
which she made In Jogger's younger brothFaithful hasn't floated work,
at
rsL
I
was at a highly sexual perform
er, (fiats. In 1974 Jimmy
1969
which
Is
away
:the 'a hack after
rumoured to he coming Page of Led Zeppelin was
three . year break, and Is Aral too. I had to take ance a. the leather
three
yea"
off
because
I
soon.
limbed
goddess
out
asked to write the score
of
the
It's
called
two
very muck alive and was an addict
I felled a
wheeled dream madder 'Lucifer RI inR and is by for the film but was
atacine agln.
In 'Girl On A Motorcycle' film - maker Kenneth afterwards sacked by
Her first come -back Ial of thing., film testa
dine, 'Dremiag My
ftreanw' had her voice
It is the evening of the day, I sit and watch the children play, sang
dews a few Colche.
smallsr IRe a modern .
day version of Marlene
Marianne Faithful but that is all past her. Now is the time for her
Dietrich. Although it

sly

ha,

-

1

r

.

'[lien it turned sour.

s

,rI
,\A..#44t

i

¡mien
gowaip

the

one hit me
as was Chris m.'ning that
year. ago. I'm Olin all»
Jagger before him
perfectlythe
Marianne reckons: I'm all re*h " Shelthy adoptsas
corning,
"Ifs coming, soIr.therel"
a
fake yank right
I've wen It
~mesa. W ell, there's
There hove been a few one thing about yea
Jagger
Mick
Lucifers Marianne, you're
was reported to have been
.
,
A nger,

ON

MARIANNE FAITHFUL: abandoning acting indefinitely

her like a shadow.
"Yeah, the double

e au..
u.
Iletruly,"didshn't," 1?

husk.
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FASTER

THAIN

The story of Wings
BY JIM EVANS

1

day', 'All My Loving', 'Hey
Jude', 'Paperback Writer'
and 'Back In The USSR'.

HEN THE Beatles
finally folded, called
It a day, packed up or
what you will, the
famous four went their own

e
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It seemed that with
'McCartney' Paul was trying
to prove himself. On the
album he played all the
instruments and provided all
the vocals apart from the
occasional chorus from his
wife, Linda. The only
notable number was 'Maybe
I'm Amazed' which curiously
and recently flopped as a

ways.
To the majority of eyes and
ears, Paul McCartney was
the most talented. What
follows is a summary of his
career from the time of the
big split, up to the present
day.
If you really want to locate
the start of Paul's solo single release.
He found success with the
career, you have to look back
to 1966 when he wrote the single 'Another Day' before
work on another
starting
music for the film 'The
Family Way' starring John album. For this project he
and Hayley Mills and Hywell enlisted the help of Hugh
McCracken and David
Bennett.
But that effort apart, the Spinozza on guitars, Danny
story starts in 1970 with the Seiwell on drums and Linda
release of 'McCartney' on extra vocals.
Thus was spawned the
which beat the Beatles' 'Let
It Be' into the shops by one album 'Ram', released in
1971. It was definitely
May
month.
'McCartney' was dis- an improvement on its
appointing (this word crops predecessor, but was generup a lot in discussing his ally slammed by the critics.
work over the last six But in America he could do
years). Perhaps too much
CONTINUED
has always been expected
from the guy who penned
OVER PAGE
such numbers as 'Yester-
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Smokey Robinson- Deep In My Soul STMT 12055- Includes hit single There Will Come A Day'and disco smash'Vitamin U'
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The Beatles split in'69
And since then they
have been doing fine.
And if that question
doesn't cease
Ain't no one gonna get
no peace.

And if they ask it just
once more
I think I'll have to
bash

their jaw'

'Admiral Halsey'
rocketed to Number One in
the US singles charts. At this
time, it seems, McCartney
no wrong.

decided he needed a steady
and regular band. Here,
friends, starts the story of
Wings: The diary of a band
who have found more than a
little success.

WHILE

HE was In the
process of putting his band
,together, 'The Back Seat Of
My Car', a track from 'Ram'
was released as a single. It
found limited success. And
all four former Beatles were
involved in complex legal
wrangles which at times
verged on the bitter and
nasty.
For his band, Paul kept
Danny Seiwell on drums, put
Linda on keyboards and took
on guitarist Denny Laine, a
former Moody Blue and
oted songwriter. This then,
then, was Wings, Volume I.
Their first 'album, 'Wild

Life',

released in
December 1971. It was
heavily criticised, Linda
coming In for particularly
was

strong attack.
Things weren't going too
well. The release of the first
single, 'Give Ireland Back To
The Irish' didn't help. It
made Number One in
Ireland, little impact elsewhere and was not played by
the BBC.
But in February 1972 Paul
pulled an ace from his
sleeve. He shocked the

t
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of Henry McCullough on
guitar.

with

They opened

a

surprise lunchtime concert
at Nottingham University
and followed with dates at
Newcastle, Leeds, Sheffield
and elsewhere. It. was the
turning point. They went
down a bomb wherever they
played and the single, 'Mary
Had A Little Lamb', charted
immediately.
In early 1973, the singles 'C
Moon' and 'My Love'
(dedicated to Linda) were
big hits. Then, as a relief to

many,

came

the

1

z41141q
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definitive Wings album, 'Red
Rose Speedway' (mid -73). It
was generally held to be the
best thing Paul had done

'11
ti

r

`After the Beatles
broke up I lacked
confidence'

album project.
But all was not well within
the band. Henry McCullough
and Danny Seiwell quit
because of musical differences of opinion after the

1,

release of

at London's Wembley Pool.
The band were acclaimed the
world over as a supergroup.
1978

Songs' and 'Let 'Em In'. And
for good measure, 'Band Os
The Run' was released in

'Band On The Run',

recorded in Nigeria, became
the work of Paul, Linda and
Denny Latne. Despite other
various setbacks, 'Band' was
big
very big. Comparisons
were rightly made to 'Abbey
Road'.
From 'Band' came two
excellent singles: the title

Russia.
In most parts of the world,
Wings are now selling more
records than the Beatles
ever did.

-

.

.

.

paces.

Witness Denny Latne's
'Time To Ride', Jimmy

McCulloch's 'Wino Junko',
'Queen Of The
House' and Joe English
singing 'Must Do Something
About It'.

Linda's

saw the band have two

more big hits with 'Silly Love

l

'Red Rose

track, and 'Jet'. It also
sported a most unlikely
cover featuring Clement
Freud, Peter Cook, Michael
Parkinson and others in a
make believe jail - break.
It was time to increase the
Along
size of Wings
came Jimmy McCulloch, a
guitarist who had played
with Stone The Crows and
(after a brief spot by Geoff
Britton) Joe English took
over on drums.
There followed the hit
single 'Sally G' and the
albums 'Venus And Mars'
(May 1975) and 'Wings At the
Speed Of Sound' (April 1978).
Both were regarded as
platters of a high standard,
though minus the exceptional
quality of 'Band On The
Run'. 'Venus' spawned the
hit singles 'Listen To What
The Man Said', 'Letting Go'
and the ITV 'Crossroads'
theme, while 'At The Speed'
provided a platform for all
the members of the band to
go through their individual

t

Early 1977 saw the band
back in the recording studios

The two albums outsold
'Band On The Run' and the

band's popularity has grown
and grown since.
1976
with a 66 -date world
concert tour and culminating
in the release of the triple

-

live album 'Wings Over
America' had to
of Wings.

f

be the

year

-

zenith
and reunion?
'76

IN

1978, Wings toured the
world playing to a total
audience of over two
million people, culminating in a series of concerts

..,
t

..

little

prentensions to being a
musician. Her early efforts
were slammed. "I wouldn't
have stuck at it if Paul hadn't
encouraged me.

really play.

"I

learned chords, but

that's not enough. You need
I wasn't
a feel for it.

naturally rhythmic like

7'

`In the last two years I

earned more than in. all the
`boom years' put together'

Paul." But Linda

has now
improved, even though she
cannot be classed as the

1

-

it was just like working with

f

DENNY was formerly
lead singer and guitarist
with the Moody Blues.
Remember 'Go Now'?
- it took the band to Number
One. It's now in the Wings'
repertoire. But, "I'm not
particularly keen on that,"
says Denny. "I don't really
like doing songs i've done
with other people, but I'm
associated with it, so I've got
to do it. "
And having played in both
Wings' line ups, Denny is In
a position to compare the two
formations. "This band Is
more of a group. -It's better
to play in, there's more
unity. The last band had its
highlights, but so has this

*

one."

Denny, born in Birmingham joined Wings in '71 and
plays rhythm guitar and

MK_

keyboards and Is an

accomplished songwriter.
His previous experience
includes stints with Ginger

Baker's Airforce, Balls,

Denny and the Diplomats and
the Electric String Band.
Denny has a new solo album
out in May.

jOE ENGLISH from

Rochester, New York
first met Paul McCartney in New Orleans. "I
e
was sitting at home doing
nothing when I got a call to
go down to New Orleans,
where they were recording. I
guess Geoff Britton, their

Linda the wife,
IGHT YEARS ago. Paul

McCartney Married

t
0

ti

I

got a future!

source of copy ever
since the big split. It will
never happen. All four have
gone in their own musical
and personal directions and
have none .d for it. On with
the show ..

Linda Eastman, daughter of a New York
lawyer. Says Linda. "The

everyone talks about. In any
case, I think Paul is very

ay

with Wings.
content to
I'm bored by being asked if
the Beatles will go back
together.
"People say I persuaded
Paul to break away from the
Beatles, but that's nonsense.
It wasn'tv
even Paul w ho
decided that the group should
stop working together. John
was the first to leave. "
Linda and Paul enjoy the

`Although I
don't like it,
I play them

-

a good

Lv

arm round him and say
'You're a good guy, we love
you.' Nobody did."

`Watch out for
he's
Paul

towards the world of pop /
rock music. More than
anybody, they'd love to see s
Beatles'
The rumours of such an
event taking place have been

disf

needed someone to put an

'By the time I'm
95 I might have
to slow
down a bit'

-

t

artist. George Best was a
victim of the critics. He

I guess I

deserved much of the
criticism because I couldn't

group Wings'. Still, the
national press have al !ye
had a strange attitude,

1

,

London, preparing yet
another album. That coin.
pleted, they're all going off
on holiday
no hectic tours
this year. Anyway Linda's
expecting .. .
'Wings Are Spreading New baby to join the
McCartney family band' national newspaper headlines, February 8, 1877. And
in the opening paragraph of
every paper's story, Paul le
referred to as the 'ex
Beatle', not as Wings'
mainnman or leader of top
in

words.
When Paul put his band
together and decided to
include Linda In his plans,
or no
she had

d

-

.

construction worker to edit
the new York Times.' Harsh

quiet life when they're not
working. They have a home
in London and a farm in
Scotland. Says Linda, "Our
job is playing music but I
don't believe that means you
have to play the part every
hour of the day, The reason
so many groups split Is they
try too hard to live up to the
role others decide for them."
Nowadays, Linda brushes
criticism aside, but adds
probably reflecting on the
lean period of Paul's early
solo career
"People can
criticise so much that they
take the inspiration out of an

-

world's most outstanding
American Wings' tour: musician.
Linda on the Beatles: "I'd
.Having Linda play key- love the Beatles to get back
boards onstage in a multi - together again.
g airs
But for
million dollar tour is like music's sake, not for all
hiring a good black those millions of dollars

`\

-

Speedway'.

learned chords, but you
need a feel for it. I'm not
rhythmic like Paul'

`I

.

first

since the split.
Next came the theme for
the Bond movie, 'Live And
Let Die', the hit single 'Helen
Wheels' and to round off the
year the album 'Band On The
Run'. 1973 was, thus a very
good year for Wings. As well
as the hit records, they did a
successful tour of Europe, a
television spectacular and
Paul guests on Ringo Starr's

went to war when I
married Paul. Looking back
i think I took on a battle
when i should have Just said
that i understood, and tried
to talk to the fans.
"But It was difficult. 1 had
been a free woman in New
York. When I married Paul i
suddenly felt fenced in. We
would go home at night and
find some 20 girls outside
who had been standing there
for five years. They each felt
as though they were Paul's
w if e "
For a long time there was
much aggro between Linda
and the girl fans. But over
the years, the cold war has
.
dissolved
"I'm quite
friendly with the kids now. "
Linda, 5ft 8lnches tali, blue
eves and blonde hair looks, Is
considered, cold and hard by
those that don't know her.
But she has a soft, gentle
personality.
Linda the musician: The
American magazine 'Cream'
had this to say about her
contributions to the last
fans

and everyone
else for that matter
by
going out on the road.
The line - up was as for
'Wild Life' with the addition

last drummer, hadn't worked
out and Tony Dorsey, the
trombone player, who was
working with Paul on horn
arrangements, told a friend
of mine and he phoned and
told me, 'Paul McCartney's
looking for a drummer'.
"I thought he was joking,
but he wasn't. So the next
day I went to record with
them. I didn't know anybody,

anyone else, it was fun. "
The fun, it seems, has
remained ever since. "Paul
is a nice guy. He puts up with
all the rubbish I give him an
anyone who can put up with
me just has to be a good

friend. I'm a habitual one
that is, I
person
always turn up one day late.
But Paul puts up with it. We
have fun playing together
and I've learnt a lot fro
Paul. He's a talented guy
he
Watch out for him
could have a bright future!"
Joe joined Wings after s
years with Jam Factory
during which time he toured
with Jimi Hendrix and the
Grateful Dead. Jam Factory
released one album on the
Epic label.

-

day

-

had to
struggle on
the tube'
`I

IMMY McCULLOCH,

is the younges
member of Wings, butl
he's been around th
rock business for some time.
At the age of 13, Jlmnp
joined the Scottish group On
in A Million. "My folk
helped us get a truck an
backed us all the way. I'd
never go one hour back. "
Then he made his way to
London and joined Thunderclap Newman. They had a
meteoric success, reaching
Number One with the
powerful rocker 'Something
in The Air'. Jimmy thee
composed the title track for
24,

the group's subsequent

album 'Hollywood Dream'.
Next came a tour with
blues master John Mayali
and a spell with Stone The
Crows. But all this time It
was a far from glamouroug
life for the young 'roc
progeny'. "I had to rely o
cabs and public transport.
went for a Jethro Tul
audition on the tube once.

CONTINUED
'
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had to struggle on the train

in cheek) said, "The idea of a
big family Is to have a band.
We're providing for our old
age, when we're 64!

with my

guitar jammed
upright. Then it turned out 1
wise Una yotmg.

"

After leaving the Crows
and a brief stint in Blue

Will the new arrival affect
the band's work? "It's just
going to be a lighter year
than it might have been. We
were not planning a tour
anyway. We will be writing
and recording instead. I
suppose the biggest difference the baby will make is

McCulloch, he auditioned for
Wings and was successful.

The family
AUL AND Linda have

been married for éght
years. They have two
daughters, Mary (7) and
Stella (5) and there's 14 -

that we won't be travelling so
much. We do take our
children along when we go on
tour, but we make it as much
like a holiday for them as
possible, so that they don't
get too much show -business.
"We keep our family life
straight, and normal. We
don't have nannies. We're a
real family unit. "

year - old Heather, Linda's
daughter from her previous
marriage to geologist Melvyn See. In September there
will be another addition to
the family.
Announcing the happy
news. Paul (tongue slightly

a

Blowin'inthe
"SNOW IN APRIL! Look,
snow. And the central
heating's bust," muses

Jimmy McCulloch as

he

stares out of the window of
the luxurious London flat his
success has brought him.

Wings,

.

-

.1

It's a tastefully furnished pad
there's even a set of bagpipes over
the fireplace. Even more tasteful Is
Laura, the American model who
In bone china
serves up the tea
cups, patch.
In between checking out the
heating engineers and arranging U
some Small Faces tickets, Jimmy
sporting shades, red jacket and
slta bad, on the sumptuous
Jeans
sofa and plays the part of the pop
star being Interviewed. He's a quiet,
genUe guy who knows where he's JJMMYf left) and W hire Line
going and what he's
let's go back to the unbelievable. We all
doing. U he ever had beginning when you piled into this Mercedes
stars In his eyes, they joined Wings. "I was truck and hit the road for
departed a longtime ago.
doing nothing very much Paris. We were there for
"We're oft to the virgin at all. I'd just split up three days, cut four
Islands in May, to record with Blue and had time on tracks and came back.
I didn't hear anything
the new album. Should be my hands. The Wings'
a lot of tun. At least It'll
engineer used to live more for a couple of
be better than this," says
round the corner. He told weeks until the phone
Jimmy as he looks out at me they were going out to rang again. Would I like
Lagos to cut 'Band On to go to Strawberry
the wintry London scene.
"Touring with Wings le The Run' and that there Studios, Stockport and
play on Mike McGear's
out of the question this was a possibility of me
year because of Linda's getting a gig when they album? There, out of the
blue, Paul asked me if I
pregnancy. Just now I'm returned.
working with a couple of
"When they came back, wanted to Join Wings. Of
a
view
to
course, I wan delighted. I
with
engineer,
invited
Ian, the
bands
producing. We're pre- me round to the studio agreed to give It a go,
allghUy cautious because
paring demos, but I don't
where they were mi dng.
I'd heard people say he
want to say anymore at I already. knew Denny,
was difficult to work with
present. 1 might knock a
but then I met Paul for the
band together and get on
first time. I listened, liked
what I heard and thought
the road. Yes, I do prefer
being on the road to being little more about it.
"Then a week later, I
larthe studio."
"Paul knows what he
had a.phone call from the
wants. 99 per cent of the
Would I like
manager
time, he's great. Some.
to go to Paris with Paul,
Linda and Denny and cut "times I go to the studio
So how are things with
Wings? "The band's some tracks? Sure thing. and all I want to do is
blow, play away, but nine
I was delighted, It was
taken shape and form
now, everyone's settled
in. Last year, with the big
bur, was the real stamina
and character test and it
all worked out well.
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Stamina

"High spot? Going to
It wan my first

the States

American tour and I wag

well chuffed. In SeatUe
we played to 70,030 people
indoors, It was like a

football crowd. And

to play
. I was the

coming back

Wembley .
moan nervous I've been.
As we were about to start.
it was so quiet you could
hear a pin drop. We were

W on edge

"I've

no regrets about

the way things have
turned out. I sometimes
wonder what might have
happened if the Stone the
Crows or Thunderclap
Newman had stayed
together, but they didn't
so that's that. Wings
are very together, but
we've also ell got time
and room to do our own
things. "

-

r»

PC.
times out of ten he'll have
something lined up for
me. That's why in my
spare time I like doing my
blowing.
own thing
I've always been In
blowing bands before and
Wings Isn't one.
"It's a great experience
to work with Paul. I've
learnt so much about
studios from him. He's a
very hard worker. It's
very much Paul McCartney's Wings. He's got a
definite policy and tscompletely In control.
"Don't get me wrong.
I'm not moaning. Wings
has priority over anything else do and I like it
that way."
The limitations of
Linda's musical abilities
are often pointed out. In
fact she's had a lot of stick
thrown in her direction
Come in on this one,
Jimmy.
"She had no musical
background and It was
very hard for her to walk
straight into a grade A

-

band. She's a tough nut,
but she's got a big heart.
She can only get better
and better.
' "I
find her innocent
approach refreshing. All

Preston, it
would be a very different
band, It wouldn't be
Wings. Linda has the
innocence."
a

'My Love'
'Live And Let De'
'Helen Whsle'

'Jet/

'Band On The Run'

'Sally 0'
'Limn To Whet The Men Said'
'Legate Go'
Venus And Metz'
'S,1v Lore Songs'
'Let 'Em In'
'Maybe I'm Ameeed'
IAN sva,bble on EMI Recordal

Albums

Dec '72

March 73
June '73

Oct 73
Feb '74
Juno '74
Nov 74
May '75
Aug 75
Nov '75
April '76

July '76

Jon 77

*McCarver IPcS71021
Paul and Linda Mc Canner
Tracks The Lovely Linde /That Would Be Something /Valonnne

help the
sales. Yes, I knocked out
a couple of singles with
White Line
that was

-

myself, my brother Jack
on drums and an old

-

"

friend, Dave Clark
(without an 'E') on

keyboards. But they
didn't make the BBC
playllet and that was

that. Get on the playllet
and you're more or leas
home and dry. I don't like
that system."
The record finishes and
it's time to go. I comment
on the bagpipes "Yes, I
like to go back to
"Scotland. Get back to
reality. There's a lot
that's unreal about the
music business. " But
there's a lot that's real
about Jimmy McCtilloch.

groups I've played with. I
don't think about It often.
But sometimes after I've
said something, I'll think
about it and then realise
they've got 10 years on
me, what did I open my
mouth for? I've still got a
lot to learn. "

lot of

money out of music?
"Made a bit last year,
enough to buy a car or
two. I've bought myself a
Rolls Royce, it's In a
garage round the corner,

FLIGHT PATH

Tani

HI'

That should

Does being the youngest member of the, band
worry you? "I've always
been the baby in the

like Billy

Have you made

'Holly Days' album.
"They recorded this up at
Paul's farm. Listen,
there's Paul's vocals
they're so distinctive.

Baby

been a real professional

PAUL ANO UNDA
Paul McCannev, 'Mother Day' March '71
Paul b Linda. 'Back Seal 01 My Ca/ Augura 71

'N Hi

yet.

stick was to be
expected. But If the
keyboards player had

1

stereo. It's a cut from h(s

comes out at weekends.
But with the price of
petrol going up and up
No, I'm not rich

the

/ Every Night / Hot As Sun / Glans /junk / Man We Wes
Lonely /0o you /Momma M,s Amorka /Teddy Boy Singalong
Junk /Maybe I'm Amend /Kreen'Akmrs

February '72
May 72

Jimmy puts Denny
taine's new single on the

McCULLO CH.f
`Linda can only get
better and better'

Singles

WINGS
'Give Ireland Back To The Inch
'Mew Had A Link Lamb'

fe

Day

/

IPAS100031
Paul and Linda McCartney, Hugh McCracken, David Sonoue,
Canny Ss,wen
Tracks Too Many People Three Lags./ Ram On / Dear Boy
Smile Away
Heart Of The
Admired Halsey
Uncle Albert
Counrry Monkbsrry Moon alight Eat At Name /Long Haired
Lady /Ram On (Reprisal /Back Seat Of My Car.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

'Wings Wdd Lift' IPCS71421
Peal and Linda McCartney, Danny Seiwall, Danny Labe
Tracks. Mumbo BIp Bop Love k Strengo Wild Ldo
Am Vaur Singer
P50015 Never Know
I
Tomorrow

/

/
/

/ /

/ Some
/ Dear

Fnend.
'Red Rom Speedway' (PCTC 2611
Paul. Linda, Danny Sowell, Denny Leine, Henry McCullough
Tracks. Big Red Barn /My Love /Get On The Right Thing /One
Mom Kos
Little Lamb Dragonfy
Single Pigeon When The
Night
/Medley: Hold Me Tight /Lem Dynamite Hands Of
Love /Power Cut

/

/

/imp

/

/

'Band On The Run 1PAS 100071
Paul, Linde, Denny Leine
Tires Band On The Run /Jet Bluebird /Mr Vendebllt /Let Me
Roll It Memunie No Worse Picasu'e Len Words (Drink To
Mel /Nineteen Hundred end Eighty Fee.

/

/

/

/

/

W

ings At The Speed 01 Sound (PAS 100101

Paul, Linda, Denny Lales, Jimmy McCulloch, Joe English
Tracks Let 'Em In /The Nora You Never Wrore /She's My Baby
Beware My Love / Wno Junks /Silly Love Songs / Cook Of The
House /Tine To Hide /Must Do Something About It / San Ferry
Anne /Warm And Beeuglul,

/

'Venue And Mae' IPCTC 2541
Paul. Linda, Jimmy McCulloch, Joe Engler,. Denny Lame.
Tracks. Venus end Man /Rock Show / Love In Song / You Gem
Me The Answer / Magneto And Titanium Man / Leming Go /
Venus And Mani Reprise /Spin Of Ancient Egypt / Medicine Jar
/Cell Me Back Again Linen To What The Man Sad /Treat Ha,
Gently /Loney Did People /Crossoedi. Theme.

/

Wings Over America' IPCSP

720 PO Triple)
Paul, Undo, Denny Lane, Joe English, Jimmy McCulloch
Tracks Venus end Man Rock Show Je,
Let Me Roll It
Aneront
Ameeed
Of
Egypt
Spirits
Meek me Jar / Maybe
Call Me Beck Again Lady Madonna
The Long And Winding
Road / Um end Let Die Plume's Lan Worse / R,cherd Cory
Bluebird / I've Jun Seen A Face Blackbird Yesterday You
Gave Me The Answer Magneto And rhenium Man Go Now
My Love Linen To Whet The Man Said Let 'Em In Time To
Hide Suls Love Songs Beware My Love Leeing Go /Band On
The Run /Hi Hi W /So,ly.
of Wines the bole Wham le me
Ill you won the comelier
one to on. Recorded NW on Me recent US taur, le .hew, uo taw
Wont. or the eitensude and of the growl.

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

/

N'

/
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/

/

/

/

/
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What's big, colourful, full-frontal, and not to be seen at the Beeb?

DRE_ .....D
NE
IT'S SO sad I can
hardly bear to tell

. I
.
you about It
(Dean, how would
you feel If you'd
bought a load of
new gear tO go
.

somewhere spedal, and then it was
cancelled. You'd
be sick, I bet.
In fart you'd feel a lot
like Judge Dread. He

cactus' when his
'Fifth Anniversary' EP
went Into the charge/ a
was

on

Couple

of

specially

weeks

since

ago,
he

hardly ever gee 61s
records prayed m the
think

Beeb (iron they
he's too rude).

!

r

And then he heard
he'd be getting a Nut m
top Of The Pops';hisIt
would have been
drat appearance on the
show. Ile went out and
ordered a new s11k cat suit which set him back
DU. And what happen,!
The record slid down a
Couple of places Wls
week and he was out
again.
really up.
setting," said a sad
Judge this week. "We
were gonna have a
party and everything.
We had it all planned.
We couldn't figure out

why It

because

'

if i

1

goes intothem-

-As

Serious

,I

wasn't bad

enough, the Judge

he's teeing hin
hair. He's been going
thin for a while, but he's

'...

-

of
De m is

and open fronted.
No, not toll frontal 1
ain't got enough to
flash. It has enough
room so that I can bend
down. A lot of material

Ire been welling

decided it's getting
serious.

©

1

"Me barnet's falling

out"

told

he

anyway.

,,..

.

- Y --

firedfrom 'TOTP'

:

must be the

I

pop

only

r 11.

star

the

In

world that doesn't get
any birds. It's mainly
fdlas that come to my
gigs. Mind you I did
look a bit gay In Roy last

r

photos... and I did gel
*review In Oay News.
"'don't think project
1

sexual Image. In fact
People are surprised
when I do a slow song
because they don't
I can get a decent note
out of my voice.'
The Judge has had a
real run of bad luck. He
wan going Into tllrns, but
the bloke that was going
to put up the money
went bust
"It was Roing to be
coped 'Friar Tuck Wore
A White Raincoat',"
said the Judge.
There area few bright
spots in the Judge's We,
though. He's just got a
silver dine for his album
'Bedtlnw Stories', and
he's planning a cabaret
tour which opens on
May 17. And he Is
Honorary President of
the York University
N e c r o p h I i I ac
society..
"These students came
to film me doing a show,
and they asked me If 1
wanted to be Honorary
1'reeldent. They stuck a
badge on me. We shook
hands, but It was only
afterwards that I found
a

till"

..

"I

me.

don't get any birds

I

homes and

Is

l

handirapped kids near
where he lives.

tit ' cult red and

Noe
crane

Dread does shows for

chlklrtn's

k nd

a

c a n

work."

especially fond of
home for mentally

Rousso*. We have been
told the record's on
some people's piayits,
but I don't .Wink the
lteeb will play It now.
"And it was "eh a

have opened all sorts of
;11

as

ma

went down,

I

77íE JUDGE:

J a

"The show would

-

4

me

-

knighthood. Although I
don't know. I never
usually talk about lt. hut
I do a lot of charity

.._

doors for us, presented

very sell

s*

out what it meant I can
never see me getting a

'

ire

,

Charity
M

"You don't got any
Cory for IL but that's
the way I like IL You
don't sell any records on

1/

r

It either, because

L

rejust kiddies.
Some people do

they

charity things ore long

rd

iris done In s blame of
glory. I've heard from
propio that have asked
me to do charity shows
that they asked other
performers before, but
they wanted L900. Then
you see in the paper
they're saying they did

lifer charity.

Apart from the shows
has planned, the

IlliP

r

/

.

'

'f'
i

1

he

Judge Is costing an eye
towards the American
market lie's changing
some of his humour,
tailoring It to suit the

11

s

s i

o

'

Yanks, and hopes
they'll pick up m It

"They swallowed the
Monty Python thing, so
there must be room for
Dread somewhere," he

i\s

said.

J

1

So

at least

he might

have something to look

forward to, even If he Is
all dressed up with
nowhere to go. ROSAL-

IND RUSSELL

"What do you mean-not suit

e
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1
Thunders

they
were
steamin'
elle"

won't waste a whole
page like you did on April
Who was the wise guy

called It Singles
Reviews? A list of record
titles coupled with inane,
Irrelevant whimseys.... .
To give a practical
comment an a record,
however good or bad.
seems something that
who

BRYAN FERRY

,

h

On the contrary, a
of people can do It
much faster, thereby
Caine us more time to
deal with abusive letter.
Rom readers.

I
1(,

de-

WHY IN the world did you

Too young

don NWS.

WHY DID you have
Eddie and the Hot Rods

reviewing the singles?

Out. of 50 to choose from,

they found two decent
ones Surely that must
have made you or any
other Idiot realise the Hot
Rods lack mu.Ical appreciation,
David, Mtockport.
Wbaddya mean, on or
any other idiot? Come
round here and say that

!

remember his mother
died years ago, or you're,
a completely unfeeling
Ribi White, Kingsley,

Nºtampts..

7

e

-

o
ROBERT FRIPP

FAN-TASTIC!

IN REPLY to your request
from fan club secretaries, I
must defend the majority of fan
clubs in existence. Most clubs
provide a service to fans, and

make very little profit.

At the outset, a club must decide
whether It is merely going to send out
tacky pictures and late Information
which has already appeared in papers
like yours, or whether It Is going to

regard Itself as something more

'organised.
responsible for the
L am personally

Marmalade
and have answered every letter that
comes to my address. Obviously the tan
dubs for David Bowie and Olivia
Newton John are not for the fans. I
answer mall for the fans, and will as
long as they keep writing!
Recede Guedeja, Camberwell,

Inds

5E5.

FANS LAST

members receive 12 magazines, printed
at intervals of about me month. They
receive a photograph and biography of
Lynaey on editing,
g, the opportunity to
purchase further liana. and to take part
in competltlma which carry prices.

Sorry we had to cart your letter. but

plot

ACROSS
1

PLEASE TELL J Ed.'
ward Oliver to stop
making fun of gorgeous
Alvin Stardust or I'll get
the entire fan club to beat
him up. Tell him to watch
out U he doesn't like
hospital food.
Linda Harrison, Leyland.
Nr Preston.

1

Although the rnemberahe)

All

mremondmee

le LL 50,

to the club is

answered and wpedl5c queries for
Lynsey dealt with an anon ea die can
spare the time to supply the an.werwEven without an sae no letter would be
left unanswered.

Ji

11.01,90a,

Leers err tL-

-

--

2

Made the Seines
1945 phi (5)

I CrekerMz
A

15

est.!

Orte

9

for lam awl 8
(4)

Gry some* elm
fe Mrtry mime' fe)
She was Is lack,
d1a[
the
Menthe.

t

s

u

¡,

15
I{12

17

DOWN
2

7

IS
11

15
1e

118

fair's
sage, Elide
Mratb 1H1. as (5)
Deal de a a Thelma

eats.éfsw (S)
Ile ram r zit (s)
B

5

Ell

10

. . 141

maidWs
ald be
e'
(4)
u eak Y Mae
Ili De as ~ems la deem
(5)
7M
elles Lester? (5)

.17

2

6

rase

le Ctdrapewisr(41
11
A rdat5r *free Sledge
grump (e)
12

3

pee.(,)

Mskaseelln

sending money.
A fan dub only runs efficiently with
direct help from the group concerned.
For his Brittah tour, Bryan Ferry

we got

atkrlei Gardss.

Hospital food

Plie00-tc(
e

IT REALLY makes my blood boil when
I read letters such as the one from the
Bowie fan (RM 2 / 4 / 77) about the poor
service given by fan clubs. It upsets me
for two reasons:
1 Because trusting
fans part with
their money In good faith only to get
a raw deal, or worse still, no deal at
ail:
2 Because all fan club, tend to get
tarred with the same brush.
I have the hraoar to be the secretary of
the Official Lynsey De Paul tan club
and we lake pride In giving what la. In
our opinion, full value far money.

personally requested that club
members should receive priority mall
order bookings, which meant there was
no overnight queuing and the best seals
at the front
Peter teat', Wal aeey, Merseyside.

Does the roo know

'you're out?

FANS ALWAYS
I ANSWER the mail 'tor

Roxy Music Club, Eno's club, an
Information service for King Crimson
fans, and information for Ronnie Lane
and Bryan Ferry. All these are run,
efficiently, though I will admit that
errors are made These are quickly
rectified. These errors are due to
human failings and not any Wish to me
the fans.
However, I do know from our
members that the Roxy Music club has
failed to recruit some fans because of
their experience.. with the David Bowie
fan club. I joined the Bowie club a
couple of years barb and I'm sun

walling for information, despite

ley, Leeds.

BritainA 8 Reborn" (lelborn,
C

record market, so surely
there must be a far larger
selection of records than
the top 30?
Ken Summerfield, Bed-

J EDWARD Oliver is
brilliant and should have
a full page. He Is so
stupid you have to laugh
at him and hie cartoons.
Edgar Aardvark, Brum-

Alt the DJ at a local

relief I got was ikons
Creole. All the others
never even acknowledged
me. The record promoters should visit discos
such es mine and see the
potential buyers. Soldiers
from all over the country
come to the Walkerville
Hotel and C at erick is the
second biggest ramp In

.

world's third biggest

Stupid

hotel, open four nights a
week. I wort at Catterick
.Garrison, and we cater
'Mr about 900 a week. I
wrote to all the major
rend companies about
mall orders, but the only

#:

programmes? We don't
want to hear the same
record played on each
show. Britain is the

ford.

Soldier on
I

-

deserves sensible, con.
structive comment The
Hot Rods gave no - one
that courtesy. Correct me
It I'm wrong, but I don't
remember the Hot Rods
making any great Inroads
In the singles' chart.
Since when are they
qualified to pass ludgment on other folks'
efforts?
Denote, Hampstead, Lon-

/

MARMALADE

Sharon. Christine and
Jackie. Mitcham.
This letter is signed by
171 irate reader..

or established artist.
Surely every record

Z,f%

Couldn't the DJs and
producers be more
adventurous In the
records played on their

THE LETTER from the
Elvis fan was perfectly
reasonable. so I see no
need for the comment at
the end about Elvis'
mother. Either you are so
young that you don't

,

W

for the last couple of days,
and spent most of the time
listening to the radio.

You're right, we're
an toe young.

headed and thinks his
group Is the greatest.
They can't be that good
'cos we know quite a few
people who haven't heard
of them. His reviews were
a waste of a page and If
you don't get someone
who 'knows something
about music to review the
singles, we shall atop
reading your paper.

print the singles' reviews
in April2 Issue? I daresay
a great deal of crap
passes over your turntables, but behind every
load of crap le an aspiring

-

You're
ity work.

ey

DAVID BOWIE

let Barrie Masters review

R1he singles? We noticed
that none of the singles
got good ratings. so It
proves that he Is big -

eaenmeste (honest).

radio
dig their public- Sick
I HAVE been off work

All right, ewe up

4111.4

bunch

completely unsolicited

sad. Maeeisker.

am

bury.

MUST ask you why on
earth you bothered to

good album / single
reviews. Your magazine
adds a great newI
dimension to music.
work In radio here, and I
find a British viewpoint
somewhat refreshing
Torn Dawson, 8t Leafs
Park. Minnesota.
Thank yea for your

'They're the most professIonal minded of the
entire New Wave scene,
with a batch of memo rabic tunes and first riaas
musicians. Iv be our
pitied U 'Chinese Rock'
Isn't the big hit it deserves
lobe.
Stews Mrresey, Strel-

LYNSEY DE PAUL

none of you can do. Why
leave It to a bunch of
Idiots when one idiot can
do it in half the time?
Maleolm Ratchel or, High -

I

-

permanent feature.

V

LIVE In Minneapolis.

Minnesota and Record
Mirror Is my favourite
music magazine. There Is
nothing to compare with It
here. You have interest
Mg article's, up to date
news and an nccaslonal

sure to become

I

I'VE JUST been sick. Do
you know why? I've been
reading your singles'
reviews. How can you get
such incompetents as
Eddie and the Hot Rods to
I'm sure
do this job
they know nothing about
music. Could you leave
,this to someone more
experienced In future.
R. B. Sandford, Latch.
Ingdun, Freest.

7

JOHNNY THUNDERS
and The Heartbreakers
are new to Keened Mirror,
but U their recent we
performances are anything to go M. they are

YOU LOT at Record
'Mirror, what are you up
to? It's a waste of ink
+'rtting to you, but at least
2.

Favourite

Memorable

Hot,

r

T4y drove it dews
e ight (5)
sweet me
You're
le)
Pumas has drummer
Max? (51
-Lem Mlle -'(Nell
dTheammU
(5)
sweeties Coot
(5)
Gnaw tkath baked m

g

yea 15/

I

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION
DOWN: I Cant

ACto59: I Captal.. 7
Laker. a Od - In. e Cale.
Deee. U De e.
17
Mle. le W.ebed.
U Nitro. to
1e

12
.

Arcade

1

N

Peel.
-L.
2

3
S

sleekbyrd. a lI.eeynsee.
is
11 Decree. II Widow
Acted. 111~-e_
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Runaways
fan

Getting
a point

THE RUNAWAYS ¡teethe
best damned rock 'n' roll
band I've heard for ages,
and their albums are the
best

Nis

I've heard. I think
country

ii

getting

!Burning
`WHEN

HAVE Just moved TIIE COLUMN THAT
into a flat with my
boy friend. We have a DEALS WITH YOUR
pretty good relationship PROBLEMS
no

they're nark 'n' roll.
Runaways Fan, Wall send, Tyiie and Wear.

One hassle

-

problems with sex.
we don't
have any music as most
of the plugs in our new
place are a different
kind to the ones on our
record player, television
set and hair -dryer.
Neither of us know
anything about wiring
or electrical things.
What can we do? Or

are real;

Old bag

RIGHT. WHERE is she?

shells Prophet we're
alking about That silly

bag talks rubbish.
lade's new LP Is the best
they've ever made, and
they are better than ever
before. So just tell her to
seep her big mouth shut.
.he'll get her teeth
knocked dawn her throat.

old

. nu

a

and so on, get in. touch
with your landlord and
see U he / she has a
collection of adaptors
which fit, or can offer
advice on what to do.

gets

nowhere, have

a

girl.

you
word

with your nearest

which dangerously

on all
aspects of home maintenance and survival and

Overload,' the socket
(Two round boles, small
and class together, are 2
amp, f'rinstance, and
will only take equipment
like a tape recorder or a
reading lamp). Plug in
too much and you could
blow a main tuse. You

a chapter on
basic electrical facts

offer. a practical
introduction to wiring
fuses, mending plugs
and all aspects of

Barbara Paterson

using

Includes

and how to use them is
'Help!' (no relation) by

electrical installation
plus suggestions for
appliances

eco-

nomically. Guys are
Alternatively, you can welcome to go along too.

(Penguin El).

go on a one -day course

Ronno info

have released 10 a4
bums, and these ate
'Santana' (CBS £1186),
'AbraxaS' (CBS 84087)

Get connecting)

Album)

'Santana Third

(CBS

MOH 'Caravan-

(852/9), Wei.
comer (CRS 89040)

serai'

haven't started

'Santana's Greatest
Hits' (CBs. 99081),

'Borboletta'

-VCBS

'Lotus' (CBS
0126), 'Amigos' (CBS
$0006), 'Fesrval' '(IBS
890841,

84030). Carlos was bees
in Mexico on July.10,

Hove.',

1947.

While some girls
start their periods as
early as 11, other* don't
begin to menstruate
until as late as 17. So
don't worry too much because there's nothing
abnormal about your
problem
As you are really
worried, you should
visit your doctor for a
check-up and he will tell
you If there Is any
special reason for It.

Year faysarite weet-

is evadable In Offs
States, shipped eat tram
Britain and is IdeateaL

vocab Cheptol Areas
perws'sm ad vocal",
Graham seer drams,
and Carlo. Santana
guitar and vocals. They

wrong with me. I'm sick
with worry. Please

10.90,

Haute Weenier, Dam

b

there's something

start at

session, which

Brinell publication?

base and vocals, Tom
Coster keybssrds and

my periods yet All my
friends did years ago,
and I'm wondering If

Karen,

IS RCCORD MIRROR
available In the Stalest,
and M it Identical to the

vocals, Pablo Telles

`ALTHOUGH I'm just

help?

be

Rekow peroasabn and

LATE
18 I

le

Wanth RM

Rabb vocals, 'Raul

-

come right In the end.
Electricity Board showroom - they'll be able to can always pay an coming up in central
offer some more Infor electrician to get stuck London on April Ye at the
matron. The main In, but before you start Electrical Association
hazard in buying up doing it yourself you'll for Women, (25 Fouadaptors for existing need further facts.
bert's Place, London WI
sockets Is that you do
One useful book which (01437 511.2). Price 12
run the danger of offers clear and detailed including lunch. The

plugging in equipment Information

born, and

gonorrhoea. If you have
had sexual intercourse
this la a possiblUty to
keep in mind, but It's
more likely that you're
suffering from a minor
infection of the bladder.
Don't be embarrassed to
take medical advice
you MUST go along .to
see your doctor.

world for theses drive.
A sympathetic girl could well be your answer,
but the special lady may not walk into your We
for u while yet In the meantime, you must stop
worrying. As masturbation Is no problem, you
obviously have all that it takes. You seem to
have got Into the habit of expecting nothing from
your body, and that's exactly what lee giving
you in return -nothing. Next time, take things
easy, relax and try not too get too uptight It'll all

with plugs and wiring

married?
Pulls ApplMea, Mikan.
Saataces are Luther

uptight

one of the

Sounds as if you're suffering from a bad case
of the cumulative nerves blues. The "If at first
you don't succeed . . ." approach has only
produced panic, and that's the worst thing in the

start experimenting

first
symptoms of one form of
venereal disease -

Nuts

"

somewhere that pain on
passing water can be

--

-

because you read

so

St Albacea,

All LNF. Ragland.

-

COULD TOU please tell
me the line up of
Santana and the albums
they have released?
'Also when and 'where
was Carlos Santana

getting

One thing I thought was that a really
sympathetic girl might be able to help me. I
haven't found one yet I would realty love to have
a steady relationship with a girl, but each time I
get to the sex stage
the thought of the last time
plays on my mind and no erection.
B. [Wham
7

Abut

Santana

You're probably

I am 19 and very unhappy and desperate
because I'm still a virgin. Though 1 get on fine
when I date a girl, whenever I get asked to stay
the night I can never get an erection. I find
women very exciting, and when I masturbate I
get really turned on, but I can never make it with

You don't give any
details about the seise
tog sockets In your flat
Are they t -pin or 3 -pin
round holes or 3 -pin
square holes
and
what kind of plugs have
you already got on your
equipment? Before you

If that

Answered

Still a virgin

queries like this'
Jane, London.
7

'tit never noticed?

used to masturbate
twice a day but now I
can't as it is too painful.
m too embarrassed to
see my family doctor, so
please could you give
me some advice as Im
worrying myself sick. is
Murray, CumbernasW

by Susanne Garrett
and Tony Bradman

-

don't you answer

,nd what's wrong with
:gave Hill's hair?
Made Fans, Mlldenhall.
D'y nu mean to say

gp1

FKLDBAC1L anewesa year q.esEMna Rend year
Hex , I
WWI lo, Rend Miner,
R anweU Read, Leaden. N7 7AX. 4asedU timed
stamped addressed savelepa es we most aniear
Idtess i dlvlbatb-

shoots up my perils. I

son. There ain't any good
-,'cords In the top 30,
apart from Stuff Quatro's
Tear Me Apart'. The

Runaways

I urinatea
terrible burning pain

1

He is mElrrie!.

did

He

'recording

some

work with hichael Chap
before

man

meeting

tea

David Ebel* where he

scab

achieved

reputation

a

nearly as big as the main
mat with iderd hair ma
and make

up.

Be

u

was
being

Bowie's tmmiral backbone
and be also helped brat the
Spiders from Mars the rest

COULD YOU please tell
me the address' of
Panther books In England, ao that !can order
the 'Rock File' books by
Charlie Gillett and the
new lad Zeppelin book?

Helmut Mitterlebeer,
Austria,

.

Sara la Hell Mick
started Ms masieal life
playing the violin =civilian
and learning bow to read
music. He later formed a
band called The Rats who
had a few singles released.

rightly acclaimed

Book file
'

COULD YOU g.Ye me some
details on Wick Ronson .
Weer ma, Glamorgan

Panther
WriteLtd,to Pregame',

Boots

of Bowie's backing band.
After the Spiders spin up
and Bowe recorded Pia
Ups' leek decided on a
solo career,

It wasn't

tows and u
1974 he lobed Web The
lioople, He later left be a
career with Ian duster bet
things didn't work out: The

album

and

last news we beard, was
that he was sierltrq win
Rogsled r
onRoger's
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,GET IT
It's

our 1Shirt Give -Away Bonanza

For everyone who hat collected
coupons I and r the third coupon
to below Mr you to cut mil and

Nest week the last and
final coupon. No 4, will appear
and with It you'll be able to send
In for nee of the thousand% of
FREE T-Shtrts. With coupon No
4 nest week there will he an order
tam which will tell you exactly
how to send off for your set of four
coupons (numbered 1-4) with
postage / parking charge. (See
the details and conditions of tote
offer aa act out below).
keep.

Remember there are thousands
to he given away, but we are
limiting this offer to regular
readers only on o first come first
served hauls. 10,000 T -Shirts la
our limit so one of them must be
yours
If you send us your four
coupon. as soon as you have
collected them. Get It On with
RECORD MIRROR!

-

,~15
A GHOST OF A CHANCE

like 'It's Not Unusual' to
pop tunes of EVEN
earlier days like 'Hit the
Road Jack'. He's totally
outrageous. Hts Interpretation of this tune le
unique in its craziness.
+ + + Geoff Travis.

GARLAND .IEFFREIB:
'Ghost Writer' (AA hI

AMLII Mete)

-

ghost writer indeed
never'earti of 'Inn Lel'%
see who the US critics
A

compare him to: Chuck
Berry, or Frank le Lymon
without the innocence.
shows
Jagger, Morley

you

-

-

ENGLAND DAN AND
JOHN FORD COLEY:
'Dowdy Ferry Rnedr (Big

that they are

Tree K5n3e2)

pretty lief for reference
point.. But listen to the
album and all becomes
clear. It ranges from mu
rock, 'Wild In The Street',
'35 Millimeter Dreams'
and 'Rough And Ready'

we've got thousands
to give away absolutely
FREE. Thkat's right
. ,

-

literally TNOUSANDS
of one -sirs T -Shirts
with the exelesive
Record Mirror mime.

Skyline'. The

combination Is little short of
brilliant. Garland Jeffrey% in a black / white
Puerto Rican born in
Brooklyn, over 30, with an

absorbing background.
Ile sings and u rites some

great songs. He won't he
a ghost writer for much
longer. + + + + David
Brown

as.
O

't-efl

fascinating passages,

firm bass bringing up the
rear. 'Triptych' has a

mysterious opening with
a girl warbling In Spanish
(?) in the background,
followed by some smooth,
angelic keyboard work
and genUe drumming.
Steve Harley 1s featured
on 'Spaghetti Smooch',
but he sounds' uncomfor
table añd unable to get a
grip on the lyrics. An
album of many changing

PPof

moods

Mackay.
Smith.

-

the

+ + + +

VARIOUS tweets:

'The

2482 382

Special)

RORY GALLAGHER:
'Live' (Polydor 2384 078

is 7

FREE

Record Mirror
11

T -Shirt

Special)
RARE BIRD: 'Rare Bird'
( Polydor 2384 078 Special)

Offer

OOUPON

'

VARIOUS ARTISTS:

OFFER DETAILS

b CONDITIONS

This offer la egetusive to regular readers of Record

Mirror.

111

Employees

and their

families

of

Spotlight

IPibllcalons l.td, Spotlight Magazine Distribution
Ltd. Morgan Grampian. South Eastern

Newspapers l.id, and any iubskilary or associated
company are not eligible teenier.
'A eompleie set of four special coupons, numbered
1+, published In Record Mirror will allow the
'bearer to receive an eueluslve Record Mirror T.
iii Shirt
This offer 11 open loan regular reeders of Record
Mirror In the UK and Eire. Pos nil requests ors to
he aecompanled by *cheque / postal order for Zap
I, to cover postage and pack tog chi recs.
Readers not requesting postal thievery may visit
'iSPOTIJGHT" PUBLICATION» LTD, ,l Broach
Road, London 57 between and Including tail April
firth April 10 receive a T-Shirt on redeeming fair
epeeist coupons.
The publishers of Record Mirror reserve the
right to limit the productional three Tllhirh at any
line and return late requesb Mr this offer. The
ofler closest Mayr1977.
El
A naaheum limn of I111,000 T-»hlrr. has bees net,

1
valid only
when companled with the
complete set of coupons
numbered 1-4 published
only In Record Mirror
This coupon

is

Please see the full details
and conditions of this offer,

Including closing date,

--

published in Record Mir-

la

MI MI

'

I

i

wee will be dietribued b reeds,. one nncrone
first served loses. Orders In excess of 10,50e w W be
Jreturn, d whit refunds of the postal charge.
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AB T Abets
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he

despatched from

s

M.y,

'Medium Rare' (Polydor
2482 381 Special)

- BB
Otis, Link

top name axemen

King,-Shuggle
Wray, Roy Buchanan
Eric Clapton, Jim! Hendrix, John McLaughlin,
Harvey Mandel, Duane
Allman and Jan Akker
man, Play spot the riffs
and spot the r!poffs who
Influenced whom, who's
different? Let's hear it for
BB King. +++ Rory
Gallagher's a fine ax-

-

eman as well He didn't
make 'The Guitar Album', so he's got one all to
seven
himself
'Live'
tracks taken from the

-

-

album 'Live In Europe',

of brillia n t

dren' all combine to make
this one of the best reggae
albums for a long time.
But there is a problem
the sleeve note. In its
sweeping generalisaUons
that link South Africa,
Angola, Chile, Notting
Hill and several other
perennial cliches of the

-

left, it's

trendy

albums, especially if
they're of a reggae
nature. It's made Bob
Marley

a lot of money,
+ + + +
for

Constant Sorrow' from
Ginger Baker's Airforce
featuring, Denny Lalne
on guitar and vocals. The
early Gallagher and Lyle
track shows that they
have Improved little over
the years. + + JlmEvans

Byd.

except for 'Man Of

(Island ILPS 9499-B)

They're all jumping on
the bandwagon. Max
Romeo has put Wet

Dreams behind him,
Jimmy Cuff has made his

political statements,- perhaps even Johnny Nash

will start singing songs
about exile In - a Babylon. Yes, they're all

tto voice and some great
songs like the title track,
'Lucifer', 'Roots Train'
and 'Rescue Jah Chil-

DAVE EDMUNDS: 'Get
f t' (Sou n Song SSK 594(M)
Edmund. Is one of the
best re-eycllsc In the
business.

If it ain't 'I

Hear You Knocking' It's
the great Phil Spector

'Get It'
falls into the first

revival show.

category. 'Get Out Of
Denver', 'Back To Schooldays', 'Here Comes The
Weekend', 'Hey Good

Looking',"Little Dºrin','

and 'My Baby Left Me'

a

masterpiece of political
imbecility. Perhaps the
idea Is that politics sells

anyway.

using reggae as a
political platform, and
Junior Murvin is no
albums,
Compilation
exception. It's a lovely
back - trackers, call them album of highly idiosynwhat you will, these cratic reggae. His false
platters must be good
value at 11.75 a throw.
'The Gultar Album' Is just
that; ten tracks from ten

le short

this collection. ++.
'Medium Rare' features a
selection of name bands,
Most of It Is unmemorable
ed in

MURVIN:
real JUNIOR
'Police and Thieves'

Robin

Guitar Album' (Polydor

'-uEamif

A

GARLAND JEFFREYS: it:
and 'Irish Tour '74'.
Outstanding tracks are
Duncan Mackay is 'In Your Town' and
Cockney Rebel's key 'Messing With The Kid'
board player. A powerful which features Rory's
contribution to the band
urrent line up of Rod
on 'Score', he's given the UeAth, Gerry McAvoy
chance to exercise his and Lou Martin. Both
talents to the full. It's numbers are still highsymphonic rock at Its lights of Rory's many live
best, and unlike many shows. +++. Rare Bird
offerings it doesn't sound are now extinct (stop
pretentious. 'Witches' be- cheering at the back).
gins the album with a Formed In 1970, they had
great, theme, and then a big single success with
during some quiet mo- 'Sympathy' and made
ments Mackay exercises little other impact.
his fingers on some 'Sympathy' is not Includ-

DUNCAN MACKAY:
'Score' (EMI EMC 3158 )

el

strikes

You Tonight'

style.

Simon.

again. Pleasant for five
minutes, and then the
album develops Into a
drone. The music's just a
little too comfortable,
without enough going on
to hold your Interest.
'Dowdy Ferry Road' has
a strong intro, but quickly
disintegrates into Just
another track. At least
'Gone Too Far' enlivens
side one with some of the
old 'I Really Want To See

to reggae vehicles Uke the
frank 'tlhy-O' and sudden switch in 'Cool Doan
Boy'. and the title track.
And that's not taking the
less easily defined 'Span
Ish Toe n' and 'New 1 ork

o

The poor man's
and Garfunkel

content, none for politico.
Tony Bradman.
BIG YOUTH: 'Reggae

Phenomenon: Trojan

With
have

Smith

DEEP PURPLE:

'Shades Of Deep Purple'
(Harvest Heritage SHSM
2019)

of the first really
heavy numbers Nat? can

One

recall went, strangely

enough, under the title of
'Hush'. It was a rocked
up version of a Joe South
number, with some manic
phantom- M- the - opera
organ by one Jon Lord,

strangled guitar from
Ritchie Blackmore, thunderous drums from Ian

rumbling bass
from NM Simper and
Pelee,

unrestrained vocals from
Rod Evans That was the
first line-up of a group

destined for

a name like
a right to

that, you
expect a

Peter Pan of the Reggae
scene. What you get is the
swaying, chanting messages of a great taikover
artist Spoken words over
a

'Where Do I Go From
Here?' Is the kind of
ballad you've heard 200
times before and it sets
the pace for the rest of the
second side. As a rule,
I'm a sucker for melodies,
but this album Is too sweet
even for me. + + Robin

bubbling, wicked

rhythm track. Tóaeting
rhymes and strident
phrases of exclamation

and declamation. He hits
his peak of inventiveness
here with'Wolf In Sheep's

Clothing', using biblical
imagery, delivering dark
messages with a voice
that brims with jive and
humour
'You kill poor
Paul and a Babylon fall'.

-

He's got the ability to
infuse words with new
meanings. The only thing
Is that because so many of
the tunes and tracks are
old they sound quite dated
still there Is creation in
the sing song rhymes that
hypnotize as they amuse.
He moves from covering
the pop lunes of the day

-

are all knocked out In
regimental fashion. Ed moods Is helped out by
Nick 'low profile' Lowe,
Billy Rankin, Bob Andrews and u special
'Thanks' goes to Robert
Plant The standout track
Is the new single 'Juju
Man', rocking accordion
and ail. OK 'Get It' may
not lead anywhere but
you sure as heck have a
lot od fun white you're
looking. + + + Barry
Cain

greater

things as the legendary
Deep Purple, the prototype heavy metal band.
Now the final chapter has

been written It is
interesting to reflect on
these early cuts. They

have survived the test of
time quite well, and while
they might not suit the
classification great, this
was certainly the start of
something good. + + +

David Brown

LETTA MBULU:

'There's Music In The
Alr' (A and M AMLH
64000)

Letts Mbula

Is

South

African. A black woman
from the Cape now
resident In New York.
She collaborated with
Quincy Jones on his last
brilliant project, 'Roots'.
She is no stranger to the
art of making records
she's had three solo
records out In South
Africa. But she is
probably a stranger to
your ears and there Is no

-

more opportune moment
for you to get acquainted,
Because this is a stunning
record, rare In the
warmth and beauty that it
exudes and even rarer in
the eciectlsism that it
exhibit.. It you like jazz,
pop, soul music or indeed
music at all you will
probably be enchanted by
the music on this album
Whether Letta is singing
In the language of the
Cape. or recreating Use

Record Mirror, Apr1115, 1977
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Give It s mis.
Unbearable

IF

BEACH BOYS

011

1

4
APPREHENSIVE Beach Boys wait for news of Rosalind Russell's review
one, side one, 'Let
reverb. This adds to the
REICH BOYS: 'The Track
Us Go On Thin Way' Is
general heavy handReach Boys Love foal'
undeniably
the
worst
on
edness
of the album: the
Reprise h Saar).
the album. the vocals surf board has sunk like a
The only surprise about
sounding as if they stone. Of the other tracks,
this album is how bad It
emanated from someone 'Mona' has an oompah
is. It's the biggest
in extremis. There's a brass backing, pulling
disappointment I've had
kind of gruffness about down an already unimsine.. I found out Steve
the overall sound
and
ginatively constructed
siegueen was only Rte
I've played it on two song. 'Ding Deng' could
bstt six. The vocals are
stereos, so I don't think base been entered for
there's a fault with the Eurovislon. One song
ropey and the songs very
low key, relying a lot on
machinery. It sounds as came chine to the all
simple repeated lines.
If there's too much magic 'The Night Nos
I

-

-

meaning of Joan Armatrading's 'Let's Go Dancing' or floating over the

incredibly

some

top of

sensitive jazz funk from
some great session men.
she Is absolutely unique.
Geoff Travia

BRIAN POOLE AND

THE TREMOLOES: 'Remembering . . . (Decoa
REM Si UNIT 4 + 2:

'Remembering
I

.

the

became

Unit

4

Tremoioes

the Tremoloes.
+

2

successful formula for

with

Same old chug along back
beat with some strings on
top, spiced with a few
voicesand the odd bit of
guitar. You can take two

'Concrete And Clay' in '85

following

up

'(You've) Never Been In
Love Like This Before'.
Otherwise they have little

had

a

tor.

to be remembered

Hardly essential platters.
+ + David Brown
DON HARRISON BAND:
'Red Hot' (Atlantic K
50340)

Here

Remember either of these
two Sixties bands? Well,
never mind. The Trems
were formed to sunny
Dagenham in 1959, and
were pretty good at
covering other people's
hits. their first hit being a
cover of 'Twist And Shout'
in '83. followed by a beaty
'Du You Love Me?' which
made the top. Other hits
were Cant'y', 'Someone
Someone' and the droll
'Three Bells.' which are
inexplicably not included
on this set. Bri left the
band to become a butcher
In the mad mid - 'Sixties

while

memorable hit with

.

Deere REM 8)

we

another all

go

again

Same old

two ballads at least
showing a little more
thought. The rest is a
waste of vinyl. I'd rather
listen to ten sides of
Biddu. + + Robin Smith
BIDDU AND THE OR-

CHESTRA: 'East,ern
Epic

tracks at a time but after
one side your mind starts
to wander. Biddu exercises his vocals on some
of the tracks, but he
should stick to con-

ducting

growling lyrics, uninspired guitar, and songs
about women sung by
darlin' Don who thinks
he's a real lady - killer.
The two saving tracks are
'Jaime' and 'My Heart',

(CBS

something different.

+ +

RabinSntllh

-

American

boogie band.

Man'

\

:k1,.:2j.

Nat

EPC

81620)

Biddu sure isn't a man to
leave a tried and

GROVER WASHING-

TON .INR: 'A
Place' (Ruth' 32)

Secret

Creed Taylor, the produe
er of this album. has

almost single handedly
created a whole style of
jazz that combines the
commercial virtues of not
only being tremendously
successful in opening up
new markets for Jazz, but
also of containing some
very beautiful blowing.
This style is what I call
drawing room jazz. You
might hear it at a hip
party, itwouldn'tslop you
talking but it Just might
draw you into listening.
This is the first of Grover

Washington's albums.

Toting'

-

I

I

Pick You Up' was

definitely FLAT, and had
all the grace and charm of
an uncooked doughball.
By the time I got to the

last track, 'Love I. A
Woman', I felt as If there

had been a marked
increase on the force of
gravity, nailing my feet to
the ground. + Rosalind
Russell

Taylor's biggest
successes, without the
string arrangements of
Bob James The'result is
a slower, less commercial
release, that sees Grover
Washington playing some
of his best sax on record.
Special mention must go
to Eric Gale whose warm
guitar tone is quite
sublime. His best since
Mr Magic. + + + + Geoff
Travis
one of

JOHNNY 3LATIIIS:
'Mathis Is
88023))

SUMMER
TURNS COLD

..)10

but not really
Manna

Close enough.

ENDLESS

(CBS

...

very, very
Mathis Ls
slick. It's sophisticated,
superbly produced (take
a how Thom Bell, seeing
as you also wrote most of
the tracks on the album),
lush etc, etc, but it's oh so
devastatingly MOR. Still,
what can you expect'' I
must confess though to a
sneaking liking for two of
the tracks, namely 'As

Long As We're Together'
and 'Hung Up In The
Middle Of Love', both of
which show off Johnny's

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
'Country Comment'
(Chanty CR 301

18),

COUNTRY HITS over

here tend too often to be

bland, over - sentimental'
songs wrapped up in love
of one kind or another,
and seeming to be even
more confined than their
stereotyped image But
there is another face, or
even faces, to country
music, probably best
illustrated by Shelby

Singleton's Plantation

catalogue in the States
He has a knack of looking

for songs with

an

"angle", something a hit
different And he finds it

take Jeannie C.
Riley's 'Harper Valley
PTA' that was one of their
too,

early hits.

There's

comedy material like
'Hello, I'm Johnny Credit
(Ain't Never Had No

Crash)', topical comment
in Webb Pierce's 'The
Good Lord Giveth And
Uncle Sam Taketh Away',
and a parody on Rusty

Adams 'Hippy From
Mississippi'. This seleo

loo offers

Yes Tampax tampons are worn internally. Once in place. they can't even be
felt, and there's nothing to show or get in

tear
jerker, T.
Tommy Cutrer's 'The

your way

plunges Into the muddy
river. Pass the hanky,

13)

a good cross
section of country normal
and abnormal, and of
course there just had lobe

one

School Bus', which
Martha,
Brown.

+ + +

David

distinctively quavering

voice to good effect It'll
go down a bomb in certain

circles.

+ + +

Bradman

Tony

THE ALBION DANCE
BAND: 'The Prospect
Before Us' (Harvest

STIFF

Various

A

Stiff Sees 2)
From deep down in the
modem mausoleums of
Buff Records, the seU
appointed Undertakers
To The Industry, has
come one of the liveliest
corpses for many a full
moon. Stiff' I was rock
r

matter

for
concern
hard, Freak fanden will
recognise several of the
appearing bodies: Dave
dtnunds, both producing
and performing; Sean
Ty la, as spearhead of The

l

Takeaways boogying

hungrily for 'Food', and
Lemmy's Motarhead in
an ambiguous' White Line
Fever'. New rotting flesh

department features
'Welsh song bird' Jill
Read, Elvis Costello
ABOVE: Nick Lowe,

ropright Magic Michael.
bottom right. Sean Tyla

people whose corn chillies
are made from modelling

grave

reflecting ruefully, and
marvellously, that "everything seems less than
zero" to a raly pso beak a
bland Magic Michael and
rave rave from the grave.

W reek

less Eric.

(A

scribbled epitaph to Jake
Riviera, Stiff bass: If you
got enough that buried
somewhere for an album,
you better dig 'em up

sharplshl) Starting and
finishing side one respec'
lively, are high priest of
punk producers, Nick

Lowe and an uncredlb'd
'Back To Schooldase' by
one Graham Parker.
Yes, Mr Lowe, I like those
"pretty chords on your
records" too. Take this
record and go out and
dance on your favourite
grave. +++++Seamus
Potter.

r7'

ti

No You don't have to be married to
use them, either. Because Tampax
tampons slip easily through the same

opening that channels menstrual flow
from your body.

SHSP 4059)

THIS IS folk music for

BUNCH OF
RECORDS:

No You don't have to be a certain age
to use Tampax tampons. If you've
started to menstruate. you're old enough

straw, for morris men
who dance outside of pubs
that sell only keg, for the
planners who put houses
and roads where once
were fields, for farmers
who spray their land with
chemicals and pull down
hedgerows to make way
for machines, for people
who can tell you the
names of the plants that
grow in the cracks In the
concrete, for those who go
abroad and remark on
their quaint customs, for
the village hall where
they play only bridge and
bingo, for those with a
brace of pheasants in the
deep freeze, for those
whose knowledge of our
folk tradition goes no
further than the latest
Steeleye album This is a
compatible mix of old and
new, folk music for the
late 20th century, bringing to the stale city a
smell of the country air,
fertiliser and all + + +
David Brown.

No. A Tampax tampon can't get "lost"
You see.therés just no place for it to hide,

And now that you know the truth about
Tampax tampons, maybe it's tirrie you
tried them

The internal protection more women trust

MAO, OMLY IV TaMPAS LIMITED,

,HAMPLUINE
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MAIDENIIEAD, Sklndes
(251151. John Cale / Cott
Hemp. /111. shy.
MANCHESTER, Apollo (oat

BIIIMINGltAM Night Out

Wednesday

THE information hen
wee COreect et the time
Of poky to prom but It
nrY be subject to
cfeengs so we advise
you to cheek were the
venue cdncemed be.
fore trevegmg to a pip.

APRILI3
BIRKENHEAD. Deerala)
k r Club (061 647 6906 ),
Drifter*

RIRMINGHAM. Night Gut
(021.912 2223). Three
Degrees

Telephone

DUNDEE, Calyd Hell
(52ras), New Seder.

are

GLASGOW, Ranger. Club.
Del Shannon

Head.

LONDON. Red Cow. Ham
mermen Road. Dust on
the Needle
LONDON. Rochester. Stoke
Newington High Street (0124801501. Trouper

L ONDON, Rock Garden.
Covent Garden (01.240
3061). Pew Browns Back
to Front
MARGATE. Harbour. After
The

Fie

MIDDLERRROUGH.

Made

on.(40121 (, Kokes.
NEWCASTLE. Doke Vita
(26793). Dead End KIM
NEWPORT, Roundabout

Low Lcw-I. Band

OLDH4M Batley, (061452

0421). Shabby Tiger
SALTBURN, Philmore Dis-

Smell
SHEFFIELD. City Hall
(27074 I. Small Faces / PP
Amok)
SOUTHALL, White Hart
co. Ralph

High Street. Flying Saw

tare

ST

HELIER. West Park

Pavilion. Eastern Estee
n de, Jain Band

-

Affars (3011701.
hake' Stevens and the

SWINDON.
S

Sunsets

A

TUNBRIDGE WELLS,
aembly Halls 130613),
Widow

taster / Quar

JB' (53697),
Stray
EWELL. Technical Collage.

Lafa.

WOLVERHAMPTON.
yette 127811). U Itravox I

AYLESBURY, Britannia

(4856), Sidewinder
BEDWORTH Furnace Inn
(311942). Grind
BIRMINGHAM. Night Out
1021-622

Three

22331.

Friday

Randy

Balleye

BIRMINGHAM Barbare0o

LACK HU'RN,

BeaneA Rice

(021.643 9413), Franke
Miller's Pull House
BIRMINGHAM. Night Out

d

JOHN FOXX of Ultravos! on the road u!1 next
AFTER EIGHT years of rumours, the Small
Faces have Snally got together again
well three of them anyway, Stevie Marriott,
Ian MaeLagan and gentle) Jones. Resole
'Ronk' lase couldn't make It because he's
doing very well with Sim (hence thank -)vu
ery -much, and beginning a tour with Eric
Captain nest week. Fes replacement Is Riek

..

Wills
The

Faces open their lour at
City Hall (Wednesday) and.

Small

Sheffield

continue at Preece Guildhall (Thursday).
Manchester Apollo (Saturday). Glasgow
Apollo (Sunday), Edinburgh Playhouse
(Monday) and Newcastle City Hall

BRIGHTON, Bueeanneer
Club, Marine Particle
100900), Krakatoa /
A ma our blades
BRIGHTON, Embassy C4
newel (735124 I. The Jam

Top Rank
(23669), Bras Construe

BRIGHTON,

Sneaker.
CAMBELTON, Victoria
Billy Cotno0y

Hal!

CAMBERLEY, Lakeside

BLACKBURN. Balleye

DYFED, lampeter College.

Remtw

BOURNEMOUTH, Village

FIFE, RAF Leuchars,

Down Roub ward
BglieweEY, Thou Ballroom

BRADFORD, Change. Nile

Cafe /

Bussoocl.

Scene. Jimmy Helm.
BRISTOL Granary. Welsh

Back

(28207)

(27831, Ketone(

HERR R!

(021-622 2233),
Degree.

(062982), Heaneave

(26630). Sweet Sensation
Scene,

Jimmy Heine

GET AN earful of Deaf School, lade, Bert Janach,
Marmalade and Champagne o R.dlo Clyde's chat show
Wednesday (6 Oa). later good of
'Stick It to Your . .
Lazy Olen a chance to cop the Beach Boye 'IS Big Owes'
sod 'Golden Great.' (1. 20 ).
Joke Peel seeks yer some culture from the direction of
J
Radio Three, Friday (7.50), when tse return. with 'Where
It's Ar, a personal view d /he present stale sad possible
furore of eenlemporary music, little dated .s It Was Mitt
brírde.at armed this lime a year ego. Part (tee of-'Bow
Meer,
Did It Get Here?', Wes a trip hack to the role
rock's roil reggae, aka and all that stuff.
Rock 'n Poll a plenty oe Sunday from Charlie Gillett who
en. the best sound. from 30 yyear. d It, HOC Radio
London, 'Hooky Tnnk', (12.00 midday). And, we've bees
hearing good things about 'Tie Rock Show', Radio Brio tare
own progressive album tracking spot (110), presented by
Al Read. More tap from Doctor Dick Godfrey with
Bedrerk', BBC Radio Newcastle, Monday, plan as
interview with Widow maker od a rontlnltlon of the 'Ale

.

Cooper' story -part

Ott.

1031.556 62921, Sh akin
Steven. A The Sunset.
LONDON. Dingwall., CamRoad (01.267
Bees Make Honey
den

/
/

Sao w

LONDON, Greyhound, Fulham Palace Road (01.395
0326). Kr akaoa
LONDON, Half Moon, Lower
Richmond Road, Jo .hen

Kelly's sue. Band

,

Klb

Temperance Seven

SUvercl.w.d
GLASGOW, Apollo (041-332
6056), Olen Campbell

to the Front

week

LONDON, Roxy Club. Neal
Street 101-836 68111, High
Mileage

(Tuesday). They'll be playing material from
the forthcoming album (oat In May) as well
as their hits from the good Old Sod days.
Twiggy might come from Neasden but her
heart belongs to Nashville, as she's loo trod to
prove on her new tour which starts on
Friday at Croydon Fairfield Hall. moving on
Birmingham Odeon (Saturday), and
to
Liverpool Empire (Sunday).
From beauty to the beast, yes it's Bally
Connolly and his highly Individual humour
undertaking what must be oneofthe lon,gest
ever tours of one night concerts. 49 dates In
all and It starts out at the Corran Hall Oban
on

Thursday.

GLASGOW, Rangers
Del Shannon

HIGH WYCOMBE,

Club.

Naga

Head (21758), Only Oses

KETTERING, Central Hal.
Eden Street. Ono

LEIGHTON BUZZARD,
Swan, RonWakeley Band
LONDON, Brecknock, Cam
den Road (01485 30(3),

Trouper

LONDON, Dingwall,, Camden Lock (01-267 4967).
Strutter./ Uncle Po
LONDON, 100 Club. Oxford

Street (01.636 0933).
Lennie Fella / Neville
Dlrkle / Tommy Burton /

Keith Ingham/ Sean Greer
LONDON. Marquee. Ward.
our Street (01437 6608),
Una -avoid / Gloria Mundt
LONDON, Noire Dame Hal.
Lelce.ler Place (01.437
8339). Taal
LONDON, Red Cow, Ham
-

meremlth Road, John

su m

Don

MANCHESTER, Apollo.
Ardwlck (001-273 11121.

Barrett.

Garden. Lltrasoxl
OLDHAM, Balleye 1001.652
8421). Mt abby Tiger
PETERBOROUGH, ABC
(3504), Billie Jo Spears /
Carl Perkins/ Dillard%
SCUNTHORPE, Priory Hotel 14493), Krakatoa

ST ALBANS. Clvle Hall, New

Seekers
ST HELIER,

LONDON, Rochester, Stoke
Newington High Street (01.
249 0108), Brett Marvin
and the Blimps

to the

Front

LONDON, Royal Festival
Hall 101428 3003), Randy

Edelman
tlowe

/ Catherine

LONDON, Royalty Ball.
room Southgate (01486

Thursday (7.10) RBCI, Jimmy Saville doe§ the bona . .
better viewing oo the other side when Be Pop Deluge are
taught In concerti's 'Star Rider', ITV (11.30).

Come Saturday 'All You Need Ii love LIST (go la),
rooms to on the development d early blael1 record abela
like Sepia and Ebony and traces the origins of NAB, soul
and the I'hWy sound with ceps of Bo Dlddleyy, Wilson
Pickett, Supermen Areth. Franklin, Stevie Wonder, Ike A
Tina Turner gad Elvis The Pelvis. And, .Andy Fairweather
Law in concert stars le 'So It Coe. (19.55), Granada area
only. If you're Into the esoterfc area d avant-garde lass,
here's chance In tench the totally individual Joao Sloven.
Away on 'The Old Grey WM.. Test', Twaday, BBC2

Wide wee aker

1436011.

/Quart:
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MANCHESTER, Electric

ASHTON, Th ome side
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(061405 9411). Salt
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NEWCASTLE, Mayfair Bale
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maker/ Quartz

-

OLDHAM, Baileys (061452
8421), Shabby Tiger
REDDITCH, Sticky Wlchet.
Earl of Canvey
(1981), Stretch
ST HELIER. Went Park
Pavilion, Eo.tern Eaplenade, Jaln Band
ST IVES, Centre, Real Thing
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1031-229 7607), Glen
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GLASGOW, Apollo (041-332
6055), Small Faces / PP

Arnold
IJVERPOOL, Empire (a61
709 1555), Twiggy
LONDON, Brecknock, Camden Road (01-485
Sr arecro w

3073),

LONDON. Greyhound; Fut.
ham Palace Road 151-343
05261. Oa wnl mere Sect
LONDON, Marquee. Ward our Street (01-437 0605),
Rimmed .Airlines
LONDON, Old Swan. Ken

sington

church Street,

Amumr bl Wes
LONDON. PNladlum (01.437
73731, Three Degree.
LONDON. Rochester Stoke
Newington High Sreel (01249 01961,
win Rand

linger Millen.

LONDON, Roundhouse
On alit Farm food 401 267
7564),

Jan

eireeglern /

The

LONDON, Tbermgton, Lodge

Lane,

North

Bone el War

249 0'98), !So whine
LONDON, Rock Garden.
Covent Garden (01.240
39611, Squeeee / Advrrtlsmg
MANCHESTER, Golden
Garter (061.437 76141.

MUSSELBOROUGH, Rronton Hall, ally Connolly
OLDHAM, Baileys (061-652
84211. Her wane
PLYMOUTH, Top Rank
(624191, John Cale / Cowl
Blimps / The Boy.

ST ASAPII, Talardy Hotel,
George Melly and John

FM w armrrs

resvay
APRIL IS
ABERDEEN, Palace, Sha.
kin Sevens A The Sonnet
BIRMINGHAM, Bar burettes

1021.643 9413), The Dan,-

ned

BOURNEMOUTH, Winter
Gardens (264461, Jot.
Cale / Count aohop. / The

BRISTOL, Colston Halt
(291768). New Seeker.
FROME, Hexagon Suite.
aggles

Sunday
APRD.17

the Blue Flame.

.

(11. 15).

(203), Ot)-loea

WIGAN, Casino

4112), Georgic Fame and

RETFORD, Porterhouse

MORE TENNYBOP manufactured In Gnnadaland from
'Get It Together', Wednesday (4.15). Thla week wholesome
duo Linda Fletcher and Roy North Introduce the Steve
Gibbons Band, Sheltie' Steven. and the Suosela and Billy
Ocean . . . Meanwhile, hack on 'Top Of The Pope' and,

West.
Park
Pavilion, Eastern Espla
nnde,Jaln Bend
WEST RUNTON, Pavllbn
-

LONDON. Rock Garden,
Covent Garden 101.240
3961), Pete Browns Back

Strpp. / Valhalla

LONDON, Rochester, Stoke
Newington High Street 101-

Chilterns

SOUTHEND, Kursanl Ball.
room 106276), John Cale /
(bonny Ileho ps / The Roy.

Wild Willy

LONDON, 100 Club, (hbrd
Street (01436 09331, Blue.
Note.
LONDON. Marquee, Ward our greet 101437 6603).

Three Degrees

PP Arnold
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Otway and

/

Small Fares

49671,

LONDON, Global Village.
Villiers Sreet, Wild Sae

the Street
LONDON. Rochester. Stoke
Newington High Street(012(90106), Strutter.
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01.240
3961), Pete Browns Back

/

BRADFORD, Changes Nee

Sad

EDINBURGH, 'Tiffany's

Crony Cavan'a'the
Rhythm Rocker. / Man In

Three

Palm.,

Playhouse
(031.665 20641, Small
Fares / PP.Vnold

Town Hail. Martin Carthy
LONDON. Marquee, Ward,our Street (01437 6603).
Killer/ Mount
LONDON, Naahvl0e, North
End Road (01403 8071).

e.

Club (5939) Drifters
CROYDON, Fairfield Hall
(01466 9291), Twiggy
DUDLEY. JB'e (68697).-

(602062). Heatwsve
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EDINBURGH,
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Edelman
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Road

Asleep at the Wheel
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(nee
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LONDON, Hammersmith
Odeon (01-746 4031).

don

Degree.
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Harr.

BROMLEY, Saxon Tavern,

BIRMNOHAM Town Hag

BLACKBURN. Golden
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Cadillac
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Deign. S age Prlgltl
BOURNEMOUTH, Village

LONDON, Dingwall.. Cam
den Lock (01.257 3073),

Club (717461, Drifters
OBAN. Corran Hall. Billy

ST HELENS, Theatre Royal,
New Seder.
ST HELIER, West Park

BIRMINGHAM, Drakes

Saucers/ Graham Fenton.
Matchbox
JACKSDALE, Grey Topper
(Leabrooke 3232), Jet

NOTrINOILAM, Commodore

Marke.bury Avenue, Jeremy Taylor
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HITCHSN, Town
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Retitle. Rockers / WUd
Nan Show
PRESTON, Guildhall
(217211, Small Face./ PP
Arnold
RICHMOND. Beehive,

London

121756),
Smiler

NEWCASTLE, Mecca. New.
gate Street (27309). With

APRIL'S

B

Head,

to Front
LYE, Liberal Club. Snaps

node, Jain Band
WEST BROMW ICH. Oak dale
Social Club. Oak Lane,

fblrsd

AP.tILId
J.

Itoogal or
WYCOMBE,

111011

XT'

PORTSMOUTH, Locarno
(254911. Thunderbird /

PavBbn. Jim

GLASGOW. Apollo (041332
6055), Olen Campbell
GLASGOW, Ranger Club.
Del Shennon
HASTINGS, Pier Pavilion.

LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01-240
3161), Pete Brown. Back

Pavilion, Eastern Esple
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pre..

Evil W',aaoal

EXMOUTH.
My Helm.

Road

Connolly
OLDHAM, Bailey. (061462
84211. Shabby Tiger
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Dead End Kids
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20671,

Waa Stow

STOCKPORT, Davenlry
Theatre, Liverpool Fa.

Vtragl1nla Wood

121706), Embalm,. Poodles
LONDON, Brectuwck, Came
den Road (01485 30751,
Montana Red
LONDON, Dingwalla, Cant
den Road (01267 4067).
Georgic Fame and the
Blue Flame.
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Richmond Road. Sammy
M ltebeil'a Blues Band
LONDON. Hope and Anchor,
('peer Street (01-359 4510),
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LONDON, Marquee, Ward.
our Street (01437 6803),
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Newington High Street (0I.
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ran / Wild
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COUNTRY MUSIC FESTIVAL
THE NINTH Country Music Festival at
Wembley wan greeted in the true
pioneering spirit by the faithful who
arrived In their thousands from the arid

-f

deserts of Ether, Ashford and

o

Nottingham. U they could have come in
covered wagons, they would have.
They did the next best thing and
climbed out of their Escorts and poured
out of Wembley Park underground
station In their stetsons and Western
boots.
There were more cowboys (and girls)
In the Wembley Pool than there Is in the
whole of Arizona, at least for the first
two nights of the show, which featured
mainly traditional country acte. They
milled around the stands, buying up
records, posters and admiring each
without
other's gear. Those who came
the stetson soon rectified the situation.
Apart from making everyone eight
Inches taller, It made It difficult for
anyone to ace anything in the crowd.

a

/

1

fa

l

The nice thing about coming to a show
this kind, le that everyone le
determined to enjoy themselves
especlally having paid all that money
for tickets and travel. One very
pregnant lady was heard to say she
hoped her Imminent offspring would
hold off on arrival at least until Don
Williams had finished his set. I kept toy
fingers crossed too in cane she forgot in
the excitement.
In this atmosphere of anttciaption.
almost anybody got a tremendous
response. Dennis Weaver was a fine
compere, but he didn't have too difficult
a job as the show wan run with excellent
timing.
The first night, Saturday, should
have starred Conway Twitty, along
with his co - star Loretta Lynn. Loretta
wan there, but Conway Twltty backed
out. The official reasons for his non appearance was first that hie daughter
had been rushed to hospital and then
that he'd had a bomb In his home In
Nashville.
Loretta topped the bill by herself, and

-

of

SOIITHSIDEJOHNNY: big voice. tittle rnún

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY & THE ASBURY
JUKES
London
IT 14 As
It was

RIAN, WHERE

fad. It was laud.
fun.

GoodYme

music came to the
Hainbow last Wednesday
night where Southslde

Johnny and his assorted
rris)rian, quickly warm.
ed to the receptive
audience and all but blew
themselves offstage. And
for a little guy, SJ has got
one hell of a voice.

E

as quickly as they'd
started.
"'Ere they didn't play
their 'It", the young man

YOU?

next to me moaned.
Dave Edmunds not only
Real' Has served up for played hie latest single
de runs and cleared the 'Juju Man' (though sadly
few remaining cobwebs in without the cascading
the horn secttan to make cajun accordion break),
way for a storming 'Got but also his old hit 'I Hear
and
To Get 1 ac OH Of My You Knocking'
mind' featuring Eddie on actually looked to be
sax. The loons came thick enjoying It too.
It's only rock 'n' roll but
and fast and grew louder
Can you hear me they sure make a fine job
and
at the back? Pardon? of It. No tasteless
There no an admirable regurgitation of stanbluely Junior Wells type dards like 'Blue Suede
number 'Bit By Bit' with Shoes' but some rarer
excellent guitar and rock stuff like G.
Parker's 'Back To School.
harmonica breaks.
end then it wan a big days' and Rockplb'e boy.
hand please for Ms nextdoor bassist Nick
Ronnie Spector - all Lowe who provides genes
smile, and all but falling like 'I Knew The Bride
(When She tined To Rock
out of her black rateWt.
Straight Into the old And 11011)'.
I
Love
As well as generating
'Baby
Ronettes
some raw rock there was
1 ou'. mucho hoots and
applause. 'Walking In a welcome feel of fun
The Rain', her new single about it - not wearing silly
'Goodbye To Hollywood', hats or telling gags
'Be My Baby' and exit between songs, but an
stage left- Relax, she urge to get up and enjoy
yourself If only you
cuna n back later.
Back to Johnny and the weren't In the coy BBC
studio with very little
Fever',
hove for 'Got The
rattling along at a fair of legroom
But If they're good at a
pace Into the clappalong
nee/along 'We're leaving place like this, they must
be dynamite In a sweaty
1 Party'. Thankyou
England, thankyon very club. They're off to the
much". Back comes States to tour now, which
Bonnie to sing 'You Mean is good for the band and
the States, but when they
Mo Much To Me Baby'
with SJ. Then It's time for come back, catch them if
ail and sundry to pile onto you can. DAVID BROWN
the stage for the final jam
nesnl(n. There's Graham JOHN CALE
Parker and The Ru Roundhouse
mourn, a brace of Bandit.
Miami Sieve and a mucho ONE. OF the little maxims
longo laudo 'Staggerlee. that helps me ease my
Lovely stuff but where way through life Is:
was Brian Robertson" "Never trust anyone
wearing your old school
JIM EVANS
rugby shirt" John Cale
did just that on Sunday at
and
DAVE EDMUNDS the Roundhouse
proved my maxim cor.
ROCK PILE
rect.
London
He also pointed out, all
the dangers of
"COME TO a *howl See too clearly,
a cult figure, which
being
the durst" the BBC ticket
boldly invited, and bow Is what he's been since his
early days with the Velvet
could! refuse.
In hie
Underground sad period.
The stars In question
more recent .010
and
were the 8trwntflers
thing
about
The worst
Rockplle, a sort of old
being a cult figure Is that
wave meet new wave In
an
uncritical
get
you
the '1n Concert'
one that will
studios of the Parts audience,almost
anything
accept
Theatre.
from you. Cale seemed to
The Strangler. were on
with
concerned
mostly
be
and
the starting grid
advantage of that
raring to go even before taking often
playing
his
fact,
was
Intro
the DJ's boring
were a
over. 11 was a short, blunt music as though itthan
duty rather
wet with pointed commentary such as the zed pleasure.
His all American
tale of 'Dagenham Dave'
hacking band were also
and 'I Feel Like A Wog',
agent In that conspiracy
U he really want» to
unconcern. They were
break out of being a cult. of
like one of Chuck
bell have to atop letting rather
infamous bands
Berry's
his
define
his audience
musicians
capable
Too soon the act was off,

'This Time It's For

...

-

unable to give any Ideas
of their own because
they've been told just
what to play. The one

advantage for (ale wan
that they were never In

any danger of upstaging
him.
None of which would
have nattered at all If
that was all he was
capable of. But that he
does have something of
Interest to nay was now
and again clear, mostly
on the Mower songs like
'Darling I Need You' and
the first encore 'Cable
Hogue'. Even then he
seemed to lose Interest
halfway through them.
He could have learned a
lot from both support
ache. The Boy.' attitude
may have been one of silly
affectation but their songs
and their cover version
were enjoyably raucous.
Generation X are improving all the time and,
although this wasn't one
of their bent show's, their
last three numbers had an
urgency of purpose that
Cale once had and can
now only dream about.
PETE SILVERTON

ASSASSINS

London

IT SOUNDS a deadly
name fora new band, but

they obviously mean

business going by their
debut at the Marquee last
week.

Fronting the band Is
Nigel Benjamin, who, as
the poster outside carefully explained, was ex.
Mott Hopefully that fact
will be to his advantage,
that Is to get more people
along to see the group

than might ordinarily

rink a new outfit,

What they did get was
an affable set of quite

straightforward rock
workout,.

One song that people
will road what they like

Into was 'Thal-ad Dude',
a reflection on the Mott
days. Nigel sang with his

usual precision and

fervour and looked more
comfortable than when.
last seen with Mott.
They all looked to be

having a good time, and
the audience, at first a
little reticent, were soon
nhaking a leg or two,
along with the action. The
net was rather uneven,
but will develop in tlree.
And the band bounced
back for an encore with a
rendition of 'That's Why
The Lady Is A Tramp'.
It may not have been a
killer gig, but they
Inflicted a serious flesh

wound ail leant. DAVID
BROWN

although her performance was

restricted, it wan good. She didn't look
too pleased at having to carry the load
without Witty. but she still sang the

'Telephone Song', which for me was her
best song.
The rest of the Show was mixed. We
had to wall a long time between good
acts to come across a really good one.
The Oakridge Mountain Boys were
worth waiting for. They are a four part
harmony group (with backing band)
and almost every song they've recorded
has either been nominated for or won a
Grammy Award. They were tremendous.
The festival does, however, drag up
some old names. Carl Perkins gave a
creditable act, but didn't set anybody
on fire until he fell back on 'Blue Suede
Shoes'. The rest of the evening wan
fairly undletingulehed.
Sunday night, the cowboys were still
there. Billy Jo Spears and Don Williams were the big names of the
night. Billy Jo has a tight band and
matches it, singing in a tight, clipped
style. She was preaching to the
converted, but even If the audience had
been less enthusiastic, she'd have won
from the beginning.
She opened with 'Blanket On The
ground' and hardly stopped to draw
breath until the end of her set. She has a

Preaching

to the
con verted

powerful voice and Names across much
better live than she does on album. I'm
still not keen on her choice of a new
single 'If You Need Me', because It
doesn't have the raunchiness of her
other material. But she did make a
good job of 'Misty Blue' which !thought
couldn't be bettered after hearing
Dorothy Moore's version.
Billy Jo doesn't have any of the
cloying sentimentality of the kind of
country singers that put you off the
music and It's this quality which will
ensure her nuccessful venture Into cross
-over country.
Don Williams, the other ernes - over
name this year, was top of the bill. It's a
pity he only had 25 minutes or so,
because everyone wan just getting Into
his music when the show had to end. He
was presented with the British Country

Music Association's award for
International male vocalist (Dolly
course

Parton got best female, but of
wasn't here to accept It).
Because of the shortage of time,
Williams didn't have the chance to put
forward a complete showcase of his
work, but his performance of 'I Recall A
Gipsy Woman' was superb, That, of
course, was the single that brought him
Into the pop charts. My own favourite
was 'You're My Best Friend', wlsieh' is
also the title of one of his albums.
The best part of the weekend was the
performance by Emmylou Harry and
the Hot Band on Monday night. There
were fewer cowboy hats but more
babies and a bit more sweat. Emmylou
was suffering from a husky throat. but
It didn't show at all throughout her
splendid net.
She opened with 'San Antoine Rose'
from the 'Luxury Liner' album. The
combination of her perfect voice and the

band's magnificent backing was

Imncknut. Albert Lee has to be the best
guitarist I've heard for years. He and
rhythm assistant, Rodney Crowell, help
out on vocals for some of the songs. The
rest of the line - up Is: Glen D. Hardin
(plano), Hank De Vito (pedal steel),

Emory Gordy (bass) and John Ware
(drums).
From the 'Luxury' album, she
performed '-Poncho And Lefty', 'Hello
Stranger ; 'Together Again' and 'You
Never Can Tell', all of which had the
audience on Its feet for the fleet time In
three days. At last, a response that

wasn't programmed.

A

surprise

addition to the songs was a version of
'Queen Of The Silver Dollar', 1 didn't
think It was as good as Dr Hook's, but
then I've been listening to that for
years.
In a show that's timed an carefully,
there usually Isn't room for an encore,
but Emmylou had to come back. She
was the brightest star of the festival.
ROSALIND RUSSELL

imoy

shows.... - ¡
I

DORIAN ZERO
New York
WELL, IT seem, America
has finally found Its

answer to The Sex
Platole. A performer

appropriately named Dothan Zero revealed a style
at his debut show at
underground mecca.
Max'. Kansas City, that
rivalled Johnny Rotten
for sheer
gance

nthilistle arro-

Though Dorian looks
quite harmiee
sporting
no safety pins,
and

-

looking

a cross
between John Cale
buret walrue _ W and a
musik
like

-aims for the threshold of

pain school of screaching

rock, highlighted by
decadent lyrics ranging
from sleezy ('Men's
Room') to existential

('Destination Nowhere').
His dialogue on stage Is

e\

G'

America's answer
to the Sex Pistols

1

Amerama Records

(who?) Jeff Beck also lent
his talents to the LP, yet

this studio
little of was
excitement

reproduc-

ed live due to Dorian's
lame back - up band.

Actually, the whole
conaletenily offensive, beginning with a few sturdy debut seemed to leave
everyone In the lurch, not
I had everyone,," and
culminating In his threat, 'knowing whether to take"If Johnny Rotten comes it all as camp or straight
over here, I'll beat the Dorian does have talent,
but U he continues on this
crap outta hlml I!"
Actually, it seems the abusive path he may find
his
himself In the same self twisted star learned
bad manners from none destructive position the
who
Sex Pistols now seem to
La
Bowie,
other than
helped with the produc- be Intentionally trapped
album
on
debút
in. JIM FARBER
tion of his

k
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the show
EMMYLOU HARRIS: atar of

2e
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AMPUTEE,

SAL

CAROLINE ItOADSIIOK'

-LIVE

Cenes.

44,-N

Centre.

Squire

end

meat

Disco

~Mrs

Tei 0223.86718
-

Street, London,

IRE disco for all

- 01-5370590.

01-965 2828 / 2991.

DAVE JANSEN.

699 4010

3371.
01.524

-

-

Tel;

UNTK'OFIVEFOURSI-

XEIGHTONETWO
Adiscoforyou.,

- 9149.
- 807 9149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 9149
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
807

-

DJs UNITE' Share our
secretary / telephonist for
Sop per week calls /
bookings received anySAE for details:
time.
The Secretary, BCM /
Leisure, London. WC1V

-

807 9149

-SOUNDS
807 9149
INCREDIBLE.

GXX.

-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
-

POUR NAME on record

807 9149

Volume

1

JinglsDeep Dynamic Voice

100 Super Stared

OvensCountdown

& Flashback Jingles
Sonoeox JinglesAll Original Material

Stereo LP Vers,nn

E4.99 inc. VAT
15.75 inc. VAT

Steam Cassette

Imagine the envy of your

807 9149.

cassettes or reel to reel,

:Inn P&P

,

:loi. PAP

wwwEsww
Llghtmoita<
300
''

-.ma

t

Probably the finest
disco lighting system available today.

l

NEW PERSONALISED
harmony jingles you can
afford. Our professional
singers can give your
show a new dimension (1)
(15, (2) 925, (3) E30, (4)
[38. Also DJ studio time
MAGENTA
CS / hour.
D. J. Recording Studio, 27
North Street, Romford,
Essex. Tel: 25566.
SENSATIONAL NEW
Jingles from the ROGER
SQUIRE'S STUDIO, Tai-

lor

made Jingles,
featuring your disco

name, Jingles, specials
created to order and now
brand new JOCK ID's
Jingle your way to success

with Roger Squire's

attention - getting Jingles.
Telephone Tony 01-722

-8111.

Hatfield
Tel St Album

Mann'

Free

1571

from

107271 63727

Cut out this whole odver t[semenl for our lull Colour lighting brochure.

SumPises

71,

01

30

Q.Á3

03.50

1!111- l'..
4»_s

tone.
PFL b
deck switches

£98

on your old
gear

Highest dual mag. carts,

Squire20

lgvlre
Horns
£45

n

tab
£48

duel

concentric

FLOWBOXES ROPELIGHTS Big Range
ítiK, from 128
ALLPRICES VAT EXTRA 8%
Late night all branches Weds

end Deck.. S/N Sol Non.,
New F.,. L'ght., Babble

+P
RogeffqYEfe'/ Ai/Co Centre/

CREWE, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE

Ugh..
Moe sego of .gibing
you beyl

Q

T

2N

176 Junction Rd N19
TN 01.272 7474

r5O.mtJ.n A Lwsr.
Manager Nigel Morris

`10%DEPOSIT

EASY TERMS

r

r
Squire

.r

r.n

11

Manager Brian Estcourt
ACCESS

- SAT: CLOSED

T
STOL
125 Church Rd Redfeld
7e1072-55Y 650

BARCLAYCARD

'

4F

trle :Il lath _ )II:

(0270) 4739

VAT

-

and Oldies.

STREET, ST. THOMAS, EXETER
103921 72480

HIRE FROM WINDSOR
PROFESSIONAL DISCO, PA AND LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT
Disco Syeteme from CO 72 Ire VAT for 24 hour.
PAf .30 wan. Now O Se Inc VAT for 24 Ileum.
Sound to Light from 614 Inc VAT for 24 hours.
Strohm. UV,Fuss Ugh. .nd rroNolora
Long Term Hire Dl.co and Ugh. from 0240 per month
Advance bookings by phone plre.
*mill Moo., p'u. Mr*

.1

charge on collection..
Smell bin friendly maw department open
Thursday a10 pm
Ring went%fm lull dn.a.. we ewe iitam Feet

..

i

WINDSOR DISCO CENTRE

lood.hos decn nos front £375 I

MONS

MANCHESTER
Deansgatc, 3

251

Tel 061-831 7676
4 So,,5oi Cn,

Cary..
1.24.
Manager John Adams

COD

+

®

Export enquiries to London

OPEN'TUE

£432

1M VAT
Memory Disco Mark III ...
.
.
..
Mnamp G.phla 120 Wan Amplifier
....
n6. VAT
Soundout Steno Weer SPlt
net VAT
Soundow Mark Ill
..
..
.. .. ... .. ... ®0 VAT
Fel System 50 Icompl.t deco ayet.ml .. .
nub-, VAT
.
Secondhand Abel 604000 P roles clonal Tape deck wee 4
Channel Mixing
Ilk new o$Olnel cost
apps. IWO Spec MI 011 sr
..
.
.
[4s VAT
Selection of Strobes from our Spacial 4 Jew,* Strobe
SA 3 w.7
Light tank. ES or BC 0.52 5 cosy E10 3a. 12 cosy 0700
Many other lighting effects Including full tenor, of Optln.cIlce
',elector Lemp...11 Eye.. Full nog* of PuWr Inc hiding blu go
100 wen Lacquered Spots ES or BC Blue Green Red. Purples
Meow,
o.. Amber. Urn* Green or Yellow ell 35 per lamp.
Mat Flelah n 10 per lamp, Co loon as boos
Strobe lamps also In crock end tan very letwt American Impone

al

132 WEST STWIET

18 GROVE ROAD, WINDSOR
BERKSHIRE SLI1JO Tel. (96166989
Our Brand New Retail Department opening in June

-

Tutor II
Projectors £49
act, attachment

.

(BRISTOL IJ15CD CEiITRE
invites you tb

88 PAGES 275 PICTURES
every DJ should have one
pm

AND

DISCO HIRE, SERVICE, SALES

BRAND NEW CATALOGUE 11171,tli'
entire 1976/7 disco range

8

MIT

IN STOCK THE UNBEATABLE NEW HAZE 200 WATT

-

CENTRE

Including deck, erne, mic. speakers, leads from £1 65-E800

sow

£95'

.

t

STEREO SYSTEM

DISCO

41I

COMPLETE DISCO SYSTEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

CBS

MM Mle.n

HN M MI..,tlon
PHM do ftfiud0nn

ENTERTAINER

FOR THE BEST IN
DISCO EQUIPMENT

100w cab

Squirt
Bass

Roves T.p.Deck.

Berea Mkrophon. .

PANDORAS BOX

17

ONLY E159.

Gemmel o..r.

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY

011221

Squire stereo Roadshow 200
GENEROUS
PART X CHANGE
ALLOWANCES

Sirens I)

f6

,

[NMI
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
GENEROUS PART EXCH.
*10°4, Uortg3_Leers 10[21

C20

deck

fe7

250

.

MAIL ORDER CREDIT

48/49 COWICK

Squire-Citronic Hawaii

0pnkirunic a Solar

Mill

Tel.

QISCO70
budget

70w PA ONLY

Optkineoce Sup.ntrob.. f"75
Optik.eetk.bbbiegun, 04

m

More discos, more Iighting,more bargains, Disco showrooms with service depts.
open in London,Bristol,and Manchester, Roger Squire's -the one stop disco shop!

Inc.

optieIn.oc.Sol.,lme

n.

190
Deltaic 700 WO ST
LONDON'S CHEAPEST HIRE RATES? (PROBABLY)
IOHOey a Uy 3Y..nroPay
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE. LARGE S A E APPRECIATED
IS CITIONIC MONTH
DON'T FORGET
CONSOLE
FREE SHURE MICROPHONE WITH
PLUS A PHOTO OF DOVE 8051LETT'S

Roger Squire/ GIVES yOU ALLTHIIS...

i now

E30 Des.

,

RECRENHAN, RENT 113

WI M

1745 or
li lit.peyw.st.
el 113.70

LAO

al
m

12AIRI BRUCE GROVE
LONDON 517

R.kphone

MONSTER MUSIC
107 AVINUE ROAD

Yee

3

end 24

610 61
Ye
Chronic low...
Chronic Sins
IEachl n54
MS E15
F.I Super,
1770
FM Stereo
.
Soundout Serl..11l . ®9
Soundout Gdas III OW Or
.6110 [56
Soundout Steno
Soundout 'Monk' f599 [SO

ELRCTEIONICB

Redlines, Siren. end Traffic

1

+

Catalogue

COOKIES

4Js1

Fl

AARYAIC

Tel: 01.419 7214
Sounded Columns

Address

Rib

Nsw

For S/H

Hert5.AL1

115

t. r

On'
Chronic Newell .. E770rn

Strobe. OS
SpotStro tie fell

CALL AT

1

\

Dl,ce.ound Register, 175 wens

Soundllgh. n730,

el

Price 072.00 plus VAT

r
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N

Thai. Just a Tmi.

reporting
Geiiem
Unldeinfied Dine le,geine

1

AMAZING OFFER

3 Chen
Bie 4 Joule
New 15.1

Rig

Ó

IROMHT, /IN7sCPp. bombe, Ranh 54enee
T.1. 4449716

3AF.

W h

STAR DATE 23.8

zero W lighting ltd

.haters 11a,her,
manual buttons and a muttl waY ou 'Put
It1101

dR 1R rIRR1

way.

1077

ROAD,

Blandford Street. London,

fellow DJs?. Demo

--

TIUID?

Information to: Zany
Crazy Jingles, 49/51

Mall Order Service for
CASTORS: FEET. HANDLES COVERINGS .FIIETCLOTN' GRILLE
LOCKS. CATCHES HINGES. SPECIALISED HARDWARE
CORNERS' PIPINGS- TRIM ETC.
OUANTm DISCOUNTS
Sin 61n SAE for Ilium tad Catalogue
Unit 0. Sterling Works. Gnlooer Road, Southend -on -M. SSE 50A

l

!II 0 llI$COILILfT.

Please send SAE for rhore

ADAM HALL (RM) SUPPLIES

a postal order Or rhivlue lo, your coos to
Anglon Productions
Horas Rd., Kirby-leSoken, Frtntonon-Sra. Essex
DUALITY SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

R1a

NEW
Jingles the

ROIL YOUR OWN CABINETS?

7

w

Will
.selling
AND

3AF.

AARVAK SURPRISES

t

East

Ó

or cassette can you

807 9149

Senil

R1a

letter available for50p.
SAE to: Zany Crazy
Jingles, 49/61 Blandford

-

DJ Jingles

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

LF

-

DISCOTIIEQUES ANYTIME / ANYWHERE.

807

II

Road.

-

4976.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

presents:

w

SOUNDS

-

EAP

'sound to

NEW

Ring Barry, 01.231
STE\ E DAY.

THE PINK PANTHER
DISCOTHEQUE will be
at the INTERNATIONAL
Country Music Festival,
Wembley, this Easter
Visit STAND 40. New
Frontier PromoUons, and
book a dlsed for any type
of function. Or 0375 77997
(Essex). (Evenings).
LINI)SAY ROGERS
Lud low 2170
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

everywhere
PULSAR OF CAMBRIDGE
Stanley Roed Gembridas
Telex 81667

14

ocraslona.

Ow mid range Strobe for DJo.
Group rid Clubs. Av.ilabN
now from el bronchi* or RSC

7% IPS and infra-ma UOn

show, any occasion.

01 521 2322.

MAXISTROBE

-

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

- 807 9149
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 8079149.

Mobile Discos
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The
by !AMES

BEEB

NewSpíns

SHUTS
DOOR

MARVIN GAYE: 'Got To
aloe II Up' (LP 'Live'
Motown TMSP 80040. The
ultimate 12 - incher, one
whole side of double LP
devoted to this incredible,

i

a

percussive funker, com-

plex but catchy.

PUR 132). Double disco
dynamite!

was not

SIMON MAY: "'We'll
Gather Lilacs / All My
Loving' (rye 7N 45888).
Perfect even - tempoed
bland MOR until It slows
up fora smooch.
1 VONNE
ELLIMAN:
'Hello Stranger' (RSO

His submission

n-prlsingly turned down
and the lad was 'so
-. artbrok en that he had
-rakdown and has now
-shred to working on a
,ern
Look
II you listen to
.adlo 1, you must know
' .w It's staffed.
The DJs
.rtually fill dead men's
noes. they're not looking
,r new names. To get
nto radio at all, you must

YVONNEELLIMAN: lovely version of'63 classic

--

r.

Rock 'N Roll night with
"Mr George" at, Liver.
pool Tiffanys, while every

Tuesday

ave suitable experience.

iry hospital radio

cal

stations

or the

as

_:sything, not necessaruy
a hotshot DJ.
Once Into the station In
-ame capacity, you will
..nd that chances occur
your DJing talent (.0
.ny1 to be encouraged you may find that
-orne other radio job is

-,ore to your liking,

.ny.
ay.
From

personal exerlence, I know that It la
erprtsingly easy to let
's talents become
.sown and appreciated,
are with the lucky break
ou have got a toe In the
:

t'xlr

hut remember, It's a
'mg haul to the top .
,nd few good disco Din

THE 1977 Coca Cola
National DJ Competition's second semi
Enal is at Bournemouth's
Matson Royale on Friday
(15), fought between Jeff
-

Williams (Newport), Mal
Jay (Birmingham). Dave
Fry (Bournemouth), Jonty International (London)

and The Disco Kid
(Shaftsbury) , , which
reminds me: I'll be
helping judge the finals
on April 29. Heatwave are
at Blackburn Baileys on

Thurs / Fri / Saturday
(14/15 18) and at Oldham
Baileys all next week
from Monday (18). Love

Potion play Norwich

Cromwells in Edward
ake good radio jocks. Street on Thursday (14)
and March CromwelLs at
tND VICE VERSA!
Marcam Hall on Friday
(15), when Brass Construction and the (Detroit) Spinners are at
Brighton Top Rank Suite.
IMPORT TIPS from Mark Rymann starts a
Graham Canter (London new Thursday residency
OdUvere) oret Walter this week at Cardiff Top
Foster 'Mr Peanut Man' Rank Suite for over - 255,
(APO), lately Bros 'Foot- and John Fuller's Mussteps In The Dark' / 'Go tard Clty Roadshow goes
For Your Guns' / 'The "family format" with
Pride' '(T -Neck LP), MOR., music at St John's
Sylvia and Chuck Jack- Social Club, Norwich, on
son 'We Can't Hide It Saturday (18). The Chris
As) nacre (Stang). Bob Gentry Roadshow hits
Jones (Chelmsford Dee Tunbridge Teen & Twenty
Jays) taps: Avalanche Club on Sunday (17) and

'The Boogie Man' Bexhill

Reggae night
with King Rupert, Prince
John and Bob Jones at
Chelmsford Dc -lay's, and
Soul night at Darlington
Inn Cognito. Saturdays
are Soul and Funk nights
at Paisley Valentno's for
"Go Go" Gordon Lyle and
"Slim" Jim Magain. Bob
Sampson's new name is
Bob Knight at his Thurs /
Fri / Saturday residency
at Brigiiton'sMrsBramptons In Preston Street

Minim. 'What It Is'
(Arista), Players Association 'I Ike It' / Huatlln'
(Vanguard LP),

MIX
master

DAVE

SILVER works

both

clubs at Hull
TInnys,
but
mil
mess best at thehisfunkier
Anbells's disco upstairs: Bowie 'Sound And
!'tiny fading into 'Gold
(RCA), fading
lustwrs
before
end and
'Milling intro Into Roay

.

IThe
into

se

(isle

R

Drug'
J. B. 's
),ft
To Death'

"IYdorLp) Ukkl

2:),7
I

2
4
5
8
7
R

9
10

1

Steve Gee (Reeves); Nino

(Baileys), Steve
(Shades),
(Va
Ross

F-

promotion is Van

-

dims), Bernl (Platform
One), Rob (Stars &
Stripes), Jason (Lautr
recs), Rolf (Raquels) and
Will Farrell (Curves),
with help from Phonogram and Pulse Inter-

national Entertain-

ments-, who are responsible for organising the
operation. Claimed as
one of the UK's biggest

-

roller.

HOUSTON:

AVERAGE WHITE

.

Independent promotion
presentations, It will
culminate in "the biggest
live disco show ever In the
South of England" on
May 2 (venue to be
announced). If all goes
well, the DJs' next plan is
to take the show around
the whole country,

2090238). Barbara

DOME ADDY: 'Touch
Me' (Private Stock PVT
100). The Continental
DiscoTex??

LUNCHTIME converse

EDDIE HOLMAN: 'This
Could Be A Night To
Remember' (Salsoul SZ
2028). Fast booming
churner, big sound.

TRINIDAD OIL COM
PANT: 'The Calendar

KEVIN COYNE: 'Marlene' (Virgin VS 175).
Idiosyncratic '73 romper,
a great mixer with Ronnie
Lane's:How Come'.

thentic for MOR gigs,

JOHN CHRISTIE: 'Little
Darlln" (EMI 2808). Not
the Diamonds oldie, but

Lewis's '83 slowle, scarce.
ly changed so still lovely,

Song' (Harvest HAR
5122). Steel drums and
chanting, usefully au-

VINCENT ED

.1.

WARDS:

'Too

similar 'Sugar Baby
-

Hot To

Love' sound.
MIGHTY DIAMONDS:
'Country Living' (Virgin
VS 189). Sorta rasta

Handle' (Pye 7N 45887).
The 'Love Hit Me' 'Groovin".
originator with a similar
beat again.
SCREAMING LORD
1038).

Suprlsingly pretty,
-

original early
backed The
horror -rockers!

'80s

soulful jauntiness.

ROY ST JOHN: 'Where
Did Our Love Go' (Virgin
VEP 1002). Genie C&W

SUPREMES: "Love

I

quieter gigs.

Never Knew You Could
Feel So Good' (Motown
TMG 1064). Frantic
muddled fast Byer.

SEX O'CLOCK USA:
'Baby Come On' (Decca
FR 19701). Flip, slip, nice
and slow,

MISTURA: 'A Certain
Kind of Music' (Pye 'IN
25712). Fast and flashy
brassiness.

treatment for relaxed

authorised version. Tell It
like His, Frankle. . .

Polltla: "I'm a socialWhere I come from.
everyone is a sorlalieL
The country's Ina terrible
mess at the moment.

ist

just hope Thatcher

doesn't get In. "
Drugs: "I've tried them
all, but I don't use them
now. When

I

smoke dope,

start shouting my mouth
Look nt the trouble
Keith Richard's in, I only
hope he can get out of IL I
like to think I'm too strong
I

off.

willed for all that. Ire
a lot of
people do
but who
knows what the situation
might be In a year's
-

easy, to say

Jack The
THE BROTHERS: SUTCH:
Ripper; / 'I'm A Hog For
' Beau tlful"(Bus Stop BUS
You' (Decca F 19897).
minimally

lions with the wee
Scotsman with a mint
distinctive voice. The

-

-

time'

Alcohol: "Yeah, I'm
still off the spirits and on
the white wine. I've never
liked beer much, but I

enjoy the occasional
lager."

S ongwriting "It comes
easy tome and itcomes in
:

ways,.maybe In
the van, maybe any
where."
a lot of

Electrician
Early days: "I started

(Soultraln 12 Inch) has
Rod Schell (Carlisle
Flopps),' Chris Archer

R 7 HollIne
'Coin' Home' (Atlantic)'

gets Jeff Thomas

(Swansea Penthouse),
Terry Emm (Dunstable),
Phil Dodd (Horsham),
Joseph Johnstone (Worth-

ing), more ,
Delegation 'Where Is The Love'
(State) adds Tom Amigo

C_Lie
VAN MCCOY

topten

TOO HOT TO HANDLE, Heatwave

OTO LP

Pye
OVERTURE, DCLaRue
Creole
JOIN THE PARTY, Honky
UA
DANCE AWAY, 20th Century Steel Band
I WANNA GET NEXT TO YOU, Rose Royce
MCA

AIN'TGON NA BUMP NO MORE, Joe Tex Epic
CBS
FREE, Deniece W IlUeme
TRINOS WON'T RE THIS BAD, Mike A Bill
Arista
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN, Hall & Oats RCA
GTO
I CAN PROVE IT, Tony Elora

BREAKERS
2
3

jocks involved include
Jonny ,King (Scamps),

Association meets on

Tuesday (19) at Smiley's
in Cardiff's Bute Street,
7.30 pm, to discuss cheap
equipment Insurance and
meet trade reps all DJs
are welcome. Bristol DJs
have organised "The All
American DiscoShow" as
a touring presentation to
promote certain records.
Subject of the Initial

"CAPUCHINO" BERIGLIANO from Bromley,
Kent, can always he retied upon to have an
interesting chart which reflects the UK releases that
are used by hipper Jocks.

3

around all the dis-

cotheques In the Bristol
area, The top Bristol

+South Wales DJs

Youth Centre on

Wednesday (20). This
Tuesday (19) sees a big

McCoy's 'The Shuffle'
(H tL), the dance steps to
which are being demonstrated by the roadshow's
"All American Dancers"
as the package tours

Is

HOT VINYL

(Rollo), Pleasure 'Joyous' (Fantasy LP), Eloise
law 'Put A Little Love
to It' /'Love Goes Deeper
Than Thar / 'Make It
Last Forever' / 'You Got
Me Loving Yon Again'
auricles LPL, Garnet

Surprisingly

bluely, thudding, easy

BAND: 'Goan' Home'
DEEP PURPLE: 'Smoke '(Atlantic K 10912),
On The Water' /-Woman Simple brassy Het Sniff,
From Tokyo' (Pdrpie getting big.

,me mobile disco and
-Noon commentary ex1

'Em' (Capricorn

2089047).

KARMA, 'Funk De (ABC 4110). A new
Mambo' (A&M AMS version of the 1989
7283). Much imported classic.

,tproaehing BBC Radio
.-,e fora DJ job.
I', IIS tut naming
him.
.s fostered orphan had
ped to inspire his fellow
-phans by making good
radio after gaining

Radio

DOME GRAY: 'Find
'Em, Fool 'Em, Forget

'Jumpin' Jack Flash'

-rgular contributors
.rout the folly of

:' hence-

Tale

ethereal, Jaunty chugger,
feather light but funky.
THELMA

b'EEL guilty about not

a amine one of this page's

,

Miller's

HAMILTON

Good'F.arth
THE CRUNCH, nab Band
DISCO REGGAE,Kalyen
MCA
LET YOUR BODY 00, Martyn Ford Orch
Mountain

(Cardiff). Lindsay

Rogers (Ludlow), Les
Aron (Lancing Place),

Stewart Hunter (Preston), Keith Tyler (Sunderland),etc, .. Shabby
Tiger 'Slow Down' (RCA)
grabs Mike McLean
(Eaglesham Eglinton

(March Cromwells),

Brian Cardno (Berwick

Johnson (Ellesmere Tiffanys), more
Port), Sonny King (Runcorn Neptune), Johnny
Daylight (Swindon Affair), Trevor.Johti (Wolverhampton), Bill McLa
ren (Murrayfleld Rink),
AWB
many more ..

You' (Polydor) adds

Jon Taylor (Norwich

David Saunders

-

.

Wilson (Birkenhead

Crown Height..
Affair 'Dancle" (Contempo) has Greg Davies
(Bedford), Richard Coop-,
er (Lydney Peacock),
Keith Sherman (Houns

Young (Edmonton Picketts Lock), while Bumble
flee Unitd 'Love Bug'

low), Strathclyde Disco

Joe Tex 'Ain't Gonna
Bump' (Epic) taps Kid

(Good Earth) adds Roy
Asian (Scilly), Pete Mlles

Cromwells), Ray Robinson (Leicester Tiffanys),

.

track Bryan Ferry

'Tokyo Joe' (Polydor LP)

.

Assn, more
.
Kool &
The Gang *Open Sesame'
(Coniempo) fights with

...

-

.

(Redditch Tracys), Dave
Silver (Hull Tiffanys)
'I Can
. Tony Etorla
Prove It' (OTO) adds Bob
Knight (Brighton Mrs
Bramptons), Mark Ryman (Swansea Cinde-

(Plymouth), against the
cover by Childs Play
(Magnet) and Morris
Arína), Martin Bullock Jenkins (Telford), Robert
(Northwich), Dr John John (Glasbury), more
Joe 'How
(Newport)
Pete Stringfellow of
Can- I Resist' (GTO) Sheffield Mojo and Leeds
stretches David Anthony Cinderella / Rockerfella
(Swansea Prince Of fame has been advertisWales), Clive Barry ing for Club premises In
(Manchester), Mike London's Mayfair /
Thomas (Port Talbot) Chelsea / Kennington belt
Roy Hughes (Leeds
could be lntefesting
Pentagon Nightscene),
Wilton Place Street
M a r t e Il
Band 'Disco Lucy' (Is.
(Chesterfield Jingles), land) gets 12 - inch
Jay Jay Sowers (Dairy support ero'm Jonny King
Hotel De Croft) all album (Bristol Scamps), Greg

Steve

.

R&M Band 'The Crunch'

Deerstalker), Steve

rellas)

Atlanta

Rhythm Section 'So In To

Johnny Diamond (Hove
Cltftonvtlle), more
Jacksons 'Enjoy Your.
self' (Epic) finally hits

Doug Forbes (Ke(9t Leonards-on-Sea),
John Innes (Airdrie),
nilworth), Chris Gentry

more

Umlilaiml 'Stab

Pleto

- Na Na' (EMI Int)

moves
Roy
Gould (Fulham), Cain
Malt

McLean (Glasgow
Shuffles) and Brian
Massie (Dundee), who
infos Skeet. Bolivar

'Streethouse Door' (Thun.
derbird) Is el monstro up
there .
Boston 'Long
Time' (Epic) breaks for

Ian Cassells (Airdrie
Marcos), Tom Russell
.
(Klkln Ulloc h)
(President 12.1nch) stings Original J. Vincent
Steve Day (Tottenham Edwearresturrs
for Stuns;
Globe) Alan Farmer
(lrie(Murrayfleld Rink)
hot medley Import Shalemar 'Uptown Festival'

(Pr' ) ( Narttwich puller
SwaM
shire Cat) J ohn
(Norwich) . . .

writing when I was nine.
1 had a guitar with thrie
strings. By the time l was
I was playing
groups. I was in
14

In

succession of bands, W eet

Farm Cottage, The

Stoics. When t left school,
I started work as an

electrician. But that only
lasted its months. I was
getting paid £3.16 a week
for my job and 14 a night
playing on a semlpro
basis. So I quit the job.
"Then I went to Spain
with The Sabres for four
months or so. That was
where I learnt how to
drink. My parents had
wanted me to be a
footballer, but Spain put
paid to that l don't think
I could take all that
training. I still follow
football, though. There's
nothing like a Celtic
Rangers game. The
atmosphere Is so electric.

love that game."
Money: "You don't
make a lot touring In this
country and Europe. to
America you don't make
anything on your first

couple of tours. I'm

buying myself a house,
but what I'd really like Y
a plate In the Western
Isles. And ire aloe to get
cheque, ,rolling In from
the cover version People
ade 0(107 songs
made

Women: "I Itke the
birds, but these punk
women - who could
them. Aid
~fhb want
taw punks themselves are

a beech

a

pools. They

haven't gut any movie to
offer." JIM E V ANS.

Record Mirror. Apn1 16, 1977
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JAMES BROWN
Sax Machine
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In A Brok.n Dream
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Eye Level
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She

loves

butterflies before I go on stage I wish
this evening was now. I want to play
every night All 1 want to do is work. It
the record takes off,
tour, sure I will.

I'll

be

back for a

"Yeah, I like doing the old hits.
'Welkin' In The Rain's' my favourite.
love the rain. Walking In the rain. It
rains n lot to England, but I don't mind,
I like IL 'Be My Baby' means the most
to me. That's when It all started. We
were snuggling then 'Be My Baby was
a hit. Boom. It changed noy whole life.

Religion
"I pray every night hoping

things will
work out. No, lam not that religious. I
just like to believe In God. Praying
helps you mentally. When you're alone,
and I was alone for a long time, God Y
someone to talk to. At one time 1 was so
depressed and God helped no..

"And I love to talk '(That's stating
the obvious, darin'). I didn't know the
man I married. We never sat down and
talked to each other or anything. He
wouldn't. I'm

so

energetic.

so

real.

love to hug and to kiss (so do I, ntmm
that's nice, can you roll over a bit, I've
got cramp in my left leg). I was very
warm and Phil was very cold and
opposites never make it together. There
was so much L didn't understand. Now
don't want to understand.

"But that's all In the past. I think and
hope people are ready for Ronnie
Spector again.
"After I left England In 14, I didn't
work until I niel the Mihaly' and
Southside. I met them through
private party given by John Lennon In
New York.
"I went along to a recording session
and didn't for the Ute of me think that
this little blond guy In glasses would be
able to sing. But they were putting
down this great track, asked me to jota
In and there we are.
"Mlaml Steve Van Zant and ,Bruce
Sprtngsteen have helped so much.
Touring in America with the Asburys
ass such fun. So organised. They knew
exactly what they were doing and I like
that. And Steve knew how to handle my
voles, that's great.
I

Thanks, Ronnie. I'll have to go now,
we've cons to the end of the page and
anyway, I think take chambermaid
wants to make up the room. See ya al
the Rainbow toolght, Nv. Baby I Want
You.

NEXT WEEK

70p

-

- ~way.

.Inge. Pb PI to

Lis

boxing.
"We lived 'in this big house In
Beverley Hula where all the Blm stars
live. But there was no life there. B you
walked round the streets after six at
night, you saw no one. I've moved back
to New York, where my roots are. New
York's like London. There are people,
life. What can you do without people?
"And I love coming to England.
There's still a Ronnie Spector fun club
over here. Good old England, they don't
forget. If It wasn't for the taxes I'd like
to live here, reverse the trend where all
your rock stars are moving to the
States. That would be nice."

Ronnle's talking a lot.

talking. Little prompting needed.
"Yeah, sure I'm nervous. I aM ays get

,ri1b
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"The servants were my friends. I
missed people so much I couldn't tell
you;J love people. Phil loved sport so I
got to know a lot about basketball and
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Phil just wanted

"When I was touring with the
Ronettes.it was Boom! But when I got
married, il' went from lightness to
darkness. All the lighta went out. Five
and a half years doing nothing. Phil is
very much a loner. He would just lock
himself away In his library.

(Plus t'2 if Overseas)
OLDIES UNLIMITED, 6/12 Stafford Street
St. ("surges, Telford. ShropshireTF2 9JQ

-

Stone
Honey Child
Bed Company
Fos. Lady
Jlml MeadHe
Lou Rood Welk On The
Wild Side
nnbeB Wizard
The Who
f -Lo. Do Ye

Over to the lovely lady In hand Dope
sorry, In question . . . S'cuse me while
I adjust the bedclothes. No, It's only a
joke, we're actually sitting In the coffee
room of the Kensington Hilton and borne
Yank has just come up and asked
Ronnie for her autograph. She leans out
of bed, beans a big smile and obliges.
Is this a fantasy or an interview?

"I loved singing and he loved
producing: He was allowed to produce
but E wasn't allowed to sing. And
wasn't even a housewife. We had five
servants so I didn't do anything. I got
bored,. very bored, depressed. I was
trapped.

-

-

Et

so energetic"

Take a seat, Ronnie Spector, former
wife of Phil and lead singer with the
Ronettes. Ronnie's about to make It big
on her own. see, and Is In London to
perform with Southslde Johnny and do
some TV and some Interviews . . . And
she's got º new single coming out soon.
It's called 'Say Goodbye to Hollywood'.

housewife.

ALSO A BARGAIN
100 DIFFERENT HIT SINGLES £13

!OORLET

RONNIE SPECTOR: ''I'm

REMEMBER THE Ronettes?
'Be My Baby', 'Baby I Love
You', 'The 'Best Part Of
Breakin' Up' - all Phil
Spector-produced classics.

didn't work.

-

--

r

The single .
"It's all about Phil
and my marriage. The drat year of our
marriage was bubbles and roses, but It

.

- -
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Albums. offers.
Gault,
62 Klnlodn Road, Newton
Yearns. Glasgow.

-

FOOL
Science
Fiction Single "1990
Metal Sider' by "Grab".
S.

- F. Records,
Ledge Road. Stratford -

Sad 50p
98

Upon

-

S.

Avon, Warwick -

Odra
SINGLES FROM the
past
Large SAE:

T. S. M. Record s,

220

Victoria Road West,

Linn.

NEW SPRING cata-

logue. Old, new, rare
singles and aflame. Send

largish SAE
(overseas 20p). What
records are you after?
Adrlans Records, Wickford. Ewes_
BLUE PLASTIC disco
doubles (CBS). AU tines
In stock 70p each (p&P
20p any quantity; overaeaa 40p:.
Adrian*

lop

-

Wlekfod,

Records,
Essex.
SINGLES 1911-7411. Die /
collectors neat send for
tlab.
SAE please: 60

-

Mayfield Crescent,

Brighton. Busies.
LARGEST TAMLA &

-

SAE: Soul
Soul lists.
Saver "Ashdene", The
Street, Rockland, St
Mary. Norwich.

RECORD FINDING

service. Those you want
and can't find. England
and abroad- Lads In stack
Send
will get If not_
SAE stating wants: Don.

-

-

Southend Road.
W Ickford, Essex.
GOI.DIES SALE and
137

action. collector's Item.
SAE: Rockft Records,

-

29

Howard Avenue,

Aylesbury, Bucks

PRIVATE ODLLECTTON
SAE: 31
45s, 1959-1916.

-

John Bright Street.
Blackburn.

EX -TOP THIRTY

records (1955-1976). from
10p, thousands of titles,
SAE
hundreds of stars.
for free list: 82 Vandyke
Street, Liverpool, [SORT.
PAST BLASTERS: Always Marls of rock, a0ul.
SAE: 2
pop. Tamla.
South Walk. Middleton.
Sussex.
LPs FROM 20p, singles
Large SAE:
from 5p.
Thompson, 24 Beautfort
Avenue. Blackpool

-

-

-

CHARTBUSTERSI
availGOLDEN oldies

able, '56-76, a most for
collectors. A Godsend for
SAE: Daakery,
DJs.
86/87 Western Road,
Hove, Brighton

-

For Sate

ItAVEROU NUS ISIS TT
R'N'RrocltabWy pop sail
Including rare Items.
large SAE: 20 Brownsbridge Road, Southard
Leamington, Warwick-

-

-

list SAE.
Boa No 108.
EARLY MUD. "Flower
Power' CIL4. "Up the
Airy Mountain" CBS
"Shangrl-la" Philips.
"In the Moor' Rai by
Dam Your once. State

badges. sew - an, phn
Nast gear. Starsky and

Hutch police badge..
genuine American polls.
Send stamp for

-catalogue. -

Ren WalkRosedale Crescent,

-

er. 33
Reading, Berk a.
HIINOREFmt OF cuttings
of many group. / artistes
front January 1976 onward. AB complete with
date and origin_ State

Janet. 98
condition.
Somerset Avenue. l.eices

ter.
ELVIN PRESLEY Bootlegs wanted send details
Sam
and prices.
Storrie. 42 Grange Road.
Bumtisland. Fife.
UNWANTED CASSETTES bought for cash
best prices givers For
immedta to quotation send
details of your cassettes
to
G. Dunkerley, 102

-

preferences, please In-

detail.

clude SAE for

-

Paul Carmen, 6 Cleveland Terrace, Darlington.
County Durham. DL3
YIID.
STERLING SILVER Ingots_ 1 os £14.95. K ox

-

Newgate Street. Landon.

ELL 50. JubileeHallmrked, complete on 22tn sliver

Allow
delivery.

- days
P.

14

W ingrsdd. Chesterfield.

AU. YOUR UNWANTED

and LPs bought or
part exchange for new
records, large collections
455

ham
TELEPHONE ANSWERING machines for sale,

-

urgently required
Send records. large
collection urgently re-

-

Callaver. 219 0416.
COLOUR CONCERT
PHOTOS. FANTASTIC
OFFER. 31.411, a Sin.

-

Send record of
quired.
lists with SAE: F. L
Moore Records Ltd.,
197a. Dunstable Road.
Luton. Bedfordshire.

COLOUR PRINT SENT

ABSOLUTELY FREE
WITH EVERY EN-

Mosier Services

-

ich.

Rosy, Todd, Sailor,

LYRIC WRITERS get

Sparks, Stewart, 10cc.

recogndnm free details

-

Who '75 and 70. Wings,
Send SAE
Young. etc-

-

from
Association
Popular Songwriter.
B. IL London. Welt/

stating Interests for reply
by return to: Dick Wallis.

Road.

music publishing house-

-

Sent to:
pAP 25p.
Ivan Long, 22 Sparrows
Herne, Hughey, Herb.

COLOUR PHOTO-

GRAPHS, Stn x 3'41n.
Paul Glaser, David Soul.
Paul and David together
(10 Jiff photo each), rap
each, pAP 12p. Full lists

Ferriday,

3

z

85is

Sandra

J.

Stockton
Road, Hartlepool, Cleve104

land. TS261RP.
DAVID CASSIDY posters. pictures, book».
Send SAE for bargain
list: 40 Huddle Avenue,
Eastbourne. Sussex.

-

TanWlon

Londons SW126DF.

READY FOR use, medium wave transmitter
and power supply, L22 11
Write: Edwards,
ono,
78 Chohharn Road, Stratford, London, E15, send
SAE.
EVE GRAHAM, happy
birthday on April 19.
imams
Lob of love, Sharon,
Belfast
EVE GRAHAM', happy
birthday 19th Kathy.

-

March

PROFESSIONAL

-

from IliSAE, Carrea Music,

Farndlsh Road, Irehester. Northants.
LYRICS TO rondo and

Free Marketing.

-

Details, SAE: 6 Shaftesbury Avenue, Cheri ton, Folkeatae, Kent.
LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.
St Albans Avenue,
London, W4.

-

SONGWRITER MAGAZINE explains copyright
publiahing, songwriting
Free
competitions.
from: International Song-

-

EP's by the
Downliners sect will pay
your price.
Peter, IS
Richmond Hill Court
Richmond Surrey.
45'9,

-

writers' Association

(RM), Limberiek, Ireland

SMALLS

Sowed Equipment
QUALITY DISCO equipment desk complete with
pillars built In amp four
channel slider mixer set
of speakers and mac, (160.
Also Zero 3000 sound to

- SAE to:

Edlington Lane,

Warmswort . Doncaster,
Yorkshire.
DAVID CASSIDY. Even
though we're far apart,
this greeting comes from
Much love
my heart
for April 12 27 beautiful
years. Trisha, Sheffield.
I REALLY fancy Paul
Layton of the New

--

light unit with two spot Seekers.
Ring
banks, L65.

-

Redditeh 21089.
NEWHAM AUDIO S/H
100

watt disco unit.

Bargain.

L150.

-

Srteetions Vacant

994

LYRIC WRITERS reby recording
MM'S DISCO. quired
Details,
Weddings. parties and all company.
SAE: 30Sneyd Hall Road,
2991.

-

- Phone
Mid
Mid

01-710 0621 and

474

0463.

SALIUS DISCO, C/ W

ink, tape, deck,

headphone-s, speakers 2 a 100w

amps, custom console,
integral lights, sequencer. S/L ropelight strobe,
projector, all leads, 6550
ono.

-

10.6687527.

rUilac

Atff W.

1

1

7

£1.10

1T

Bloxwlch, Staffordshire.
Di WANTED for disco
Write *'
with transport
to: Brian Jones, 23
tichester Road, Wallasey.
Merseyside.

(.

For Hire

V

*,
.{

-

f

Alp as. 44.d4
AMA COMCtIT 110701

se am Woos, Set of
OEPon hoe,

r0-

}}

10

M

DISCO EQUIPMENTS
PA

systems,

sound to

light units, reasonable

- Newham Audio
Servlles,
rates.

01-534 4064.

SOUNDS SUPERB. 200

ing.
now.

- TeL

049-255 2629

IReaders are
advised to
send cheques

SPEAKERS
repairs. -01-254 9331.
WE HAVE the biggest
range of disco equipment
in the UK, completed
disco systems from L165 L800.
From Roger
Squire's Disco Centre,
London, 01-212 7424-

QUALITY

-

Bristd

OZ12350550; Manchester 061-5317676.

VLNE EILIMONICS Ltd
for custom - built speaker

'cabinets, cltith,

grill,

-

corners, handles, etc.
Send SAE for price list to:
78

Vine Street, Evesham

Tel

T

`y

or Postal

C/1MGElS No.

2

WO

. rosrras - ,aa nse

Orders when

CARDS dIPOSTERs

".22
MOOR STRUT
I}
BIRMINGHAM 4

replying to
advertisers

*I}

*.i%*t7*ir*tY *
NEW RATES FOR
RECORD MIRROR

and
NOT

ADVERTISERS

CAIN

PAYMENTS

£5.60 Single
Columninch

(8986) 2415.

&

advertisement rates.

PLEASE PUBUSH my advertisement under the heading

soso FaM4alwr
e... v..... ..,o..o,.ew s. ns mono
1ta5rlral

John,

-Linda and Sandra.
15

- order form

4d Csaá6.a

-

7.

`

Belfast
DAVID CASSIDY. Happy birthday for April 12.
all our love forever.
ABRA FANS.

watt astero disco Squires
/ Citro is remade Carlsboro Mid - bins, light mic
cables comprehensive
record collection, L9013
ono. Will consider splitt-

DEMOS

-

NOTICES.

Road,

writers! Make the most of
Details.
your reaeerlal.
SAE: 6 Marble Avenue.
Westdlff, Emes_

-

Records Wasted

afadx

-

Disco Equipment

ATTENTION LYRIC

-

seF[uu

LYNSEY DE PAUL
Official Fan Club
certainly not rock hot
tan! SAE for detail to

St Albans Avenue,
-U
London. W4
-

.

r

*

Foe autos

17

NEW POSTERS

- *

LYRICS WANTED by

B ADGE COLLECTORS
read on: Wings, Bad
Company, Zeppelin. Sabbath. Bowie, Heap, Yes.
Deep Purple. 10íX Pink
Floyd. Santana, Genesis,
Stone. Queen. Roxy,
Wishbone Ash. Quo,
Cockney Rebel, Rod
Stewart, Knebworth Fair,
SAE: hope .°
15p each.
hear from you sum Love
Julie
and peace.
Williams. 7 Candy Street.
London. 512L30 B AY CITY Rollers
5 Matt Street
photos.
Stanton by Dale likes tole. Derby:.

uf.or er.mallaNs

phone 1H32 503962

IDOL

4a oases 9Tar1016 VACANT.
IwtAsbs rdk suf. s6rws.wis FOR ma_

eight exciting good
quality photos? X 5 only i2

153

Brentry, Bristol. Tele-

functions.

LYRICS WANTED.
SAE. Ultrasound. 62
Station Road. Great
Blakenham Near Ipsw-

son. Sahli. Kiss. Seppelln,
Nazareth, Queen. Stone,

ALL

Steve,

*ii*'(i*':I*J1

T

TWO

QUIRY. Bands available
are: New Floyd. Ferry,
Limey, Harley, 7h11 Also
Bowie 14 and 79, Klkd
Purple, Bacmae, Dylan. Elo, Eno, Eases, Hall
/ Oat», Emu:nylon. Harri-

-

North

Road.

Thorpe

Street, Shticks, Co Dur-

159 Hamilton
Landon, SE27.

-

cassette.

Okebourne Road,

-

Send
GLES wanted.
lists to: Dave Bank's
Records. 223 William

Cite..through, "Rings"
and 'Things". 4 Bough

new. t120. guaranteed.

UPARAS" TOP twelve
Interview wanted on

John,

*

Special Notice

SECONDHAND SIN-

rope chains. Fluff guaranteed. genie, P&P 30p

extra.

Wanted

EC!.

Fsa COOS

ABRA CONCERT photos
Incredible value. Set of

stamps.

page SINGLES N ANTED send

-

catalogue of posters.

Wes

available,

Records For Sale

shire.

Ilford, Ewes 01-418 0794
(callers welcome).
(SIFT RNTIARD coed

TREE. fo

38

Abbeydale, Winter-

Wars, n.r.0

-

Cleveleys,

-

SAE

-

*GOLDEN OLDIES: Our
Etna free catalogue of
singles '57 -Ti is now
ready for dim:aids
Send large SAE to: Penny
Farthing Solmda, Dept
51i 13 Qranbreok Road,

29

insertion( sl commencing issued dated
enclose a cheque/postal order for

c

1

l
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THE LIMOUSINE gilded
smoothly and effortlessly

they waned Bee but have dlteeultlen

along the freeway towards
the Dig city. The Super Soul
Brothers had a gig tonight in
Soul Qtt. Yeah!

i

Meanwhile, ,anew bete In Maui-bEngland clapped out van with
a motley crew trundle. down
lane
in search of the big college gig.
The hail is at the end of a 1"g
winding drive near to a settlement
the lamb refer ti u Egham. The
lads pile out In search of liquid
refreshment
There's bubhllag Bob Roberta"
the sax MI OW C., Dave 'Skins' Irving
the drummer and the busied all the
girl. ¡round over, Tony Dunmore.
teazel' Karskl, the guitars/ vacs!.
/ words man b wearing a large
flower in his buttonhole, a reminder
of the fact he eat married early that
day and he has yet to change.
Holding his hand Is the new- Mr.
kareki, who «miles and pub up with
all the jibes about Polish white
cabbage weddings and all that
What a sport.
een

a,

getting through Albie about rode
things down the mike, surely that'll
get 'ern going? No. Tie, Walt
minute two people get up and walk
out. Albis step. off stage sad
follows. And the crowd are
langhing, It's
major breakthrough
Now the band can't stop them
laughing and launch Into inmpereoaa.

air

A

tines of The Killers. Santana and
(lenesb. The crowd are lapping It
up. and not before time, this le good

stuff you know,

Soul Ctty fans scream for more as
the whole ~diem shakes Its feet as
brother 1,1~1 blow. Nines and
declares "We Inv you aIF'. Brother

Lenny whispers aside "That
mother, phew".

Women
Bads -in their lounge the TV In
blaring away and more champagne
corks pep as dusky maidens ester

,.

The proceedings are
Interrupted by their manager Irving
who brings news of engagemeete In
Iltie old England, Including a week
at Baileys and posefbly even the
Palladium.
Supercharge chat about this, that
and even the other. They've got
somoe European "tee coming up and
declare It should be a good thrash.
Atble says don't mention about all
the women backstage 'cow of ha
Mrs. I reply "What women". He
says not to mention that either or
people will think them uncool and
strange.
The newly weds depart to more
jibes, but they have the last laugh as
they have the group's van keys and
the lads can't get in. But to cut a long
story short, they eventually get In
the van, drive bane and Bve happily
ever after. The End.
"But what about the Super Soul
a reader's voice. Oh,
Brothers?"
yeah. I'd forgot about them, now let

smiling.

SUPERCHARGE: You should see 'en, with their clothes on!

Overalls

UPER SL B

A new face emerges, that of Andy
a fresh faced
saxophonist whose skill In hooting
and periling has earned him a well
deterred permanent place in the line
up of the nation's number one punk
funk band. He's already looking the
Alble's moustache quivers aa the
part In a spare pair of Alble first
drops of Guinness touch his
Donnelly's overalls.
parched throat. We step back a few
Finallythere is Ail" himself paces to avoid getting crushed by the
rutting a fine figure in dashing top charge of the light and bitter
coat with matching accessories and brigade.
a befet b keep his naked boom from
catching cold.
"Did you hear about the own with
Back in the States a limo pulls up five
Sorry Alb we can't print outelde Soul City Stadium The that one, a bit close to the knuckle.
Super Soul Brothers are chaperoned Well, what else could we talk about?
to a rear entrance where heavies What did he think of the new LP?
brush aside the fans trying to catch a "Much better than the first, a lot
glimpse of their big heroes. Their more together ('ran). I was a bit
dressing rooms are immaculate, full disappointed with some of the
of fresh fault, naiad, stacks of noul reviews though, they all wanted to
food. champagne and herb.
know where the funny bile were."
Eghom offers a tiny room next to
But surely people take you
the kitchen, a few curling sands and
a crate of lukewarm light ale.
seriously as musicians?
Albie makes for the bar. Your
"Oh yeah. Some of 'em too ouch
reporter follows closely so as not to I mean we're playing this club near
miss a round, I mean the recta.
Nottingham and I'm sure they've got

'Porky' Parker.

us down for the soul

night and not the
rock night That'll be a Ulf when
they wean"
Andy 'Bacon' Parker strolls over,'
refuses to buy a round and is told the
chances of him getting good write
up are diminished. Fear not Beefy, I
don't bare grudges.

...."

with whom they've parted company
over "musical lncompatablab". To
make up for life non appearance
Alble slips Into a Chunky dragon top

"lock 'o' loll".
will notice the difference.
and taWk of

No one

Meanwhile back In the Stake; the
99B take quick pinch of white snuff
before going on stage. A tape plays
'Also Sprach Zarathrueta' as they
stroll over towards their mikes, clad
in gold reputetogas and pink jump
sidle.
ts. Brother L ther slugs of 'Lo
ova', wdfie hie soul cousins hum in
the background. The crowd go Mkt.
At Fgham the lads are giving It
some seek, rasping out the soul and
patter, but the audience don't
appreciate IL What's the matter? No
sense of humour?' No sense of
rhythm' Or maybe Just OD'ed on
Newcastle Brown?
The band Is really having to sweat,

When all the Guionesel has been
supped the band go back to the star
dressing room, start" the crate and
get Antetheir dazzling stage gear.
Mrs Kerakl gazes on in amazement
as the musdebound chaps strip
before her very eyes.
Now this hue all the ingredient/. of
being an odd gig. For starters the
celebrating for the wedding has
taken it. toll, secondly the audience
appear to have gone Into a deep
trance and thirdly this Is the first gig
minus Chinese gultarlt Oule Yue

-

me nee. Oh yes, than right they
were belting along the highway took
a corner too fast overturned and
were all killed. That's it Warner
Bros. can't put out the new album,
but they've got the film rights to a
story "-the life and death of lop
soul band. And that's the end
really. OK? DAVID BROWN

-
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